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LETTER OF TRANSITTAL DATED 16 MAY 1973 ADDRESSED TO
THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

Ne have the honour to transmit to you herewith in accordance with Trusteeship
Council resolution 2157 (XXXIX) of 14 June 1972 and rule 98 of the rules of
procedure of the Trusteeship Council a report relating to the visit to the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands of the United Nations Visiting Mission, 1973.

Due to the aprointrent of the Chairman, Mr. Paul Blanc of France as
Ambassador of France, to the Republic of the Upper Volta during the course of the

'fission and the need for him to take un his duties in Ouagadougou soon after the
completion of the pro-ramme in the Trust Territory, Mr. Blanc was not present at
the meetinr,s in New York at which the report was discussed, and was not able to
indicate his assent to all the lanruage used in its final version. He did,

however, participate in the draftin' of the report in its initial stages and is
in rreneral arreement with its substance.

Mr. Viktor Issraelyan of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

participated in the drafting of all the chapters of the report and made clear
to the other members of the Mission his views on the various issues which arose.
In preparing the final version of this report, the undersigned took account so
far as they felt able of his views.

The merber of the Mission nominated by the Union of loviet Socialist Republics
does not, however, subscribe to some view3 and conclusions contained in this report
(in particular in chapters II, VT and VII) and his views will be brought to the
attention of the Trusteeship Council at ils fortieth session. Therefore, thib
text should be considered as the arreed view of three members of the Mission.

Paul BLANC (France)
Chairman of the Visiting Mission

Robin ASHWIN (Australia)
eter HINCHCLIFFE (United Kinr,dom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland)
Members of the Visiting Mission



CHAFTFR

GEC4FIAL

A. Terms of reference

1. At its 14012.0 meetin', on 14 June 1972, the Trusteeship Council decided to
dispatch a periodic visiting mission to the Trust Territory of the Pacific
:slands in 1973 and to invite the Governments of Australia, France, the Union of
'cviet Republics and the United iCingdom of Great Britain and Northern
7r1and nominate members to compose the Mission. The Council further decided
that the ncrinations to be submitted would automatically be approved when

At the st,me meeting, the Council adopted resolution 2157 (XXXIX) in which it
directed the V:siting 'fission to investigate and report as fully as possible on
the steps taker. In the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands towards the
roalization of tLe objectives set forth in Article 76 b of the Charter of the
Inited "ations, and to pay special attention to the question of the future of the
Territory, in the of the relevant Articles of the Charter and the
7rusteeship AgreeTent, bearing in mind the relevant provisions of Trusteeship
Council and General assembly resolutions, including Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV,
of 14 December 1960 ani 1541 (XV) of 15 December 1960. It also directed the
ission to rive attention, as appropriate, in the light of discussion in the
Trusteeship Co'incil and of resolutions adopted by it, to issues raised in
sonnexion with the annua: reports un the administration of the Territory, in the
itions receive,' by the Council concerning the Territory, in the reports of

th.? previous periodic visiting missions to the Territory and in the 'bservations
of the Administeriar Authority on those reports. The Mission was further directed
to receive petitions, without prejudice to its action, in accordance with the
rules of procedure or the Council, and to investigate on the spot such of the
oetitions as, in its opinion, warranted special investigation. Finally, the
Council requested -,he tc submit to the Council as soon as practicable a
report on its visit to the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands containing its
findings, with such observations, conclusions 1 recommendations as it might wish
to make.

3. :ubseuuently, Mr. Robin Ashwin (Australia), Mr. Paul Rlanc (France),
"r. Viktor L. Issraelvan (Soviet Inion) and lr. Peter Hinchcliffe (United Kingdom)
were nominated by their Governments as members of the Visiting Mission. On
15 January 1973, the members of the ission elected qr. Paul Blanc as Chairman
cf the ''fission. Followinp, the return cf the Mission to New York and because of
the departure of the 'fission's Chairman on appointment as Ambassador of France to
the Republic of the Upper Volta, the rena:ninc, members of the Mission elected
Mr. Ashwin as Acting Chairman.



B. Itinerary

4. On 24 January 1973, the Visiting Mission held preliminary discussions in
Washington, DC, with representatives of the United States Department of State, the
Department of the Interior, the Department of Defense, the Office of the Micronesian
Status Negotiations, as well as the Peace Corps. During those discussions, the

Mission was informed of the latest developments in the Trust Territory with
particular reference to the Territory's future political status and the settlement
of war damage claims. The Mission was also informed of the Peace Corps programme
in the Trust Territory and of the activities of the Civic Action Teams in the
various districts. The Mission wishes to thank Mr. Samuel De Palma, the Assistant
Secretary of State; Mr. Stanley S. Carpenter, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Interior; Mr. James M. Wilson Jr., the Deputy Representative for Micronesian Status
Negotiations; officials of the Denartments of State and of the Interior; the

officials of the Department of Pefense and the representative of the Peace Corps,
who gave the Mission their full co-operation.

5. During its visit to Washington, DC, and in the course of its tour of the
Trust Territory, the Mission was accompanied by the following members of theUnited
Nations Secretariat: Mr. Felipe A. Pradas-Hernando, Principal Secretary;
Mr. Girma Abebe, Political Affairs Officer; Mr. Milton Riedel, Administrative and
Finance Officer; and M:ss Francoise Hul. Secretary/Stenographer.

6. The Mission left New York for the Trust Territory late in January and en route
stopped in Honolulu where it had the opportunity to meet with Micronesian students
at the University of Hawaii and the East-West Center. At that meeting, the Mission

heard the students' views on Micronesia's educational development, economic problems
and the question of the Territory's future.

7. The Mission paid a courtesy call on !4r. John A. Burns, the Governor of the

State of Hawaii. While at the University of Hawaii, it met with
Dr. Everett Kleinjat3, the Chancellor of the East-West Center, and members of the

academic staff. The Mission wishes to express its deep appreciation to the
Governor, the Chancellor and the academic staff of the East-West Center for their

hospitality.

8. The Mission began its visit in the Trust Territory at Majuro, Marshall Islands
District, on 2 February, and ended it at Saipan, Mariana Islands District, on

7 March.

9. The Mission made a brief visit to Guam on 28 February to meet with Micronesian
students at the University of Guam and heard their views on educational matters and
on the present situation in Micronesia, as well as on the future of the Territory.

10. During its visit to Guam, the Mission had the opportunity of meeting
Dr. Carlos G. Jamacho, the Governor of Guam, and members of the Guam Legislature.

It wishes to place on record its deep appreciation for their hospitality.

-3-



11. On 17 February, the Mission attended sessions of the Senate and House of
Representatives of the Congress of Aicronesia and held a meeting with its Joint
Committee on Future Status. The Mission also held a meeting with the Chairmen of
the Standing Committees of the Congress.

12. The Mission devoted the last days of its visit to meetings on Saipan with
Hr. Edward E. Johnston, High Commissioner, and senior officials of the Trust
Territory Administration.

13. The Mission wishes to express its sincere thanks to.the High Commissioner and
the Administration's senior officials as well as to the members of the Congress,
for their full co-operation and assistance.

14. In the course'of its tour, the Mission received a number of written
communications which were taken into account in the preparation of its report.
The texts of these communications are filed and available for inspection in the
United Nations Secretariat.

15. On its return from the Trust Territory, the Mission held discussions in
New York or. 14 March with Mr. Franklin H. Williams, the Personal Representative of
the President of the United States of America for Micronesian Status Negotiations,
Mr. James M. Wilson Jr., the Deputy Representative for Micronesian Status
Negotiations, and Mr. Stanley S. Carpenter, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Interior. During the discussions, the main topics covered were the negotiations on
the future status of the Territory, eeommic development and the question of
external trade.

15. During its visit to the Territory, the Mission was accompanied by
Mr. Dwight Heine, Special Consultant to the High Commissioner;
Mr. Robert M. Immerman, Adviser, Political and Security Affairs, United States
Mission to the United Nations; Miss Mary V. Went, United States Liaison Officer
for Micronesian Status Negotiations; and Mr. Charles Sylvester of the United States
Department of State. The Mission wishes to express its sincere thanks to those
officers for their courtesy any? co-operation.

17. Throughout the six districts of the Territory, the Mission met vlth members
of the Congress of Eicronesia; with district administrators and their staff; with
members of the district legislatures; with the judiciary; with municipal councils,
magistrates and traditional chiefs; and with representatives of religious missions,
teachers, doctors, nurses, students, businessmen, members of civic associations,
Peace Corps volunteers and the general public. To all of them, the Mission wishes
to express its sincere appreciation for the courtesy and co-operation extended to
it, as well as for the generous hospitality it recei-ed.



C. Land and people

16. The Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands consists of three archipelagos:
the Harshalls, the Carolines and the Marianas. The latter includes Guam, which is
not part of the Trust Territory but is an unincorporated Territory of the United
States. The Trust Territory includes more than 2,100 islands scattered over an
area of some three million square miles of the western Pacific just above the
equator of which just over 100 are inhabited. These islands have a combined land
area of approximately 716 square miles and are grouped in six administrative
districts: Palau, Yap, Truk and Ponape - in the Carolines, the Marshall Islands
and the Mariana Islands.

19. The people of the Territory, numbering approximately 114,600 in June 1972,
are classified as Micronesians with the exception of about 1,000 Polynesian
inhabitants of the islands of Kapingamarangi and Nukuoro and a few individuals of
other racial groups. Nine distinct languages, with variations of dialects, are
smken in the Territory: two in Yap District, three in Pbnane and one in each of
the other districts.

D. Programme of visits and meetings

1. Marshall Islands District

20. The Marshall Islands District is the easternmost of the Territory's districts.
It has a land area of about 70 square miles d stributed over 29 coral atolls and
5 low coral islands which are scattered over 375,000 square miles of ocean. The
total population is about 24,200. The district headquarters is located 'a Najuro
Atoll which has a population of slightly in excess of 9,000.

21. The Mission begsn its visit to :larshall Islands District on 2 February. At

Majuro, it held a meeting with the District Administrator and heads and senior
staff of all departments, where major matters concerning the district administration
were discussed.

22. The Mission visited Majuro hospital, the radio station and the port facilities.
It also visited the Marshall Isi-nds High School and had a meetin7 with students at
which facilities at the school, educational opportunities abroad and the future of
the Territory were 'liscussed.

23. At a meeting with the Majuro Chamber of Commerce, a speaker expressed concem
at the decline in copra price and said that, in consequence, growers were neglecting
their copra plantations. The situation was also not good in other industries,
especially those in which "licronesians could not participate because the necessary
capital was not available. The speaker further said that there was no on
fishinr! venture and such fishing; that tcdk place was not sufficient to satisfy
demands. Although the waters around the outer islands were a potential source of
supply, the scattered location of the thinly populated islands posed difficulties
of transport to the district centre.

-5-



24. With regard to tourist development, the same speaker asked whether limitations
on foreign capital investment could be lifted and whether the United Nations could
assist in this. Another speaker pointed out that privately owned cargo-boats had
to compete with those of the Administration and inasmuch as the latter was in a
favourable position, the former found it expedient to charter their boats to the
Administration.

25. At Majuro, the Mission held a meeting with the Municipal Council at which the
financial resources of the Council were discussed. The Mission also met with
Mr. Ataji Balos, a member of the Congress of !Iicronesia.

26. On 4 February, the Mission left Majuro and arrived at Rongelap Atoll the
following day, where it held a public meeting. Some speakers were concerned about
insufficient housing facilities. Others pointed out the need to provide dock
facilities, warehouses and an airstrip. Some speakers referred to the continuing
inedibility of the coconut crab owing to radioactive fallout. Others raised the
question of compensation for the destruction to land and vegetation which had not
been taken into account when comrensation to people affected by atomic radiation
had been considered. Speakers emphasized the urgent need for the permanent
presence of a doctor on the island as well as for regular provision of adequate
medical supplies. Speakers complained of the infrequency of visits by field trip
ships. In reference to the future status of the Trust Territory. some sneakers
pointed out that they knew very little about the negotiations between their
representatives and the Administering Authority. Whatever little they heard reached
them through the district radio broadcasting system.

27. On 5 February, the Mission left Rongelan by ship and arrived at Bikini Atoll
the following day. The Mission toured Bikini Island and saw the preparations being
undertaken for the resettlement by its former inhabitants. The construction of
40 houses had nearly been completed and coconut and breadfruit trees had been
planted. The Mission was informed that 40 more houses, a school and a dispensary
would be built shortly. It was expected that the first group of Bikinians would be
able to return in September 1973. The Mission returned to Kwajalein from Bikini
by air.

28. On 6 February, the Mission wert by boat to the island of Ebeye where it
visited the hospital, various public works, a nursery school, a public elementary
school and a mission elementary school and held a public meeting at the Community
Center. At the meeting, the Magistrate reiterated grievances which he said had
been brought to the attention of the previous Visiting Mission. They concerned
housing conditions, the lack of adequate education and health services and the
lands leased by the military.

29. One speaker said that the coast guard station should be removed from Ebeye.
The land, he said, was needed to accommodate people. A member of the Nitilela
(District Legislature) was against military installations on the islands. He felt
that the presence of such installations endangered the people concerned who either
failed to receive compensation for lands taken by or leased to .he military or had
to wait a long time for it He asked the United Nations to help make it possible
for all cour`ries to enter the Marshall Lelenis or trade and business, in order to
develop the islands' resources.



30. One speaker said that income derived from Kwajalein was of value to the

district. He went on to say that a higher salary rate in Kwajalein had come into

effect two years ago but complained about the reduction of the employees' annual

leave. Another speaker said that there were many people on the waiting list for
employment on Kwajalein while there was a continuous recruitment from Hawaii. Wages
paid to Micronesians were low in comparison to those paid to newcomers. In answer
to the question whether people from Ebeye could use the facilities on iCwajalein
such as the department store, taxis, clubs, buses, etc. speakers stated that they
were not allowed to use those facilities except for the department store which
certain people could use if they had written permission.

31. Regarding the future status of the Territory, one speaker said that the people
remained in a state of confusion. He considered that it was difficult to
concentrate on the future status of Micronesia when land problems were still the

major issue. Another speaker said that he was not in favour of independence.

32. The Mission ended its visit to the district with a meeting on Kwajalein with
a traditional leader and members of the Nitilela. The traditionil leader voiced
agreement with the statement of his people regarding land, economic, education and
health problems. He referred to islands which had been taken over by the
Administration without compensation and gave figures which he considered would be
adequate remuneration per acre for the leasing of the land. In regard to
Roi-Namur and other islands on Kwajalein Atoll, he said that a member of the
Congress of Micronesia had attempted to bring abort a settlement but had not

succeeded. A member of the Niti,lela asked whether there was any difference in the
amount of compensation paid to the Japanese citizens who had been fishing off the
coast of Rongelap Atoll at the time of the nuclear explosion in 1954 and to the
Marshallese. inhabitants of the atoll. Another speaker stated that, judging' from

the situation in the outer islands, the people were not ready for independence.
He felt that without seeing conditions in the outer islands it was not possible to
reach a proper conclusion on this question.

2. Ponape District

33. Ponape District, which lies in the Eastern Carolines, consists of the two
high volcanic islands of Ponape and Kusaie and eight widely scattered coral atolls.

It has a land area of 176 square miles. Ponape Island ranks second and Kusaie
fourth in land area among the islands of the Trust Territory. The total population

is about 23,700, of whom some 16,600 live on Ponape Island and 4,600 on Kusaie. The

district headquarters, located at Kolonia, on Ponape Island, has a population of

3,900. Three languages are spoken in the district: Ponapean, Kusaiean and

Polynesian. Kusaiean in somewhat similar to t1arshallese. The language of

Kapingamarangi and Nukuoro is a western Polynesian dialect.

34. The Mission began its visit to Ponape on 8 February with a meeting' with the

District Administrator and heads of departments, at which the problems of the
district and the Administration's curre.it and proposed programmes were discussed.

-T-



35. At a meeting with the Speaker, Vice-Speaker and Interim Committee of the
Ponape District Legislature, education, health, economic development, transportation,
the request by Kusaie to become a separate district, political education and the
future status of the Territory were discussed. Speakers said that high school

facilities should be expanded to accommodate more elementary school graduates.
They were not satisfied with the present hospital facilities and were looking
forward to the ccnstruction of the proposed new hospital. They felt that
agriculture and marine resources development should be given top priority and were
concerned about the contemplated reduction in the grants of the Administering

Authority to the Trust Territory. They were also concerned about the lack of

adequate means of transportation within the district. In the view of one speaker,

Kusaie should be a separate district. Another speaker, however, referred to the
long and close association which had existed between Kusaie and the rest of the
district and felt that separation would be most regrettable. In reference to the
political education programme, speakers felt that not enough had been done. They
were not well informed about the proposed compact of free association and felt that
more detailed information on the negotiations on future status was needed. One

speaker thought that negotiations were moving too fast and that the Territory should

maintain the status quo. It was his view that the people were confused on the

subject.

36. At the meeting with the Nahmwarkis (traditional leaders), speakers said that
the issuance of new deeds by the present land commissions altered the traditional
way of land ownership. Those deeds did not recognize the rights to land of members

of traditional families. Land deeds which had been issued by the German and
Japanese administrations without the consent of the people concerned had
subsequently been taken over by the present Administration. Furthermore, since the

deeds were issued in 7nglish and not in the vernacular language, they were unable

to understand the contents. They consiLered that young people were unable to obtain

the kind of deeds which would have encouraged them to develop the lend.

37. At a meeting with members of the 3okehs nunicipal Council and the people of
that municipality, one speaker considered that the Administration should propose
specific programmes for economic development with emphasis on agriculture and

marine resources. In his view, education was too much geared towards the United
States way of life and customs rather than to nicronesian traditional customs. In

regard to 18,11,1 questions, he pointed out that the Land Commission issued deeds to

individuals and he considered this to be inappropriate. Another speaker said that

the Territory needed adequately trained personnel to occupy Positions of higher

responsibility.

38. Other speakers said that there was lack of understanding of the present form
of government and of the negotiations on the future status of the Trust Territory.
Nobody had explained the nature of the nerotiations to the people. They had heard
of them in local radio programmes which were mainly broadcast in Enplish. The Chief
Magistrate favoured, as an interim arrangement, free association with the United
States until such time as the Trust Territory could become independent. Another
speaker considered that it was important to expose the Trust Territory to the
outside world so th'It it could determine for itself what was best for it in the

social, educational and political fields.



39. At a meetin:, with members of the .:et Municipal Council and the people of the
municipality, one speaker staL.ed that the main concern was homesteading and that
the Administration hid imosed a great deal of regulations in this regard. A

Congressman maintained that the majority of the people of the municipality supported
Micronesian independence. In referring to the desire of the population of Marianas
District to be associated with the United States, the speaker asked whether it
would be possible for Ponape District to seek association with other Powers.
Another speaker said that the people of Net strongly opposed the stationing of
United States troops in Micronesia. During the meeting, it was said that
agricultural programmes prepared by the Administration had not been implemented.
There was plenty of land in the municipality but there was a lack of seed. Some
speakers mentioned the inadequacy of classrooms, and were concerned about the
educational system which, they said, placed emphasis on matters which were not
consistent with their customs, traditions and values. However, the same speakers
appreciated the contribution made by the Ponape Agricultural and Trade School
(PATS).

40. At a meeti:ig with Uh Municipal Council and the people of that municipality,
one speaker stated that their principal problem was the lack of adequate financial
resources to engage in economic and social development. In regard to the future of
the Trust Territory, he favoured the maintenance of the status quo. A move in other
directions could only compound existing problems. Independence for the Trust
Territory rather than free association with the United States was the choice of
another speaker. In regard to the negotiations on future status, another speaker
maintained that any agreement relating to licronesia should be referred to the
people for their decision. He said that Micronesians should be spared the
consequences of having a foreign military presence on their soil. A number of
speakers stated that they knew little about the negotiations concerning the future
status of the Trust Territory. Some said that their congressional leaders discussed
the subject only in general terms.

41. At a meetinEl with community leaders, councilmen and the general public in
'Kitti, speakers expressed concern about the terms of the Trusteeship Agreement and
wished to have it amended. They felt that they had not had enough opportunities to
develop economically and meet the objectives of that Agreement. They considered
that the Trust Territory should have not been designated a strategic area and they
were against the installation of military bases in the Territory. Some considered
that free association would not give enough freedom to the Territory. One speaker
said that economic development was too slow while another considered that the
educational system was an American system and did not take account of the local
culture.

42. On 10 February, members of the Mission visited the Micronesian Community
College, the agricultural station and the radio station.

43. The Mission held a meeting with the chief magistrates of the district, at
which a speaker from Kusaie said that the United Nations should recommend to the
Administering Authority not to precipitate the process of self-determination. He
added that only after having had adequate political education could the people make
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an intelligent decision. The magistrate of Madolenihmw, pointing out the
difficulties of making a decision on the future status of the Territory, wondered
whether other countries could assist them towards making a meaningful decision.
He was concerned with the inadequate emphasis placed on agricult'iral and marine
resource programmes, as well as with the by 1 vel :f education. He sent on to say

that land survey and issuance of deeds were too slow and were lindering economic
development. The Magistrate of Sokehs requested that the clause in the
Trusteeship Agreement which designated the Trust Territory a strategic area be
revoked. During the meeting, assistance was requested to help trace Ponapeans who
had been missing since the Second World War.

44. At a meeting with members of the Chamber of Commerce and businessmen it was
said that shipping was a critical problem since vessels from outside the district
did not keep their schedules. Shipping within the district, however, was
generally adequate. Stores were in most cases family operated and the co-operatives
had difficulties in competing with them. Fishing prospects were not encouraging
mainly owing to lack of long-range programmes and the absence of adequate storage
facilities. It was also said that the merchants were dependent on government
employe_s for their trade which did not provide an adequate market. Some speakers

were concerned about high freight rates and the increasing prices )f Japanese
goods. They wished to see competition in the field of shipping.

45. The Mission held a meeting with students' representatives from the Community
College, the Ponape Agricultural and Trade School, the Ponape Teachers' Education
Center and the Ponape Islands Central School. At that meeting, speakers pointed out
that they knew very little about the negotiation being conducted between their
congressional leaders and the representatives of the Administering Authority.
They said that the language of the compact and other written materisa on the subject
were difficult to comprehend. One speaker favour''d a unittJ Micronesia and asked the
United Nations to help the Territory to achieve that goal. He felt that with the
scarcity of land, the situation would deteriorate further if military installations
were permitted in the Territory. Another speaker believed that the Trust Territory
should achieve its independence within 10 to 20 years and asked the United Nations
to help the people reach that objective. He said that the type of.political status
adopted by the Cook Islands might be a suitable interim arrangement for Micronesia.
According to another student, the Trust Territory was not prepared for independence.
The view was also expressed that the Mariana Islands should not be allowed to set a
precedent by seceding from the rest of the Territory. A number of speakers
emphasized the need for intensified education and mentioned the lack of teachers
and books. In this connexion, students asked whether the United Nations could
make scholarships available for Micronesians. A speaker pointed out that the
Territory imported more than it exported, which hindered progress towards
independence.

46. The Mission also met with the Mayor and members of the Council of Kolonia Town.
At that meeting, the Mayor suggested that Micronesians who were not members of the
Congress should also particinate in the neootiations on future status. They could
then return to their communities to explain developments. The Congress had been
established to formulate laws and not to engage in negotiations on future status.
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Another speaker asked whether it was permissible under the Trusteeship Agreement
for the Administering Authority to hold separate talks on future status with
representatives of the Mariana Islands which, he said, would set a precedent for
others to do likewise. He stated that the goals enunciated in the Trusteeship
Agreement were too broad and general and he considered that the United Nations
should insist on a reassessment of the situation by the Administering Authority
with a view to setting specific objectives attainable within a given time.

47. At a meeting with the Municipal Council and people of Madolenihmw, the future
political status of the Territory, land problems and the declining copra price
were the major topics of discussion. One speaker said that under the terms of the
Trusteeship Agreement, the people had no voice in the future of their Territory.
Other speakers sed that public land should be returned to Micronesians or at least
placed under local authority. More emphasis should be placed on roads so that the
critical transportation situation could be improved. Another said that the
Territory should seek advice on the establishment of a research centre for the
development of agricultural and marine resources. He considered that vocational
centres for each district would help in the progressive development of the
Territory. The same speaker expressed concern regarding the price of copra and
asked whether the United Nations could advise on the effective use of copra products.

48. At the last meeting of the Mission on Ponape, discussions were held with the
Chief Magistrate of Kusaie and a number of Kusaieans. The Chief Magistrate explained
the action taken towards establishing Kusaie as a separate administrative district
and the reasons for such action. He did not favour separatist movements and if
Kusaie became a separate district it would remain within a united Micronesia. In

regard to the future of the Trust Territory, he said that the people needed
sufficient time to study the question. He voiced grave concern over the testing
of nuclear weapons in the Pacific and /Tged the nation concerned to desist.

49. Turning to economic questions, the Magistrate said that poor transporation
services discouraged farmers from producing as much as they could. Fisheries
constituted a major potential resource but trained fishermen and storage facilities

were lacking. The present 3-mile limit of territorial waters should be extended
to 12 miles at least and should be protected from exploitation by foreign fishermen.
The Administration's interpretation of the most-favoured-nation clause of the
Trusteeship Agreement was preventing the development of trade with Pacific Islands
neighbours. In regard to education, the Magistrate favoured the reorientation of
educational programmes so as to avoid turning out graduates for non-existin7 jobs.
Emphasis should be placed on training in agriculture and fishing. The Kusaiean
language should be taught in schools.

50. During the meeting, a petition signed by 40 university students was submitted

to the Mission. The petitioners supported the stand taken by the Kusaie Political.

Status Committee askirw for the establishment of Kusaie as an administrative

district.



3. Truk District

51. Truk District lies roughly in the centre of the long, east-west chain of
the Caroline Islands. It consists of 15 island groups with a total land area of
49 'quare miles scattered over an ocean area 300 miles wide and 600 miles long.
Truk proper is a complex atoll composed of 14 mountain.as islands of volc "nic
origin, with a combined area of 23 square miles, surrounded by a great coral ring
which form a lagoon of over 300 square miles. The outer islands of the district
are all low islands or atolls. The total population is some 32,700, of whom more
than 23,200 live on Truk Atoll. Moen, Tol, Dublon, Fefan and Uman are the islands
of Truk Atoll with the largest population. The district headquarters is on Moen
Island.

52. On 11 February, the :fission arrived at Moen Island, in the Truk lagoon, and
began its pro7ramme the following day with a meeting with the District Administrator,
the heads of departments and senior staff.

53. At a meeting held with Representative Sasauo Haruo of the Congress of
*licronesia, the Legislative Council of the Congress and a number of landowners,
Mr. Haruo said that very little had taken place in achieving solutions to the
people's basic problems in the area of economic development, especially land
management and use. The procedure for the acquisition of private lands for public
use and for use by foreign-owned corporations had placed strains on the
relationship between the legislative and executive branches of the Government as

endeavoured to meet the needs and requirements of the people. There were over
landowners on :luen whose land had been taken without just compensation and

without any possible recourse within the present system. The Administration had
taken orivate lands for public use, for the use of foreign companies and for
nilitary purposes without just compensation and without any subsequent opportunity
for the peo7le to review and renegotiate the lease agreements in view of changed
conditions and circumstances. He said that many of the landowners had known little
on the subject when they had executed certain documents entitled "indefinite use
ri -ht vreeLent" and they considered that the agreements should be revised. At
this ueetine, a petition on the subject from r4oen landowners was submitted to the
Mission.

54. At a subsequent reetiw;, with the Moen Municipal Council and traditional
leaders, sreakern su!Torted the petitions referred to above and the views expressed
by Cone,.essmdn haruo. One of the speakers' stated that no written translation
of the "indefinite uPe right azreement.' into Trukese language had been provided.
They had been Lranslt,ted to tbe landowners only orally, although they were complex
leeal instrument:.. New negotiations between the Administration and the landowners
s'.-:ould be conaucted and any land which had been the object of those agreements
and had not teen used by the Administration should le returned to the original
owners. The vent on tc :ay ti..t la:.1 wan of Ivaeh importance that it would be

diCficalt to express viers on the future status of Micronesia until they had found
an equitable setion to the land question. At the sane meeting, the !layor of

said that (Jfi the Tivstion of the future status of the Territory, their '

con-!ressmen had on various occasions expressed the view that free association
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might be the appropriate solution, but when asked to explain the issue to their
constituents, they had failed to do so. In answer to a question on the position
adopted by the Mariana Islands, he said that separation would set a bad precedent;
his people opposed the fragmentation of the Territory. Or.e councilman stated that

they would like to maintain the status for some time.

55. At a meeting with members of the Truk District Legislature and magistrates,
the speakers referred to the powers and prerogatives of their legislature, the
district budget, methods of appointment of the District Administrator, war damage
claims and rights regarding the sea. The Mission was informed that the District
Legislature had created a Charter Study Commission to study the implications of
becoming a chartered district. According to the present legal provisions, the
High Commissioner was the final authority on every matter concerning Truk District.
He appointed the District Administrator and controlled the district budget.
According to the Trust Territory Code, by obtaining a charter the district could
gain more control over their own affairs. The Study Commission was working to
determine which alternatives were available. The legislators pointed out that they
were concerned about the type of government which would be created to replace the
present one. Their action would depend on the results of the negotiations of the
Congress with the United States. The district would like to have a say in the
selection of the District Administrator and tc have control over the district budget.

56. In regard to war claim, speakers referred to the treaty between the United
States and Japan and said that it appeared to absolve Japan from any further
liability for the death and destruction it had caused during the war. The
$5 million which the two Powers had agreed to provide would not cover the damage it
had caused in Truk alone. They were also concerned that the treaty failed to take
into account the war claims that had arisen before 1941. Some legislators also
expressed concern regarding government retention lands which had been taken by
the United States from Japan. The grievances of the people were centred on the

issue of whether the Japanese had purchased the land originally on an equitable
basis. In regard to the Administration's claim that it had all the rights below
the high-water mark, they said that such a claim constituted a considerable
deviation from custom. It was the view of the speakers that those issues had
implications for the future status of the Territory. They urged the Mission to
consider not only the physical development accomplished by the Administering
Authority but also the question of the legal rights of the people.

57. At a meeting with the students of Xavier High School, a student said that the
economic gap between government employees and farmers was very wide, the latter

being in a weaker position. Students would like to know whether the Trust Territory
would be viable as an independent nation. They were concerned about the requests
by the United States to obtain lands for military purposes, particularly on Palau,
and one speaker said that the Palauans were opposed to such requests. Another

speaker was in favour of the Territory receiving aid from other countries.

58. A number of speakers were opposed to the move made by the Marianas to separate
from the rest of the Trust Territory; they feared that it would set a precedent for

others to follow. Some students asked why the United Nations had no observer at
the negotiations between the representatives of Micronesia and the Administering
Authority on the future status of the Trust Territory.
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59. At a meeting held on Tol with community leaders and the general public,

education, economic development,-war damage claims and the future of the Territory
were the topics of discussion. The Chief Magistrate wished to see the schools
less exposed to United States culture and considered that other influences would
be desirable. More schoolrooms were needed. One speaker said that the development
of fisheries would require an investment of some $10 million and asked whether the
Territory could seek assistance, if needed, for that purpose from countries other
than the Administering Authority. Another speaker said that the damage caused by
a typhoon three years ago and the decline in copra prices were the two events
which had most adversely affected the islands in recent years.

6o. On the question of war damage claims, the Chief Magistrate said that the
settlement of claims should be expedited. The $10 million agreed to by the United
States and Japan was certainly inadequate. Another speaker said that $2 million
had been allocated to Truk by the Administering Authority under the typhoon
rehabilitation programme, and he compared it with the amount estimated for war
damage claims for the entire Territory. With regard to the future of the Territory,
one speaker said that the people were not informed on the implications of free
association or independence. Another speaker felt that Micronesians would
probably choose free association. While in Tol Municipality, the Mission visited
the elementary school, fish-drying plant and the junior high school.

61. At a meeting with Dublon municipal and community leaders and the general
public, a district legislator said that the joint United States-Japan payment of
'10 million to the people of Micronesia for damages suffered during the Second
.1d ar was inadequate. He asked the Mission to take up with the Japanese
vernment the question of payment for lands, homes and other damages caused by the

JaLte before 1941. The amount of compensation for war damage, suffered by the
inhabitants after 1941, had been set by Japan and the United States without
co.ttulting the people concerned. The Japanese had taken the land from the people

'orce and had declared it public. The present Administering Authority also had
made it public domain. Another speaker said that the teaching in schools of
icronesian culture, custom and tradition was inadequate. In regard to the economy
of the Trust Territory, the speaker expressed concern about the declining copra
price and thought also that the local people should be encouraged in the
--loitation of the marine resources.

A number of speakers considered that Micronesians should decide on matters
fcrein investment which, they said, was not the case today! Micronesia should
Riven rights over island waters. A speaker thought that the claim of the

Amini3tering Authority to sea and sea-bed rights below the high-water mark was
tot It was an imposition on the Trukese people and hindered their economic

IN regard to the future status of the Territory, one speaker rejected foreign
..oion from anv vartor and favoured independence. Others said that they had

.rdei-qtrvl the distinctions between "independence", "commonwealt' and "free
t :!.t* wante, to be better informed in order to make an intelligent

t'"' tine care.



64. A petition, dated 26 February 1973, from Dublon landowners concerning land
questions, was submitted to the Mission. Another petition, dated 27 February 1973,
from the people of Dublon in regard to war damage claims was also submitted to
the Mission.

65. At a public meeting on Moen, the principal of a school stated that the school
food programme was inadequate and that there was a serious lack of newspapers
and other reading material. On the question of future status, a former
congressman stated that it would be difficult for individual Micronesians to
express their views regarding the future of the Trust Territory or any other
problem because, according to their customs, it was improper to embarrass their
leaders in public. In his view, the only course for Micronesia's future was
independence. He had defended that view when he was in Congress. The Trust
Territory was neither economically nor educationally prepared for independence,
but once the people had attained it, they could work towards development in those.
fields. He went on to say that there was no political education programme and
that radio broadcasts from congressmen had to be cleared by the district
administration. Other speakers said that being geographically and ethnically
diverse, it was difficult for Micronesia to make an appropriate decision in regard
to its future. A speaker wondered whether the United Nations was pressing the
independence of the Trust Territory, while another inquired as to whether the
United Nations could extend assistance should such an eventuality occur. The
Mayor of Moen asked the Mission to help them in their desire to have sufficient time
to consider the possible alternatives on the question of the future status of the
Territory. He was not in favour of leading Micronesia prematurely towards a new
political status.

16. At a meeting with representatives of the Xavier, Truk and Moen high schools
on 15 February, the main subject of discussion was the lack of jobs for high school
graduates, the need to develop natural resources and the necessity for improving .

educational and medical services. Speakers referred to the declining copra price
and the need for improved housing facilities and utilities which, they said, were
among the problems that faced the 'rtst Territory. A number of students thought
that, with the increasing number of school graduates, jobs would soon be
scarce. Attractive and well-paying jobs were now offered by the Trust Territory
Government alone.

67. Students were opposed to the presence of Korean fishermen in Truk. Koreans
employed the best Micronesian fishermen leaving the least experienced to the local
co-operatives. Micronesians should be given the opportunity to exploit the
fisning resources in the area, and laws should be enacted to restrict activities by
foreigners. Other speakers stated that the Territory's present educational
programme was not relevant to the Micronesian situation. More emphasis, they said,
should be placed 'n their background and culture. Scholarships ought to be
svfailable to those students srecializing in medicine and law. Some students referred
tc seri-,us health problems owing to lack of transporation. The outer islands were
worst off in that respect.
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68. On the question of independence, speakers felt that sufficient time was needed
to prepare the Territory for that goal, while others favoured immediate
independence. They believed that complete political independence would be
difficult while the United States was actively seeking military bases. The people
were not informed regarding the meaning and implications of free association.
Students were prepared to share what little they knew on the subject, but it was
contrary to tradition'and custom for younger people to take the initiative and to
try to educa.de elders on matters of such importance. The need for adequate
communication between congressional leaders and their constituents on this subject
was stressed. Students were critical regarding the involvement of their
congressmen in private businesses which, they said, gave them very little time
to inform the people on political matters. The people preferred personal and
intimate contacts with their congressional representatives rather than to hear their
radio broadcasts which never gave them a chance to ask questions.

69. On 16 FOruary, the Mission held a meeting with Peace Corps volunteers and
discussed their work in education and other fields in Truk. On the same day, the
Mission held a meeting with Messrs. Rinis Hamo and Masaichy Eilat, of Moen Island,
each of whom submitted to the Mission a petition concerning land and made
statements in support of their claims.

70. During its stay on Moen Island, the Mission visited the hospital, the Truk
High School (public), the Xavier High School (mission), the Public Affairs Office,
the Land Management Office, the Housing Authority, the Community Action Office,
the agricultural station, the Fisheries Office, the radio station, the farmers'
market facilities and the co-operatives.

71. After its departure from Truk District, the Mission received a petition,
dated 27 February 1973, from Mr. Alfonso Utto, on behalf of the people of Fetan
concerning war damage claims.

4. Palau District

72. Palau is the westernmost district of the Caroline Islands. It consists of
the Palau group of islands and four small coral islands scattered between Palau
and the north-eastern islands of Indonesia. The Palau group includes more than
200 islands of both volcanic and coral limestone composition of which 8 are
permanently inhabited. The Palau group is about 125 miles long and 25 miles wide.
The total land area of the district (190 square miles) consists mainly of the
island of Babelthuap (156 square miles), the largest island in the Territory. The
district headquarters is located on the small island of Koror. The total
population is just over 13,000, of which some 6,000 live on Koror and 5,000 on
Babelthuap.

73. On 19 February, the Mission began its programme in the district with a meeting
at Koror attended by the Deputy District Adminivtrator, departmental heads and
senior staff, at which the problems of the district and the Administration's current
and proposed programmes were outlined.
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74. At a meetih" the (1!xt Tiy with the two high chief, municipal chiefs,
magistrates and councillors, the principal subjects discussed were land problems,
war damage claimu, corpeneation nsr exploitation of phosphate dept ;its by previous
administrations, ecsnoric development and the future status of the Territory. The

Magistrate of Koror said that war damage claims continued to be a critical
problem, and that the Palau Legislature had introduced a bill to expedite the
solution. elairs had been settled or. Okinawa and the speaker could not see
the reason for the long delay in finding a solution to the problem in Palau. The
ntgistrate askel the !!i:1:31:41 to assist in the matter.

75. In referring to petitions concernime compensation for phosphate exploited
on Angaur by previous administrations, which had been submitted to the Trusteeship
Council in the past, the Chief of that island said that nothing had been done'to
satisfy thei'quests of the people, and he appealed to the Mission for help in
finding a solution to the problem. He also requested the Mission to ask the
Administration for the removal of scrap metal deposited on public land in front of
the dock ci Aneaur. The Malistzate of Feleliu requested the Mission to ask the
Administering Authority to determine the compensation for land which was no longer
suitable for agriculture as a result of damage during the Second World War.

76. A speaker, referring to the negotiations on the future status cf the Trust
Territory, said that the talks hnd led to eo results. Mierre.eie 1.-41

diversified customs and traditions and any agreement reached might not satisfy .

every district. The same speaker expressed concern about the economic development
of the Territory and said that Micronesia should develop its own resources so that
it could stand on its own feet.

T7. The Hirt: Chief from Eastern Babelthuap said that the Administration merely
maintained the roads once built by the Japanese. It was true that it had built
educational, health and other facilities, but it had failed to develop the
Territory's economy. The majority of :icronesians depended on jobs provided by the
Administration and private firms for their livelihood and young people of the
outer ;slands aeandoned their villages in favour of the district centre where job
opportunities existed. Another speaker requested compensation for phosphate
excavated on .7onsorel Burin- the Janese administration. A request to this effect
hau been addressed to the High Co-rissioner but no favourable reply had so far been
received. 7n bAng asked for their views on the question of co-operation between
chiefs and magi::trates, speakers said that it was satisfactory in some
runicipalities and riot so good in others.

V!. A communication dated 23 February 1973, from High Chiefs Reklai K. Lomisang
and Ibedul Yano Takeo, was submitted to the Mission. The Chiefs enclosed the text
of a Joint Declaration of the Leaders of Palau declaring opposition to the use of
land in Palau by the United States military authorities.

79. At a meeting with members of the judiciary, the Presiding Judge of the District
srt Jf t;.(:. Court. He sail that no fornal le,!al training

rerjuir_I 1,4 TL. Trust Territ ry C t %cc;unt
,7 . L(tWut.;,. ti;c: 1UW,
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jud:,es fullowft.,1 the ir,visi.)ns of the f_TL.-_.r. In answer t- u question as to
whether there was satisfaction in Palau about decisions rendered by the High Court,
the judge said that most decisions were made with the help of an assistant judge
from the district. There was, therefore, general confidence in the decisions of
that Court. The judge said also that accused persons were always told of their
right to choose any member of the local bar to defend their case.

80. At a meeting with student representatives from all the high scaools and
from the Micronesian Occupational Center, speakers complained about vocaticnal
training in the district which, they said, did not take into account the people's
needs. The educational system had failed to provide training and employment
opportunities in fishing, farming and tourism. The system inculcated American
values at the expense of the Micronesian way of life and culture. In regard to the
future of the Territory, some speakers favoured immediate independence. Others
were opposed to the possibility of having United States military installations on
Palau. A number of teachers stated that there was a lack of political education
and that their representatives on Saipan had failed to inform their constituents on
political developments. The people lacked information on the proceedings of the
United Nations regarding the Trust Territory. On being asked the extent of their
knowledge of other countries, some teachers replied that their school curricula
included political education about countries besides the United States. Assistance
was requested from the Mission so that Trust Territory students could obtiin
scholarships from countries other than the United States. The Student Council
and supporting teachers of the Palau High School submitted a written petition
covering various aspects of development in Micronesia.

81. At a meeting with members of the Executive Committee of the Palau Legislature,
a number of legislators said that they had little influence over governmental
decisions at the district level. They had no say on appointments to positions in
the district government and had no power over expenditures and priorities. The
power given to the Legislature to review budget expenditures was largely a
f;:rma1ity. Speakers favoured the appointment of a Micronesian as tha executive
head of the Territory. Economic conditions could improve and development could be
accelerated if Aicronesia had its own government. Legislators referred to the
educational programme of the Micronesian Occupational Center and felt that it was
not geared towards the needs and requirements of the Territory. Its graduates might
not find jobs available locally and might eventually seek employment overseas.

82. One speaker said the Administering Authority had not assisted Micronesia in
setting national goals. The educational programmes which could have led the Trust
Territory towards that objective had not been provided. Another said that the people
had appealed to the Administration to revert to the traditional land-holding system
but that the authorities had continued to insist on leases and homesteading of
lend which belonged to the people. Finally, one speaker referring to the provision
in the Trusteeship Agreement specifying that it cannot be altered, amended or
terminated without the consent of the Administering Authority, said that there lay
the weakness of the system. He felt that the delay in the negotiations on
Micronesia's future status had something to do with the Trust Territory's weak
position under that provision.



83. A communication, dated 17 February 1973, frum Mr. Ronald Sakuma, Chairman of

the Resources and Development Committee, Palau District Legislature, concerning the

economic development of Micronesia, was submitted to the Mission.

84, On 21 February, the Mission visited the east and west coasts of Babelthuap and

held public meetings at the municipalities of Ngaraard, Ngiwal, Melekeok, Ngchesar,

Ngarchelong, Ngardmau, Ngaremlengui, Ngatpang and Aimeliik. Chiefs and magistrates

and other speakers in those municipalities made requests for the improvement of

roads, docks and for the provision of a water supply, schools and health
facilities. They mentioned the question of the declining price of copra and

problems relating to the !eneral economic situatior.

85. One speaker, at Melekeok Municipality, stated that the traditional form of

government was more effective because, under it, people were willing to carry out

community activities. At present, members of6the community were reluctant to
volunteer for those activities on the ground that they should be paid for such work

out of their taxes. A number of speakers referred to a road construction project,

begun in the eastern part of Babelthuap, and complained that the work had stopped

although people had already given up land for the road. Despite promises to

settle war damage claims no steps had been taken to expedite and make a final

settlement of the claims which had teen outstanding for such a long time. At

Ngarchelong municipality, a legislator said that fishing on a commercial basis was

difficult owing to the inadequate transporation facilities and high freight rates

to Koror. At Ngatpang the unsatisfactory water supply and the lack of tanks were

the main complaints. At Aimeliik, the magistrate complained about high taxes.

One speaker considered that the establishment of a United States military base could

be beneficial to the islands, while another lisal7reed with him and felt that such a

base would pollute the water and the land. Speakers felt, as in other

municipalities, that land problems should be settled prior to any decision

concerning the question of military installations.

86. At a meeting with members of the Palau Chamber of Commerce, speakers referred

to the serious lack of good roads, airport facilities and, in general, to the

unsatisfactory living conditions in the district. They agreed that the arrival of

jet planes on Koror was attracting more tourists but stated that there were other

problems which should be remedied to promote the tourist industry. In this regard,

a speaker expressed concern about the method used to select the airlines serving

the district. He considered that the airline with the best record of efficient

service should be granted landing privileges on the basis of open competition.

The Administration made the final decision, however, and might not follow the

concept of open competition.

87. The President of the Chamber of Commerce said that Palauan !inessmen operated

on a small scale. Lack of capital prevented them from entering lec;e-scale

business undertakings; therefore this sector was mainly in the hands of foreign

invest_rs. ':Lvi...ro.nt-,IerateU businesses 21(:::.!1 munaerinl efficiency and

experience and failed to attract private businessmen. Others pointed out that

although fishing had a major potential, local people were unable to engage in it on a

large scale. In these circumstances, the principal compatly exploiting the fishing



potential in the area was foreign owned. A member spoke or the critical lack of
funds and asked the :4ission to help the Trust Territory obtain loans from the
Asian Developrent Bank. The representative of the Bank of Hawaii said that although

his 5az had funds available for loans, Micronesian businessmen often could not

provide adequate collateral. Land could usually not be used for that purpose.

Another speaker corplained that loans had been channelled to congressmen instead
of deservirw businessmen. It was otated that the local Economic Development Board
reviewed applications for loans and made its recommendations but the authorities
or. Saipan made the final decisions.

88. A communication dated 21 February 1973, from Mr. Surangel Whipps, the

Manager of the Palau Fishermen's Cooperative Association, concerning the operation of

the co-operative and the problems facing it, was submitted to the Mission. another

communication, dated 23 February 1973, regarding air service to Palau, was submitted
to the Mission by the Palau Tourist Commission.

89. On 22 February, the Aission travelled to the island of Peleliu where, after
visiting the in-territory ship repair and crew rotation facility, it held a meeting
with the magistrate, counc511ors awl the general public. Amonr the principal
subjects discussed were war damage claims, lack of Employment, land problems,
education and the future of the Territory. The High Chief, supported by other
speakers, referred to the and ruined on Peleliu Island during the Second World
War and said that the people were sufferin; rrom the disruption of their social,
economic and cultural way of life. He appealed for adequate housing, adequate
food, improved roads and transporation, rehabilitation for the aged and jobs
for the residents.

90. Concern was expressed about the decline in dock activities which had
resulted in a reduction of jobs available. If the drydock project was agreed to
and the dock established, it would meet the emplcyment needs not only of Peleliu

but %13r- ,f ,t11-r Z,me s;:eakers said that it would be difficult tc-

be self-governing when the Territory lacked sufficient educated people and was
so weak economically. Others expressed concern that free association with the
United States would involve a United States military presence. Since the people

wanted to be neutral, the best course would be to opt for independence. Here,

as in other areas, speakers felt that the land questio:. should be settled before
talks began on military bases. Sire said that they understood little about the
tans on the future status of the Trust Territory. One speaker favoured the
maintenarce if the status quo.

91. A communication dated 2 February 1973, from the people of Peleliu, was

submitted to the Mission at the sa=e meeting. They enclosed the text of a joint
resolution adopted by the Municipal Government of Peleliu on the 'general economic

problems of the island.

92. At a meeting with students of the Mindszenty High School in Koror, education
and the future of the Trust Territory were discussed. A speaker praised the
training offered by the *!i-2ronesian Occupational Center but had reservations about
the sophisticated equipment used since the villages where graduates were expected
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to serve could not afford such eouirment. Some speakers felt that, when
independence came, the Micronesian Goverrlent would be unable to maintain all

governmental jobs. Starting now, people should be prepared for farming, fishing

and other trades. There were those who favriired complete independence for
9icronesia, hoping that other nations might extend needed assistance. While not

ruling out eventual independence, others said that the Trust Territory was not

prepared for immediate independence. Free association with the United States was

defended by one student. Speakers mostly opposed separate talks by any district

with the Administering Authority. Opposition was also expressed to any military

presence in Micronesia.

93. On 23 February, the Mission visited several agencies and institutions: the

museum, the Van Camp facilities, the hospital, the radio station, the Juvenile
Court, the Fishermen's Cooperative Association, the Palau Community Action Agency,
the port facilities, the Boat Building and Drydocking Association, the forestry
station, the Marine Biology Research Laboratory and the Entomology Laboratory.

94. At a meeting with the people of Angaur who were on Koror at the time of the
'fission's visit, speakers referred to the request they had made to the
Administration to help clear the shallow entrance to the harbour of their island.
Others said that their island was unsuitable for farming, as a result of extensive

mining. Fishing, was not so promising due to location and surroundings. A

combination of those factors compelled the Young people to settle on Koror leaving
children and the elderly behind. Speakers stated that they could not deal with
other countries for business Purposes because they were under the Trusteeship
System and petitions by their district legislature for measures to overcome the

problems remained unanswered. The Chief of Angaur requested the return to his
people of land now occupied by the United States Coast Guard.

95. The mission completed its tour of Palau with a meetinp, with a groutl of

teachers from the Koror area. The main subjects discussed were educational

programmes and the future of the Territory. Sneakers said that the schcol
curriculum, which they were not particularly enthusiastic about, had been drawn up
by the Administration and they could not formulate their own curriculum without

additional allocation of funds. A number of teachers orlid that if the Marianas
District was allowed to separate, they saw no reason why other districts could not

do likewise. Some might even wish to join other countries.

5. Yap District

96. Yap District, in the eastern Carolines, consists of the many islands of Yap

and 15 other islands and atolls. From the main group of islands, or Yap proper
where the district headquarters is located at Colonia, nearly all the outer islands

are scattered to the east for a distance of approximately 700 miles in a band

160 miles vide. Yap proper is made up of four major high islands separated by
narrow TASWW,Vs and surrounded by barrier reefs. With one exception, the outer

islands are low, most of them lagoon-type atolls. The area of Yap proper is

38.6 square miles and the curbined land area of the outer islands is 7.4 square

miles. The district Population is about 7,600, of whom 2,700 live on the outer
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islands. Two languages are spoken in the district. Yapese, with dialect
variations, and Ulithi-Uoleai.

97. TIv Mission arrived at Yap on 24 February and began its tour of the district
with a meeting, on the same day, with the District Administrator and departmental
headc and senior staff.

98. The following, dav, the mission travelled by air to Falalop Island in Ulithi
Atoll where it held a meeting with traditional chiefs and magistrates. One of the
chiefs stated that improvements had been made in education and health since the
visit by the previous Mission in 1970. He expressed concern, however, about those
students who had completed their studies overseas and never came back. Some
positive steps had been taken to improve the communication system between the
outer islands and the centre but transportation still left much to be desired.

99. The Chief further stated that radio broadcasts and even written material in
the Ulithi language on the future status of the Trust Territory were not easy to
understand. The people therefore knew very little about political development.
It would be helpful if political education programmes were prepared and broadcast
in a manner which the local people could easily understand. He said that
independence meant runninp one's own government and the people were unprepared
for that responsibility.

100. Speakers said that the Outer Islands Chiefs Council had no control over
expenditures. Matters such as quarrels among clans, or divorce questions, were
normally settled by the traditional leaders of each island. The euestion of
building dispensaries and schoo_s, was, however, the responsibility of the
representative of the District Administrator.

101. At a meeting with the students at the Outer Islands High School on Falalop
Island later that day, speakers said that field service !Thins had not been callinr,
on the island regularly. This had serious implications during the dry season when
locally produced food was in short sunnl7r. They also had seen some improvement
in education awl health in the last three years.

102. A number of students foured a united effort on development before the
Territory mv.re.1 towards independence. They spoke of the lack of natural resources
which s:.:)uld be -Is important consiaeration in arriving at a decision about the
future status of '!icronesia. Soma speakers wished the Marianas to remain as a
part of Micronesia and they saw merit in closer ties among all the districts.
Others said that it was the prerogativeof the inhabitants of the Marianas to
determine their future, and that they should be allowed to do so. The Mission
was asked to make recommendatiors to the ridministering Authority to help develop
ar.riculture and fisheries and to improve transportation to the outer islands.

103. On returning: to 'ran Orit afternoon, the visited Gapil-Tomil
"unicip-tlity and lmentary school. It also visited a poultry farm.



101. At a meetin.' with tht. DifAriet Le.q::laturo .ind the Yap island; Council,

the la!islators and councilmen, in a joict statet.ent, said that virtually no

meaningful proararme of political education on the alternatives regard:na the

future status of the Territory had been undertaken by the Administration. The

establishmcnt of the trusteeship and the present political institutions had not

evolvea from local custom and consent. They wanted the next important step in flair

political history to be a true reflection of their customary way of life and an

expression of the popular will. Unless an intensive, objective programme of

political education was carried out by the Administration, a meaningful political

choice was not possible. If the Administration failed in that respect, its

commitment to promote the development of the Micronesian people towards

,elf- government would be meanin :less.

105. The people's participation in government included no more than a token

review of the district buW;et by the District Leaislature, and there was no
popular participation in "le selection of the officers or the district

administration. The Administration was obliged to promote the social advancement

of the people by guaranteeing fundamental freedoms without discrimination. While

the right to wuk was never in question, the right to equal pay for equal work was

not enforced. The roads and facilities spoke for themselves and it was better

that the ission listened to that mute testimony rather than to them or to the

Administration's explanations. It appeared that matters would not improve as the

Trust Territory's allotaent for capital improvement was decreasing and the

procedures for economic development loans increased in their bureaucratic

difficulty.

106. Speakers said that careful, long-range economic planning was necessary. oae

said that th, Administering Authority should provide a system of laws that

recognized their customs and protected their lands. However, long before the

establishmart or cne Conaress of :acronesia, the Trust Territory law had reserved

to the Trust Territory Covernaent the exclusive right to all water and sea-bed

land below the hi7h-water mark. That law had been used by the Administration to

dredge or fill important lagoon areas without the permission of or compensation

to the customary owner. They had petitioned tha Administration to have that

confiscatory law chanced but to no avail.

101. One sneaker considered that marine resources and tourism were the principal

potentials of the district, but they had remained untapped. Others said that

copra prodection was riot encouraged and port facilities and warehouses were

inadequate. Another said that, in the absence of extensive political education, a

national lanauae and a money syatem, a request for independence would be unwise.

He felt that more educated people able to shoulder the resaonsibilities of

aovernment were required before independence.

10B. The Mission visited Yap High School on the same day and held a meeting with

students at which the main subjects discussed were the future of the Trust Territory

and its economic prospects. A number of students stated that the Territory's

anderdevelopeu economy would not permit immediate inderewlencr!. Others said

they would not anprove of the separation of the Marianas from the rest of the Trust



Territory. They favoured a united Micronesia. Speakers emphasized the importance

of preserving Micronesia's cultures and traditions while adding that it would b,

ill-advised not to look for the positive components found in the modern way of . 'e.

The ideal, in their view, would be to take the best elements from the old and tht.

new, thereby ensuring a ;',00d balance.

109. The Mission also visited the Agriculture Station, the Yap Cooperative

Association, the Transportation Authority, the War Claims Commission Office, the

',and Management Office, the radio station, the prison, Madrich (Outer Islands

Community) ,
the hocnital, the Community Development Office, and the pert

facilities. The lission also visited the Yap elementary school.

110. At a meeting with members of the Yap Chamber of Commerce, discussion centred

on the conditions of port facilities, warehouses, interdistrict transport and

related matters. The President of the Chamber of Commerce stated that damages to

and loss of cargo were considerable. He said that members had appealed to the

Administration to help in remedying the situation but that no positive steps had

been taken to date. Other speakers referred to the absence of competition in

shipping. They also complained about high freight rates. The manager of the Bank

of Huwaii stated that there were no delinquencies on commercial loans. The lack of

proper bookkeeping, hewever, made it difficult to transact loans with speed.

111. During its visit to the Yan Island magistrate councils, at Kanifay, Gilman and

Southern Bull, near Colonia, the Mission held meetings with chiefs, magisCrates

and the people of those municipalities. At the Kanifay Municipal Council, the
,;agistrate stated that their main concern was the building of a secondary road

which, with the assistance of a Sea-bee team was now nearing completion. The road

would facilitate the movement of copra produce to the district centre and the

transportation of sick persons requiring medical attention.

112. The speakers at Gilman Municipality thought that the right to all waters below

the high-water mark should rest with traditional chiefs and individua owners.

Councillors expressed concern about the copra price. Regarding the question of

the future status of Micronesia, it had been discussed at their meetings but they

had reached no conclusions. One speaker stated, in answer to a question, that

the senators and representatives of the Congress of Micronesia had not visited

their village.

113. The Chief of Southern Bull said that his people were aware of the negotiations

being held between the Congress of Micronesia, and the Administering Authority on

the future status of the Trust Territory but that they knew very little about the

substance of the talks. It was important to consider the cultural differences and

the many languages of Micronesia when a matter of that importance was under review.

The Chief favoured the continuation of the status quo. The Trust Territory needed

adequate preparation before it became independent. He was in favour of sending

students abroad for further education but was worried about job possibilities when

they returned. In regard to war damage claims, a speaker considered that they

should ce paid in cash and not in kind. She said that the heavy Japanese bombing

destroyed not only the coconut trees but also their houses and property. This



outstandinp problem should be settled as soon as possible and she asked the
r:ission to help. Other speakers referred to health matters, marketing, and
tourism. They requested an increase in the number of hospital staff so that medical
personnel could visit their villages as needed. Copra and trochus were their
main source of income but, in the absence of an outside market they depended on
local sales alone. They hed some fisheries potential but they lacked market
prospects. The last speaker said that tourism should be encouraged but that
Micronesians should play a major role in its development.

6. Mariana Islands District

114. The qariana Islands extend in a chain miles to the north of Guam. The

district consists of 13 high volcanic islands and a group of 3 small islands with
a total land area of approximately 135 square miles, two thirds of which is made up
by the three principal islands: Saipan, Tinian and Rota. Only these islands and
Agrihan, Pagan and Alamagam are inhabited. The total population is approximately
13,400 of whom 10,700 live on Saipan, 1,700 on Rota and 800 on Tinian. The
remainder live on ehe smaller islands. Approximately three fourths of the peqple
are Chamorros, descendants of the original population. The other quarter of the
population consists of descendants of the Carolinians who emigrated dlring the
last century. Chamorro is the language spoken throughout the district.

115. The Mission began its tour of Mariana Islands District with a meeting, on
1 March, with the District Administrator, departmental heads and senior staff, at
which major matters concerning the district were discussed.

116. The Mission met with members of the Marianas Political Status Commission
created by the Mariana Islands District Legislature on 19 May 1972. Speakers
explained the reasons which had led the Legislature to establish the Commission and
informed the Mission of the negotiations on future status between the Commission
and the United States Government.

117. At a meeting with the Mariana Islands District Legislature the speakers'
main concerns were land problems, war damage claims, foreign investment and
educational questions. The President of the Legislature pointed out that despite
the many repeated demands by the people of the Marianas, the Administering Authority
still refused to initiate any real action to solve the land problem. Over the
years, it had been brought to the attention of the Trusteeship Council, but, to
date, the Council had taken no action. The Legislature had recommended that
the Mariana Islands District should have a special land court to deal exclusively
With land problems. He reeuested that the Mission urge the Administering Authority
to establish such a court and went on to say that the land should be restored to
its rightful owners. If the Administration considered the solution of this
queetion tao difficult, it should turn over all the public lands to the district or
municipal governments for resolution of the problem.

9epardine war damage claims, the legislators referred to the Agreement signed
between the governm.mf3 of Japan and the United states 1:i April 1969, providing for
the establishment of a 'der Claims Fund of $10 million to pay Micronesian claims for
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damages suffered during the second World '.gar. That sum had been arrived at by Lne

two p.trties to the Agreerrent without any consultation with the people of

Micronesia. :oreover, documentary evidence collected by the legislatures of Palau
and the Marianas had shown the losses for those two districts alone to be in excess

of ?:80 million.

119. The lecislators also referred to the announcement made by the Micronesian
War Claims Commission to the effect that the first payments of "post-secure"
claims would not be made until 1976. They felt tl lt the adjudication of those

claims could be completed sooner than that date. They also saw no reason why the
Commission, as it intended, should withhold payments waiting until all claims had
been submitted. The spcakers asked the Mission to request the Administering
Authority to allow at least a payment of 25 per cent of the total claims upon
adjudieatiln, rather -dm wait until the end of the specified period.

120. The President of the Legislature said that they were in favour of allowing
foreign investments by nationals of countries other than the United States so long
as there were adequate controls. He also stressed the problems resulting from the
lack of trained manpower in fisheries, agriculture and tourism. Technical

assistance was needed by the Trust Territory in those areas and he requested the
United Nations to help.

121. Concernirw education, speakers said that there were an insufficient number of
teachers and not enough classrooms and text books. There was talk of a possible
reduction of the grants-in-aid by the Administering Authority, which might lead to a
further reduction in the number of teachers and other services. At present, their
children could not compete with students abroad because of the poor educational
conditions in the Territory. The Mssion was asked to urge the Administering
Authority to make efforts towards raising Micronesian educational standards.

122. The Mission held a meeting with the Saipan Chamber of CommercJ during which the
main questions discussed were tourism and foreign investment. According to the
acting President of the Chamber of Commerce, tourism was the principal hope for the
economic development of Saipan. Admittedly, Saipanese were still engaged in
agriculture, fisheries and other service industries, but they had lately begun to
look at the tourist industry in Guam which had served as an example. Their island
also had tourist growth potential and its people were turning their attention to

that possibility.

123. A member of the Chamber of Commerce said that there was a lack of educational
programmes oriented towards tourism. The people might give the impression of being
prepared for the tourist industry but that was a wrong impression. The Government
should stimulate tourism and, to that end, set up training programmes in hotel
management and other tourist-related activities.

124. Another sneaker referred to the "most-favoured-nation clause" appearing in
article 51 of the Trusteeship Agreement and said that it had hindered potential

Japanese investors. En recalling the sugar cane plantations on Saipan and Rota
prior to the Second World War, a speaker said that the Administering Authority had
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recently turned down an offer by Japanese businessmen to reactivate the plantations
on those islands. Others spoke of the lack of capital to start businesses of some
importance anu considered foreign investment to be the solution to the problem.

125. At a meeting with the Saipan Municipal Council, speakers said that the
retention lands, especially those which were not used by the Government, should be
returned to the people. The :ission was requested to help in expediting the
settlement of the land problems. The Mayor and the councillors considered that
there were too many governments at the lodal level, resulting in duplication of
efforts. The Municipality could have accomplished a great deal of work if it had
been left to itself. The speakers were particularly concerned about revenues
collected by the Trust Territory and the district administrations from their erea.
They thought that if th,se funls were placed at the disposal of Saipan Municipality
it could make effective use of them.

126. At a public meeting held in Saipan, the principal topics discussed were land
problems, the hotel construction site at Microbeach and the future status of
Micronesia. Speakers said that the Trust Territory Government was distributing land
without ascertaining who the real owners were. During the immediate post-war period,
people were totally confused and had not claimed their lands. In certain cases, they
had accepted terms whose implications they never understood. The Miseion was asked to
help the people to obtain the assistance of the Administering Authority in finding
a solution to their land problems.

127. A number of speakers objected to the use of Microbeach for hotel construction
as it was principal public recreation beach on Saipan. In principle, the
people did hot object to the hotel project. On the contrary, they had asked the
Administration to negotiate with the same firm to build a hotel elsewhere on the
island. Unfortunately, the Admin:stration had not done so. Speakers added that the
Administration had selected Microbeach without any public hearings and, to their
knowledge, even before consulting the District Legislature. The case was now in
court and it would take some time before a decision was taken.

128, Regarding the future status of the Territory, a speaker said that he wished
the Marianas to establish a close relationship with the United States and to
separate from the other districts bJcause it differed from them in culture and
language.

129. During its visit to the island of Tinian on 3 March, the Mission held a
meeting with the Municipal Council and the public. The Mayor presented the texts
of a number of resolutions adopted by the Tinian Municipal Council: the

Administering Authority was reqUested to upgrade the educational standards of
t hers and students of Micronesia; to release to the people all military retention
lands on Tinian suitable for agricultural development; to pernit the establishment of
consular offices by Japan, Taiwan and the Republic of Korea in the Trust Territory;
to open ports to any shipping lines interested in servicinv the Territory; t)
reconsider the Trust Territory budget and to grant the ceiling as requested, to
expedite war claims compensation, and to allow other nations to invest in Micronesia.
The United Nations was requested to give the people of Marianas District freedom
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to ne,_.:ctiate its future st.itus with the United States without intervention by the
Con,,ress of licronesia; to increase the number of fellowships and scholarships to
descrvint, :acronesians; and to provide technical assistance from the specialized
tiencies in the econ:Adc, uLd educational fields. Durin_; the discussion, a
,pea%er pointer: out that they would welcome foreign investment for the purpose of
',hiding hotels provided that it was of benefit to the people of the Territory.
Another speaker favoured the return of the military to Tinian as a means of
iTovidir!- job opportunities.

130. The Mission visited the island of Rota on the same day and held a meeting with
members of the Municipal Council and the public. During the discussion, the Mayor
put a ntimter of requests to the Mission. Rota wished to become a separate
Illmini$trative district. As a separate district, it would have its own budget; it
woul.i improve its capital development programme and it would enjoy better
r2nrosentation. Rota wished to see measures taken to expedite the payment of

dama-0 claims.

131. The :!ayor asked the United Nations to request Japan to reimburse Rota
-uni,:ipality for the amount of phosphate mined during the Japanese occupation.
:quests were made for the improvement of the Rota channel, harbour, airport
owilities, public highways and roads. It was also requested that the Trust
t,rritory entitled to apply for all federal assistance that the other
-c0E-raphieal areas of the United States were given; and that the Trust Territory
Lici..et of 6() million be maintained.

.2. Dots wished the Administering Authority to be reminded of its obligations
initiate an economic structure geared towards self-reliance. A good

licational system and good health programmes should be established. It also asked
t ctt all Trust Territory residents be allowed to enrol in institutions of higher
10-.rning other than those in the United States. Finally, a request was addressed

t.ne United Aations to establish an economic commission to study potential land
-rA rLarine resources, as well as to encourage marketing of those resources in Ghe

In -aipan, the Micronesia Legal Services Corporation submitted a communication
latel 2 larch 1973, enclosing House joint resolution No. 26 of the Congress of
':cr-mesia re.:ardinrr, the Corporqtion's work in the Trust Territory. The Mission
L :.%) received Senate joint resolution No. 3, H.D.2 of the Congress of Micronesia

e:;ressin~ the sense of the Congress that the present High Commissioner,
vdward E. J::,Lnstcn, should be i2ertitted to continue in his present 1,osition.

leetin,- with students in Honolulu and Guam---

(a) hon,plulu

On 31 January, the Mission held a meeting with Micronesian students at the
t-e.?3t Center, Honolulu. During the discussion, speakers said that the
!tionl education programme in the Trust Territory was unsatisfactory. People

information concerning the negotiations between the Joint Committee on Future
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Status of the congress of Micronesia and the United States. Concern was also

expressed about the absence of sufficient comunication between the leaders of the

Trust Territory and the people. One speaker felt that no decision should be

imposed on the peo-le in regard to the Trust Territory's future. They should first

be informed of the merit or lack of merit of each proposal under consideration.

In the view of another speaker, Micronesia's ultimate goal should be independence.
Free association could be an interim arrangement leading towards that final

objective. A third speaker warned that free association could unduly delay the

ultimate objective, which was independence. Self-rule, said another speaker, was

the unquestionable choice for any people. He thought that there was no disagreement

on that point in Micronesia. however, the granting of an immediate independence

to Micronesia would be premature because the Trust Territory was unprepared in the

economic, social and educational fields. It was believed that Micronesia s economy

should be strengthened and made viable to reach the ultimate goal of independence.

135. In regard to the separate talks between the Marianas Political Status

Commission and the United States, speakers thought that those talks could set a

precedent. They wondered what would happen if other districts were to adopt

similar position.

136. A speaker said that much of the land in the Territory was now government owned.
It should be returned to the people to whom it orii,inally belonged. Referrinp to

public expenditure, students felt that it was directed to programmes which were not

necessarily of top priority. Economic development should have received the most

attention but this was not the case today.

137. Concerning education, speakers said that Micronesians had to learn about the

cultural history of the United States and not Lheir own. The Mission should look

at the educational system in depth. They said that there was a shortage of

classrooms, books and other facilities in the districts. The funds available were

not adequate and it was questionable whether they were beim? used in the best

manner.

138. Several speakers questioned the values of successive Visiting Missions and

complained that few, if any, possible results were achieved by them. Similarly,

the recommendations of the Trusteeship Council did not anpear to carry any weight

with the Administeriws Authority. Similar comments %/ere made in every district

and many speakers referred to the fact that the Trusteechip Agree;:ent hrel been

adopted without the consent of Micronesia. The question of the extent to

which the United :lotions could Provide effective assistance was a recurrent, the.e

at public meetings held by the Ai3sior.

(b) Guam

139. On 28 February, the Mission held a meetirr, at the University of Guam with

students from the Trust Territory. Among : the topics discussed were thc- future

political status of the Territory, political elueation, land questions and

economic development.
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140. Some speakers thought that many Micronesians were not aware of the various
political options open to them and that only those in the Congress of Micronesia
were informed on the subject. The people needed education before being asked
to make an important choice concerning their future. Some thought that the
time element was of great importance and favoured immediate independence. Others,
who considered it wise to move more cautiously, were of the view that the
consequences of independence, particularly the financial and economic
responsibilities, should be given serious attention and further thought. Finally,
some students favoured free association with the United States. One student stated
that the High Commissioner should be elected by the people of the Trust Territory
and not appointed by the President of the United States.

141. Opinions differed on the issue of separate talks between the Marianas Political
Status Commission and the United States. Students from Marianas Islands District
supported scorate talks while those from the other districts disapproved of them.
Students from the Marianas rejected any suggestion of collusion between their
district leaders and the United States and said that the Marianas had taken
the initiative in the matter. The views of the Marianas people on the subject
hod been tested through plebiscites. They were against independence but in favour
()f close association with the United States. Those opposing the separate talks
reilarding the Marianas future status said that such a move could lead to the
Trust Territory's disintegration. Micronesia should continue to be a single
entity and its unity should be preserved. A Kusaiean student disagreed with the
r "sition taken by the United States in the future status negotiations and
',47gelted the immediate termination of the Trusteeship Agreement. If the Marianas
nple were allowed to hold separate talks concerning their future, Kusaie too could
"sider action of its own.

142. speakers asked for the return of lands to their original owners. Micronesians
we -e` attacned to their land and should be given the opportunity to exploit it.
1eference was made to land taken for military purposes in the Marshalls.

143. Several speakers expressed the view that the growth rate ofthe Micronesian
ecmomy was very slow. Natural resources remained undeveloped, and the economy
was heavily dependent on the salaries of government employees. A reconsideration of
f', economic prorramme was of immediate necessity. Speakers referred particularly

the "most-favoured-nation clause" in article 8 of the Trusteeship Agreement and
that nations other than the United States should be allowed to invest in the

snt Territory.

''.t. in retard to education, the students called for the establishment of a college
in .:icronoia and considered that Micronesian students also should be given
,J71-,rt nities to attend educational institutions in countries other than Guam and

Mates. They also requested that the number of scholarships available to
-v.71ifins should he increased. According to the students, they studied more

h (Iltlire of the United States than their own and they said that efforts
t,) %-1Cfet eoursel; Oealini: with the cultural heritage of %Ticronesia.

Jili6n wal; sul,mittnd t) le Missicn by Micronesian students at the University
T
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CHAPTER II

POLITICAL ADVANCEMENT

A. General

145. The structure of Government of Micronesia is patterned on that of the United
States and therefore based on the theory of the separation of powers. In practice,

separation is vitiated by the dependent status of Micronesia, the Administering
Authority being at the same time responsible for the appointment of the Chief
Executive and the Chief Justice, and having both directly and through the Chief

Executive the power of veto over bills enacted by the Congress.

146. In Micronesia, there are also traditional forms of social and political
organization which underlie and are, to an extent which varies from district to

district, interwoven with the formal imported political structure. These

traditional forms exercise considerable i_fluence on popular thinking and on the

ways in which decisions are made. They may be and sometimes are in conflict

with the imported structure.

147. Micronesia is at present negotiating with'the Administering Authority for

a new political status. This subject is discussed in the final chapter of the

present report. There is agreement between the two parties that the Micronesians

should be free, within the framework of the status agreed upon, to determine the

form of government most suited to them.

148. There have been changer in the political structure within the past few

years, the most important of which have involved some strengthening of the role

of the Congress of Micronesia. The Administering Authority still retains its
ultimate authority, however, through the appointment of the High Cammissioner and

through its power of veto.

149. The important question at this time seems to the undersigned to be whether
further constitutional advances should be made on a piecemeal basis before the

achievement of a new status and be.ore the future form of government has been

decided uron through a constitutional convention.

B. The Constitution

150. The formulation and adoption of a constitution drawn up by the Micronesians

themselves would play an important part in the Trust Territory's advancement

towards self-determination and independence. The importance of this natter

was noted in the report of the 1970 Visiting Mission. 1/ A subject of broad

1/ Official Records of the Trusteeshf.p Council, Thirty-seventh Session,

Supplement No. 2.



discussion in Micronesia recently has been the holding of to constitutional
conference, the main task of which would be to prepare a constitution and
determine the nature and fore of the "icroresian State. At the snecial session
of the Congress of Micronesia, held in Ponape in late 1972, a propool was
submitted for the holding of such a conference. The Congress was not able,
however, to adopt a decision on the matter. At the session of the Congress early
in 1973, the Committee on Judiciary and Oovernmental Organization submitted a
repuit containing a bill fur the convening of a constitutional conference for
Micronesia and setting forth the powers, requirements and functions of the
conference, the budgetary implications and other matters. The bill provided for
the conference tJ be held in Koror during the spring and summer of 1974. The
bill, a product of lengthy consultations both in the Committee and in the Congress
as a whole, was not adopted by the Congress and consideration of it was deferred.
This circumstance is bound to delay the process of preparing Micronesia for
self-determination including,, if it wishes to exercise it, the option of
independence, and we regret the fact that the working out of a Micronesian
constitution has not yet been started.

151. Thee may nevertheless be some constitutional changes which could and should
be made in the meantime on a piecemeal basis. We have not attempted to draw up
an exhaustive list of the changes which might be made but we suggest some later
in this chapter and in the concluding chapter of the present report. Certainly,
changes for which there is widespread support should not be made to wait upon
the proposed conference or on the assumption of a new political status. There
are some major issues relating to the political structure of the Territory in
the fut!re, which no doubt should be held over for discussion at a constitutional
conference. One question of great importance is the relationship between the
centre and the districts. This is clearly one of the issues which should occupy
the attention of the constitutional conference. At the same time, because this
relationship has dn important bearing on the questions or national unity and
the f'eture status of Micronesia, it should be kept continually under review
throughout the period leading un to the conference. We refer to this subject
again in chanter VII below.

152. We hope that the Congress will, at its next session, decide to proceed with
the holding of this conference acid will make arrangements for it to be convened
at the earliest possible time. It will be important to prepare in advance
position papers on various alternative proposals which might come up before the
conference and to promote widespread public discussion of these proposals. We
recommend that the Administration assist to the maximum extent in preparations for
the conference, including the encouragement of public discussion.

153. The conference should, inter alia, direct its attention to the question of
traditional political forms and the extent to which they are being and can be
made use of in a modern Micronesian State. In this context, we share the view
of our two predecessors that, with A Congress of two chambers, legislatures in
each district, at the district level and municipal legislatures, and all of this
overlying a traditional authority structure, the Micronesians are overrepresented.
We consider, as is noted again later in this chapter, that there is a 'mod deal of
scope for rationalization of the decision-making process in licronesia.
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C. Political education

154. The proposed Joint coenittee of Coneress and tee "xecutive havine the task
of developin* an effective nolitical education pro' ranme for the entire Territory

the need for which was n ted in recornendations of the thirty-eiehth and thirty-
ninth sessions of the Trusteeshin Council - has still not been set up. This is

reeretteble as there is a real need for such co ordinatiee machinery in this area.

)55. The Adr'inistration says that it regards the developnent of nolitical education

as a vital task and there are officers in every district who have this as a

Primary responsibility. In particular, reports on each of the negotiation sessione

on future status have been fairly widely circulated.

156. Nevertheless, it is apparent that, so far, the political education proeranme

in T:icronesie has not had much success either in developing general knowledge of
systees and events in ,:et Territory and the orld at large, or in promoting
understanding of issues relating to future status. We repeatedly heard complaints

from people in all districts that they were ill-infer-lei about these matters.

157. Political education is not, of course, a task for the Adriaistration alone.
It is very much the job also of members of the Congress of 'Ticronesie and the
other ieeislatures, and particularly of rembers of the Joint Coriittee on Future

Status. Coneressmen should be much more active in this field through, for

instance, holding public meetings with their constituents. In this context, it

is unfortunate that there are no territorial political narties which right further

the developeent of nolitical awareness and understanding. It is noteworthy that in

Mariana Islands .17,istrict, when. ere-!.ee lo exist, tor: anecar to hale

hal a real ienact on nonular feeling ar understanding of politico]. nuestiors.

1,1. In eld;tion to the role which they can play iii rolitical education as P. whole,

eol:tical rarties, if onerating on a national basis, cen ll-e a significant

contribution through fostering the sense of national unity. Political parties

mist, of course. grow spontaneously in accordance wita the wishes of their members

and as a result of the efforts of their leaders. nevertheless, in view of the

valuable contribution they can -ke to the political process, the Administration

ri-ht well consider lendin encour. eeent to any moves towards the foryntior of

national nertiee.

1).). The prieftry reseonsibilite for eevelonine an effective political education

proera.'re having an imract do"n to the Brass -roots level rests with the Administerine

Authority and thus Frith t':e Administration. The re,ources allocate(' for political

education are extremely meagre and it is not surrrisine. therefore, that rather

little is being achieved. As vital decisions ',eve to be ta'-en in the not too dietnet

future about rolitical status, the structure o' eovern-ent and national unity, we

?onsier it of the utmost ierortenee that the Addnistration na:e a erenter effort

e.o inform the neonle about these naestions.

e. The fact that there is no territorial nevsnaper in '!icronesia is an ()list:K.1e

ieveloeeent of rolit4n1 awarenef,s. -LrrlisY
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while of considerable use as a source of information about the activities of the
executive and the legislatures, is designed primarily for an official readership.
The weekly Micronitor, printed in Majuro, and using English mainly but not
entirely, expresses other points of view but has a rather limited circulation.
There is a real need for better regular information and opinion-forming material
in Micronesia, and the Administration would be well advised to encourage the
production of more newspapers, both those using local languages at the district
level, and a Territory-wide paper using simple English.

161. The radio broadcasting system is used for political education and should,
of course, be a most important means of achieving this objective. However,
although most programme directors are Micronesians, we are not convinced that
rai4o stations are being used as fully and as effectively as they might be to
foster the development of political awareness among the people. There is certainly
a need for balance between the use in broadcasting of English and local languages,
but perhaps too much time at present is given up to English. It is also a fact
that a good deal of broadcast time is used up by taped programmes from the United
States which are often of little relevance to Micronesia. International news is
given only from Voice of America tapes or broadcasts of the radio and television
service of the United States armed forces. Use could sometimes bP made of other
international news broadcasts. We realize that popular taste must be taken
into account when determining which programmes are to be broadcast. Nevertheless,
we believe that broadcasting has an important educational function, technically,
culturally and politically, and existing programmes need to be re-examined with
this in mind.

162. The Administration should put more effort through the general educational
structure and through the techniques used for political education, into
encouraging among the Micronesians a greater awareness of the outside world,
including information on different political, economic and social systems.
Article 76 c of the Charter, which describes recognition of the interdependence
of the peoples of the world as an objective of the Trusteeship System, is relevant
to this comment. Micronesians, officials, legislators and others, should be
encouraged to visit areas of the world other than the United States, particularly
developing countries and Pacific neighbours.

D. National unity

163. "icronesia as a olP.ical unit is a colonial heritage. There is tie natural
or long historical sense of unity among the many island groups which make it up.
For this reason, it has been the obligation and the task of the Administering
Authority to try to build up this sense of unity. This must be a fundamental
part of the political education process.

164. There is a considerable sense of being Micronesian, especially wrong students,
and certain things, for example, the flag, the Congress, the trusteeship status,
:may have contrituttA to the it.telorment of some sense of the unity of Micronesia
mmun- the topulation at large.
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165. Nevertheless, that insufficient effort has been put into this is evidenced by

the present state of affairs. The Mariana Islands District is actively seeking a

political status in the future different from that of the remaining rye districts.
Since the Mission left Micronesia, the legislatures in the Marshall Islands and
Palau districts have taken actions which indicate contemplation of a separate
political future for themselves.

166. This question, as it relates to future status, is discussed further in
chapter VII below. We wish to emphasize here, however, that although the
Micronesians themselves must work out for themselves what kind of future links
they wish to have with one another, the Administration is still at this stage
obligated to promote national unity in every way possible. The Congress of

Micronesia has taken some steps in this direction, but a much greater effort is
needed from the Administration and from the Congress. Post offices should be

referred to as Micronesian, not as United States post offices. Boy Scouts

should be "of Micronesia" not "of America". Perhaps the name "Acronesia" should
be used more frequently in an official context instead of the romantic bu6
uninspiring formulation ''Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands".

167. Unity does not spring from simple moves like these. It needs solid political,

economic, educational and social underpinning. But such moves at this time could

indicate a real determination actively to promote Micronesian unity, and that

determination is sorely needed.

E. Human rights

168. One member of the Mission considered that the fundamental freedoms of the
Micronesians were being violated and that they were being discriminated against

in a number of respects. He considers, for example, that gross discrimination is

practised on Kwajalein Island (which is leased to the United States Government
for military purposes) in that Micronesians, resident or. neighbouring Ebeye
Island, many of whom are employed on Kwajalein, do not normally have the right

to use the shops, hospitals or means of transport (taxis) on Kwajalein which are

used by United States residents there and by trandents. He considers that the

new civil service salary scheme, adopted in February 1973, continues to discriminate'

unfairly between Micronesians and expatriate employees. He considers also that

the exercise of free speech is being obstructed by the Administration in that

statements submitted for broadcasting are checked by administration officials

before broadcast and in certain cases may be amended or rejected.

169. In respect of these three instances, the undersigned members of the Mission

take a somewhat different view. They share the other member's dismay at the
striking contrast between the comfortable conditions on Kwajalein and the squalor
of Ebeye and are inclined to doubt whether all the restrictions that are applied,
particularly those on transport and medical services, are fully justified. They

do, however, accept the contention of the :nistration, which is supported by

the local merchunts, that retail facilities on Ebeye need some protection from

the competition of Kwajalein and, in the artificial situation which exists because
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of the leasing ce the latter island, accept that some restriction on purchasing
to justified. Their views un the new civil service salary scheme are liven

later in this chapter. In brief, the undersigned members of the Mission believe
that the continuation of a discriminatory element - the payment of certain special
allowances - is necessary so long as it remains necessary to continue to recruit
suitable exnatriates. With regard to the question of censorship of brci,'-ast

statements, the other members of the Mission were disposed to accent the
explanation tendered to the 'fission by administration officials that statements
for broadcasting were examined beforehand only against the criteria of slander
and normal princirles of acceptability and that statements expressing political
viets different from those favoured by the Administering Authority would not be
and had not in the past been subject to censorship on those grounds.

170. In general, although one member of the Mission considers the atmosphere of
Micronesia in terms of human rights and civil liberties to be unsatisfactory and
not in accordance with the obligations of the Administering Authority under
Article 7 of the Trusteeship Agreement, the other members share the view
exrressed in the report of the 1970 Visiting ''fission 2/ that "icronesians do

enjoy n very i de:ree of personal freedorl and the rights Lc) which they are
entitled.

F. Congress of Micronesia

171. The Congress of Micronesia is a bicameral legislature consisting of a Senate
and a House of Representatives. There are 12 members in the Senate and 21 members
in the House. The legislative nower a: the Congress is limited in that none of
its legislation may be inconsistent with treaties or international agreements of
the rnited States, United States laws anplicable to the Trust Territory, binding
orders of the President and the Secretary of the Interior of the United States,
or the major eeetions of the Trust Territory Code (sections 1 through 12, Bill of
Rights). These limitations are an integral part of dependency status.

172. The Congress of Micronesia met several tires in 1972 and 1973. The second
regular session of the Fourth Congress was held in Palau District from 10 January
to 28 February 1772. It passed 78 bills and 52 separate and joint resolutions.
The second 3neciill session of the Fourth Congress took place in Ponape District
frog: 14 Auelst to 2 Sentember. Fifteen bills and 24 separate and joint resolutions
were adopted. Me total number of legi,?ative documents considered in the course
of the Fourth Congress was 84n: 544 bills and 296 separate and joint resolutions.

173. Among the measures adopted by the Conrress of Micronesia in 1972, mention
should be made of an act rrantinr the Congress advice and consent powers in
anrointments made by the HiT,11 Commissiouer Lo certain executive positions; an
act concerning the establishrlent of a bank of rierc esia and an environmental
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protection act. I. d,cisiols w,:?re taken estallishir..- a .tunler or

conressiond commissionn with special rowers.

174. Elections to the Fifth Congress of 4icronesia took place in "ov-eber re'r,

an its first regular session was held in Saipan between 3 January and
rebruary 1973. Although no action was taken on a number of yore irinortant

issues, and in ^articular on the proposal to convene a "icronesian constitutional
conference, a substantial number of Rcts and resolutions were adoptea durine the
session, including a resolution expressine the view of the Congress tire:et ne
Joint Committee on Future Status was the only body able to conduct nermtiations
-Ith the Mrtinistering Puthority on behalf of all districts of the Trust Territory.

175. retails of the oreanization and functions of the Congress of "ieronesia were
given in the renort of the 1970 ""fission and there is no need to reneat them here.

It should be not hovever, that the powers of the Congress have been expanled
in certain resrecte and that the range of its activities has greatly widened.
embers of the Congress might well do more for their constituents, narticulerlv
in the sense of keerinT: theel informed of developments, helnina, them formulate
informed opinions and renresentinF those opinions in Coneress should do more
for ne State in the sense of handling their business more exneditiously and
arran,:ieg their nriorities to accord better with their high responsibilities and

ought to do more for the di7,nity of the Congress by treating such nuestions as
their ovr ealary levels with an austere reeard for the capacit- of 'licronesia

to ray. evertheless, there can now be no doubt that the Congress is the major
%T.i.croneeian institution in the structure of government In the Territory, that

it is oneratin- with a sense of confidence and, generally sreakine, r-snonsibilitv,
and that it must be regarded as representative of iiicronesian oninion.

17(. would qualify this last comment by noting that, so far as we could
diueov:?r, ihc 2972 election cam-oaian was based only to a relatively slirht
decree on policies and that, as suegested above, congressmen do not seer to keen

in touch as closely as they might with their constituents. 7evertheless, the

Congress does formally represent the teonle of licronesia, it is the highest
legislature in the land, and it should be regarded by the Ad,linietration as tee
°roper instru-ent through which broad liner, of nolicy should b determine-et.

177 The Trusteeship Council, at its thirtv.ninth session, suggested that in the:
interim reriod, -hile constitutional arrangements were being work,.:d out for a new

olitical status, and to facilitate the transition to that status, consideration
should be given to the tossibility of restrictive the annlicabilitv of the power
of disallowance held by tne United States Secretary of the Interior to specific
ereae in which Ueited States inter :t continues to be direct. mhere hes in fact

been no chanr'e in the annlicabUity of the veto to legislation enneted by the

":onerens, althoueh as noted in the report of tee 1970 r'ission 3/ the wave in

which the Hi eh Comrissioeer ee, annly tt veto have be reetricter'.

It)id . , para 462
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178. Although the proportion of bills vetoed is in practice relatively small,
we believe that, at this sta,e in '!icronesia's development, the retention by the
Administering Authority of the right of veto across the whole spectrum of
possible legislation is no longer necessary or in principle desirable.
Accordingly, we affirm the view of the Trusteeship Council that the veto power
should now be restricted to certain specified areas and should not continue to
he applicable to arc.as where, in practice, it is not used.

179. The Congress of Micronesia now has an advise and consent responsibility in
regard to a number of senior executive appointments, including those of
departmental heads, but does not have a role in the appointment of the High
Commissioner, the Deputy 'sigh Commissioner or justices of the High Court. The
Congress considers it should have such a role. The Administering Authority should
give more attention to the view of the Congress on this subject and we comment
further on it later in this chapter.

180. The 1970 Visiting 'fission had much to say about the financial responsibilities
of the Congress of Micr)nesia and the district legislatures 4/ and we share the
opinions there expressed. In the past few years, the Congress has become actively
involved in the preparation of the budget and in long-term economic planning. The
records of congressional committee hearings on the budget are important documents
and congressional opinion on expenditure nriorities, planning, co-ordination, and
so on, clearly now have much more impact on the Administration than they did
three years ago. Furthermore, because of increased internal revenue raisings the
Congress now has final authority over the appropriation of substantially larger
amounts than it did in 1970.

181. Nevertheless, the proportion of expennlicure over which the Congress of
Micronesia has this authority continues to be minute. Final determination as to
the expenditure of money appropriated for 'ficronesia by the United States Congress
rests with the United States Congress. Both the Congress of Micronesia and the
Administration believe it would be beneficial if this situation could be altered
in some respects. At its thirty-ninth session, the Trusteeship Council recommended
to the Administering Authority that it give further consideration to extending
the powers of the Congress of Micronesia with respect to the expenditure of the
appropriation of the United States congress.

182. We have more to say about this subject in chapter III of the present report,
which deals with eccnoiric advancement. Here we wish only to affirm the view that
an extension of the financial authority of tne Congress of Micronesia would be a
major step forward in the direction of self-government and a major encouragement
to the Congress in regard to the development of responsible and truly Micronesian
policies in all sectors of government.

4/ Ibi4., pares. 4E9-474,
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G. civil service

183. The civil service has 632 expatriate employees and 6,211 Micronesians. Since
1 March 1971, no new United States civil service appointments have been made and
expatriates recruited have been contract employees. The Administration states
that it is its aim to phase out virtually all expatriate employment. Since 1970,
considerable progress has been made in replacing expatriates by Micronesians
and none of the district administrators is now a United States national. Key
appointments currently held by Micronesians include the posts of Chief of
Immigration, Administrator of the Social Security Administration and Administrator

of the Trust Territory Economic Opportunity Office. Nine chiefs of division at
Headquarters are also Micronesians. We welcome these appointments. Noting that
the Congress of Micronesia now has a considerable say in the approval of senior
appointments within the civil service, we hope that the Congress and the
Administration will work together to ensure that more qualified Micronesians
are appointed to positions of the highest responsibility.

184. Previous visiting missions and the Trusteeship Council, -it its most recent
sessions, have paid considerable attention to the question of a single salary

scale for all employees, Micronesian an: expatriate. It is accordingly of
interest that on 13 April 1973, a pay plan bill, passed by the Congress of
Micronesia during the 1973 session, was signed into law as Public Law 5-51. This

pay plan was worked out jointly by the Congress and the Administration. It

embodies two main features: 4) a basic salary schedule for all employees; and
(p) a system of allowances and premiums to attract and retain employees from

higher paying labour markets.

185. The law provides for a recruitment premium to be determined by the Director
of Personnel with the approval of the Trust Territory Personnel Board and the
High Commissioner based on the prevailing rates for similar occupations in the

United States. This provision is designed to enable the Government to recruit
non Trust Territory citizens for key jobs at competitive rates. An additional aim
of this recruitment premium is to offer a competitive salary to highly qualified
Micronesians, such as doctors, who might otherwise be tempted to practice their
skills outside the Territory.

196. We welcome the fact that at last it has been found possible to implement
a single salary scale for all employees, irrespective of national origin, and
that the pay plan is broadly in accordance with some of the previous recommendations

of the Trusteeship Council. On the basis of information now available, however,
it is unclear whether other recommendations made by the Trusteeship Council at
its thirty-ninth session have been taken into account, in particular the
recommendation that the recruitment premium for expatriate officers should be
paid by the Administering Authority and not be a charge on the territorial
budget, and that the level of salary scale should bear some relationship to
the general wage level of the Territory and the level of productivity.



E The hxecutive

187. The executive authority fOr the Government of the Trust 'erritory and the
resronsibility for carrying out the international obligations undertaken by the
United States with respect to the Trust Territory are vested in the High
Commissioner and are exercised and dischar-ed under the supervision and direction
of the United States Secretary of the Interior. The Hi7h Commissioner is
arprinted by the President of the United States with the Rdvice and consent of
the United States `senate. The Administration of the Territory consists of the
Hirt Commissioner and his headquarters staff, together with the district
administrators and their staffs in the six districts.

n8. Th& basic situation is accordinfqy alnost identical to that renorted by the
1970 Visitinr. "isaion. 5/ However, since 1970, the actual ro"ers of the High
Commissioner have in some important respects diminished and, conversely, further
authority has been riven to the Congress of Micronesia. At its second regular
session, in 1072, the Fourth Congress of rUcronesia aParoved a bill (subsequently
signed into law) requiring, the advice and consent of the Congress on all major
administrative appointments rade by the High Comrissioner. Also since 1970, the
High Commissioner has been required to submit the Territory's budget to the
Congress for review and certain limitations have been innosed on his powers of veto.
In recent years, the High Commissioner has used his veto relatively infrequently
(only three occasions in 1972), which may illustrate the efforts being made by
the legislature and the executive to co-operate with each other in the business
of governnent. Tevertheless, the Administerina Authority does retain formally
a ver broad power of veto. As notad above, we believe that the Administerinr.
Authority niiht well at this tir4: consider limitin7 its veto power to certain

specific-1 areas of legislation.

Vic). It was sur.::ested to the Mission by members of ne Congress of 'ficronesia
that the advice and consent process should be extended to the appointment of the
Eih Comrissioner himself, the Deputy High Commissioner and the ,judges. The
Tethod to 1e used in future in selecting, the chief executive is one of the basic

constitutional nuestions, referred to at the beginning of the present chapter,
which will need to be discussed at a constitutional conference. That need not

necessarily hold '1r interim change and consideration should he given as a first
step to me':ing the nosition of Deputy High Commissioner subject to the advice and

consent of thc: Congress.

190, The High Commissioner at present holds regular reetings with his senior

official and heads of departments who are collectively referred to as the

Cabinet. This body includes several senior 'Ricronesiar officials. This procedure
promotes the collective consideration of problems by the senior civil service

aersonnel. It does not, however constitute a true cabinet in the strict sense
of the term, as neither the High Commissioner nor any of the other members hold
an elected nosition. In other developing dependent Territories (e.., Papua
"ev Guinan) a cabinet or qn executive council has been found to be one of the

5/ nid., nc!rao. /475 4q.



best means of educating future leaders in the techniques and responsibilities of
-overnnent, and has proved helnful in moving through the transitional stages from
political dependency to autonomy. As did our predecessors, we had the impression

that the territorial Administration is still generally regarded throughout the
Trust Territory as a United States, not a micronesian institution.

101. Involve lent of elected representatives in the executive direction of

government would, of course, be a radical departure fror the existing system based
on the separation of powers. It is for a constitutional conference to decide
whether such changes should be made. It is worth emphasizing, however, that

the more Micronesians can be seen to be deciding on and executing policies, the
more confident will they becore in their ability to govern themselves.

I. Local government

1. Municiralities and district legislatures

192. For a Territory of just over 100,000 reople Micronesia appears to have a
system of representative government, especially at the local level, which is
top-heavy with too many legislatures representing, proportionately. too few

people. This is perhaps inevitable when applying a modern democratic structure
to a Territory of scattered and isolated communities, but there does seem to be
scope for rationalization, especially with regard to the duplication of functions

as between municipal and district government.

193. We found that at both the municipal and district level legislators had only
a va.T.le idea of their functions and powers. We consider that a large number of
the complaints we received concerning the lack of authority, especially in regard
to the district legislature (and we received many) sprang from this situation.

ol,served, for instance. that the district budgets were drafted in close
consultation with the legislatures and that each session of a district
legislature resulted in the 'adoption of a considerable number of resolutions and
the enactment of new legislation on a wide variety of topics. Although complaints

were made about the use of the veto by the district administrators to nullify
proposed legislation, instances of this were, in fact, relatively uncommon.
Inevitably, follwing the establishment of the Congress of Micronesia, the powers
of local leRislatures diminished to some de'rree and major decisions are now
taken (and Jeun to be) in Saipan.

194. A r-ajor restructuring of the relationship between the central Government
and the districts may have to await the drawing up of a new constitution for the
Territory as a whole. In the meantime, however, there is no reason why district

legislatures should not work un t ) their statutory limits. !e note that in some

districts seminars have been conducted to familiarizr, local legislators (both
anri district) with their responsildlities, encouraging them to discuss

ir).; 4,n work more efficiently within the present legislative framework.



1)5. f.s in the case of district legislatures, any comprehensive reorganiza.ion
of the framework of municipal government may have to await decisions on the
whole constitutional system of the Territory. When such decisions are being
taken, serious consideration might be given to determining whether or not the
present system of municipal councils is really necessary. In many areas,
especially those away from the district centres, the traditional forms of authority
appear to be working well and the establishment of municipal councils in some of
those areas, involving to some extent the setting up of a system in rivalry to
that which has been established for generations, has led to some friction between
the old way of life and the new. In some cases, the local traditional ruler has
been elected to the post of magistrate and although friction has accordingly been
avoided, little has been achieved in increasing the efficiency of the system. In
some other areas, the councils have produced duplication and, as pointed out in the
1970 Visiting Mission's report, 6/ the incomes of many of these municipal councils
are generally only sufficient to cover the salaries of those officials
administerin" them and the expenses of the councilmen serving on them. Duplication
of local authority should be avoided as much as possible, and the guiding factors
should be the wishes of the people, existing traditions and specific circumstances.

196. In the larger district centres, where the income at the disposal of municipal
councils allows more scope for productive activity, there may be a case for
keeping these bodies in being. Here again, however, it is possible that their
functions could as efficiently and more economically be exercised by, for example,
a sub-committee of the district legislature. If it is decided that municipal
councils in the district centres ar unnecessary, considerable savings and
streamlining could be achieved; for instance, it is questionable whether the
municipality of Koror, with a population of approximately 6,000, really needs a
council of 27 members whose remuneration takes up a large percentage of the
municipality.s budget. There are, of course, other areas, isolated from district
centres but with sizable populations, where a legislative body in addition to the
district legislature may be required. Kusaie and Rota are examples of these.

2. District administration

197. In each district, the district administrator is the High Commissioner's
principal representative and exercises general supervision over all operations,
programmes and activities of the Territory in his area. Thus, the district
administrators are the key officials away from headquarters and the Mission notes
with satisfaction that five of the districts are now under the authority of
icronesian officials, (four of whor are servin- in their districts of origin.

The sixth has a Guamanian, long resident in the Territory.

198. It seems to us that, since the 1970 Visiting Mission reported, the district
administration system is working more efficiently and a further degree of
decentralization, actual if not formal, has taken place. The Mission was told
that the tendency for heads of departments at headquarters to deal directly with

6/ Ibid., paras. 487491.



their subordinates in the districts and bypass the district administrator -

a :-.endency rep9rted Ly the 1270 Visiting- rissirn - harrens less frenuently.

District administrators informed the Mission that'they were generally content
with the relationship between the district and the central Government. The High

Commissioner conducts a weekly conference with district administrators by radio

hook-up.

199. As in tl:e case of the district and municipal legislatures, any formal
alteration in the relationship between district legislatures and administrators
(and the question whether the latter should be elected or not) should be reviewed

during a constitutional conference. What has to be decided is whether the needs

of Micronesia are best served by a strong central government, a loose federal

structure or something, clearly defined, in between. l!ore decentralization might

satisfy those areas which at present feel not only isolated from Saipan but from

their own district centres. Kusaie is a case in point. At present, there are
representatives of the district administrators in some of the more popu]eted

outer islands, including Kusaie. Both Rota and Kusaie have petitioned the Congress

of Micronesia and the Administration to become separate districts (Rota had this

status previously) and although we have some sympathy with their views we consider

that final decisions on such cases should not be taken in isolation from the

basic question of the exact nature of the relationship between the capital and

the existing district authorities. In the meantime, consideration could be given

to increasing the powers of the representative of the district administrator in

those islands, perhaps bringing them in line with those now exercised by the

district representative in Ebeye.

J. Judiciary

200. We have the impression that at the community and district levels the judicial

system is working reasonably well. The community courts, despite their very

limited jurisdiction, do provide an essential contribution to small communities

and the Mission was told that in all those areas where the community courts have

been established they have been readily accepted by the local population. They

do not, however, exist in all areas of the Trust Territory and, in some districts,

the customary system of justice prevails at the community level. As the customary

system is accepted by the people of the areas concerned and is obviously workable,

we feel it should be persevered with and that the more formal structure of

community courts should not be imposed merely for the sake of administrative

neatness. It has been surTested that, in view of the efficiency of the community

courts, their competence should be extended and powers increased. We do not

feel competent to express a view on this, but hope that the suggestion will be

given careful consideration by the Administration.

201. The district courts also appear to be workinr well and are generally well

regarded in most areas. Micronesians trained in modern jurisprudence are still

scarce but more qualified Micronesian lawyers are now being appointed to district

benches, in most cases to serve with their senior colleagues who, although lacking

recognized legal training, have considerable experience in administerinr both

customary law and the Trust Territory Code.



202. Although it is certainly Putting it too strongly to say that there is a
crisis of confidence in the Territory's High Court and appellate system, great
concern was expressed to the Mission about the operations of the High Court,
which many tended to reg,ard as an instrument of the Administration. It was
statol, especially with regard to land disputes with the Administration, that the
Court 'PAS often either reluctant to become involved or was formally debarred by
'clic Administration from hearin a case. It was also alleged that in several cases
the Court had found in favour of the Administration against the balance of the
evidence. Such accusations of partiality were frequently linked to complaints
about two of the expatriate Associate Justices of the High Court, who were
tlle.selves the subject of resolutions passed by a district legislature and by
the Congress of icronesia requesting their dismissal. It was also suggested to
the 'fission that confi(lence would be restored in the High Court if appeals from
the Territory's Apnellate Division were permitted to courts outside Micronesia.
There were also sore complaints that there were inordinate delays in the hearing
of cases and the consideration of appeals.

1n3. Owini, to our many other preoccupations, we were not able to devote as much
Atention RS we would have wished to these problems. On the basis of what we saw,
however, we sur!rest that consideration be given to the following pronosals:

(a) Pendinc., the completion of the work of the Land Commission, district
courts should be riven some jurisdiction in land cases. This jurisdiction might
also }e exteru.ed to certain categories of maritime cases, especially those

rights of ownership within' territorial waters where there is conflict
tetween customary law and the Trust Territory Code.

(j2) The Administration should consider adopting a more flexible attitude
towards invol:inr its right of sovereign immunity.

(e) The district court should be represented, as an obligation rather than
as a matter nf choice (as is the present situation), on the High Court when

Pertainin, to that district are being heard

(,t) Furth-r consideration should be ,,iven to extending the present appeals

syste- to allow cases to bt. heard by the United States Ninth Circuit Court of
Apneals. rNeryone with whom the !:ission discussed this, stAcstion a.;:reed that such
an extra-territorial extension of the appellate system would be a useful check
or th- present administraticn of justice in :!icronesia. The length of time which
sucq an extension of the appellate system should endure would of course be
affected fri decisions taken about future status and about the future constitutional
structure of '!icronesia

To sneer] un the leral process at the level of the High Court an
as3:1-iate justice should be appointed ideally he should be a

2nb. Ye lo not consider it appropriate to comment in detail on the controversy
surroundirr, the two jude.res of the High Court referred to above. '.7e do feel bound to

11- tln,nt existenc- or such fPelinff whi-h has cuit'Anoted in formal
n:lolations of leiislative bodies indicates an unhappy state of affairs that cannot
he L:nored or bristle) aside. we believe that the Administration has a clear duty
tc resnond to tie requests of the legislatures and, if it is not prepared to act
cn these requests, to explain clearly why.
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CHAPTER III

ECONOMIC ADVANCEMENT

A. Introduction

205. Much information on the economy was put forward in the report of the 1970
Visiting Mission and much of what our predecessors had to say remains valid today.
There has been progress over the past three years, but the progress has been
disappointingly small. No Micronesian with whom the Mission discussed the
economic scene felt that there had been any real movement towards self-sufficiency.

206. Complete self-sufficiency for Micronesia, except at a standard of living
which would be unacceptable to most of its people, is doubtless unattainable. But
there is in the Territory, now more than before, a felt need to move
significantly forward in the direction of self-sufficiency. Increased
consciousness of the lack of economic progress springs from heightened political
awareness and from the sense that Micronesia's options in negotiating a new
political status are reduced by its dependent economy. It is this factor, more
than straightforward economic considerations, which seems to make people
throughout the Territory .concerned at continued deficiencies in the transportation
system and the slow rate of development in agriculture and fisheries.

207. In the following sections we have signalled out a number of matters relating
to the economy for description and comment. We have not attempted a comprehensive
report on all aspects of economic development. Rather, we have focused our
attention on areas where we consider progress has been or should be made and
where, in our view, a substantially more active government policy is required. we

do not as a group express any opinion on the merits in principle of different
economic systems. We are, however, of the opinion that in the particular
circumstances of Micronesia at this time it is not appropriate to depend
exclusively on private enterprise to set up production projects. Given the lack
of indigenous capital and the shortage of experience and .expert knowledge, there
is a role for government intervention in various sectors of the economy, and such
intervention should not be ruled out because of adherence to any particular
economic philosophy. Practical needs should be the determinant of courses chosen.

208. Those signing the report wish to note here one development which we believe
is of considerable consequence. That is the increased involvement of the Congress
of Micronesia and the district legislatures in the determination of economic
policies. As is noted elsewhere, the powers of the legislatures, particularly
those of the districts, are circumscribed by the limited amount of funds over
which they have direct and final control. Nevertheless, all legislatures are
actively engaged in the determination of economic policies and the formulation of
budgets, and all seem to take this task now very seriously indeed. The Mission
was impressed by the report on economic development in the Trust Territory of the
Pacific Islands produced at the beginning of 1972 by the House of Representatives
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Committee or. Resources and Development. It was impressed also by the report of the
Congress Joint Committee entitled Marine Resource Development in Micronesia,
published at the beginning of 1973.

209. We believe that it is the responsibility of the Congress of Micronesia, in
co-ordination with the districts, to make decisions about what kind of economic
develo:ment should take place in Micronesia. It is up to the Congress to make
decisions about priorities. These decisions are essentially political decisions
and the elected representatives of the people should take them.

210. There is, of course, a close relationship between decisions about the general
pattern of economic development and priorities on the one hand, and decisions
about the actual expenditure of funds on the other. Because of sulAtantially
hirher internal revenue collection, deriving from income and business taxes, the
Congress now has greater scope than in the past to direct the course of
development through expenditures which it alone controls. Also, through the now
established pattern of budget hearings, Congress plays a major role in the
formulation of the annual budget. It does not, however, exercise final control
over the expenditure of the appropriation of the United States Congress which still
provides most of the money available for expenditure each year. The Mission was
informed that line expenditures proposed by the Congress of Micronesia and
supported by the territorial Administration have rarely been amended by the
United 3t.ltes Congress. There is, nevertheless, much to be said for extending
the formal responsibility of the Congress of Micronesia by giving it final
authority for the expenditure allocution of a greater percentage of the budget as
a whole. We recommend, therefore, that the Administering Authority give further
consideration to the views expressed by the Trusteeship Council on this point.

B. Land

211. The system of land tenure is described in detail in the report of the
1970 Visiting Mission and in the annual reports of the Administering Authority.
It is based on a more or less complicated combination of traditional family rights.
In the Marshall Islands and Palau the claims of the paramount chiefs to
exercise land rights throne gut the land are recognized. In Ponape, the
Nahmwarkis comO:lin-1 enough recognition is given to their authority
over land use. nic can usually obtain land for cultivation except
T;erh:,;..1 i!(!vr,les3, a relatively small portion of the Territory is
in vaet : emercial crops. On the few islands in the Territory
DV . ,r; ,x12unses of fallow lond.

-,12. It :10.21.1 borne in mind, however, that almost two thirds of the Territory
is public land, the proportion varying from one district to another. In Saipan
snU Tini, the fallow land is usually part of the public lands which are reserved
for thy. rrIthrriti,s (retention land). As previous visiting missions
have n()Lk i, th L(, c)ntinu?.s to Ix ender the impression that the public
lol. : 4 t' UnittJ A.ttes ,:nd not to thy. Territory.
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213. Occasionally, particularly in Saipan and Palau, the Administration has split
up the Public lands into concessions (homesteads) which are Parcelled out on
condition that thy',' are developod within three years. On Saipan, the Mission
heard contradictory complaint:, about these concessions: the former owners
considered that the lnnd used for these homesteads should he returned to them;
persons who did not have enourh land preferred that more homesteads he
parcelled out. The Adrinistration has renlied that it lacks the resources to
accelerate this process.

214. AlthGurh a considerable proportion of the disputes in the Territory relate to
land rights, the rrinciple has been maintained that all disputed claims to land
should he brourht directly before the Hirh Court, a relatively distant body
composed of exnatriates. The Mission was infoered that the district courts and
the community courts already had the power to reconcile parties in land cases but
that the rnrties did not submit their disputes to them.

215. The Land Commissions Act of 1966 is still being implemented but land owners
voiced the following comnlaints concerning' its application:

(a) Since reristretion tears work systematically on all land in a given zone,
claimants to property not in those zones are unable at that time to have their
clairs considered.

(b) Contrary to what was hoped, land registrations were not completed by
June 1970 and will not be concluded for several years, perhaps not before the end
of the rPxt decarle the main role, particularly as far as reconciliation is
concerned, appears to to fplaved in practice not by the land cornmissions,but by the
reristration tears. These have an immense task: there are 35,000 parcels in Yap
and about half that nurber in each of the other districts.

(c) The land comrissions will not rerister a plot of land, unless they receive
the title clair in writinr.

(d) In general, the population does not understand the advantages of
reristration: sore neonle fear that, the Adrinisterinp Authority has ulterior
motives; others , the chiefs, for exarnle, view it as a means for individuals to
..scene their traditional authority.

21. A specific land problen raised before the Visitin "fission was that of land
fror which lar^e quantities of phosphates had been extracted by Japanese firms
before the war. The islands affected wele Anraur, Tobi and Sonsorol in the
district of Palau and Rota in the 'farianas. The population of Anraur has raised
the question with previous visiting missions. The Palau Legislature adopted a
resolution (see 7/CC):1.11/L.5) on 21 Aril 1972 renuestine: the lovernment of Japan to
pay the sure of $1 million for the phosphates mined on the islands of Tobi and
Sonsorol by the Nanyo Kahatsu Kaishia.

217. Althourh the sele of land to foreirners is not authorized, the Mission found
-in offer of sale in a 7-linnn noqsraper ,hi.-± specified no conditions as to
possible buyers. mhe offer relntPd to amroxirltely 112 acres.
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218. The question of land used by the military authorities is taken up in
chapter VI which also deals with land problems in Bikini, Eniwetok and Lueve, in
the Marshall Islands, and with questions raised by three petitions, handed to the

Mission at Truk.

219. The controversy relatinr to the use of licronesian land by the United States
armed forces after the trusteeship is terminated is taken up in the chapter on the

future of the Territory.

220. The construction of the Hotel Continental at Microbeach (Saipan) is referred

to in the latter part of the present chapter. The problem involves a 30 -year

lease to Continental Air Lines of 10.5 acres situated on public land and adjoining
the only public park in Saipan for the construction of a hotel at a cost of

$7 million. Acting on behalf of the Government of the Trust Territory, the High
Commissioner (ranted the lease despite active onposition by the local legislature
and by Mr. Herman Q. luerrenc, who, with 10 other residents of Saipan, submitted

the matter to Cie District Court of Honolulu, allerinr a violation of the
United States la,' on the environment. The case is sub iudice.

221. The :4ission noted that the lawyers of the licronesia Lepel Services
Corporation, a body subsidized from the United States federal budret throurh the
Office of Equal Opportunity, showed keen interest in land problems and concentrated
much cf its activities on followinr ur land claims a'ainst the Administration.

222. In the liett of the information received during our visit, we recommend the
followinc:

(a) A brief but unambiruous description of the principal customs of land use
and tenure which are effectively applied in 'licronesia -houla be compiled and

published.

(b) The auestion of -hat constitutes public lard should be the subject of a

comPrenensive review. Part of the public land was acquired in dubious

circumstances the German and Japanese administrations and should be returned;
the remainder, while retaining- its nublic character could be redistributed to the

Territory, the districts, as concessions (hom,_ teads) and possibly to the
communities.

(c) The reasons why the present syston of courts dealing with land questions

does not rive satisfaction shou],2 be stud: so that land disputes can be

settled expeditiously and chenr1v. It was ;unrested to the Mission that special

land courts might be set up or that the land corrissions, which are Para -leral
bodies, should be utilized. Instead of the first solution, which would simply
shift the Problem, the second solution might be considered inasmuch as the
commissions are already settlinr certain disputes, but are slow and overburdened
The 'fission was rratified to learn that Bill No. 64, increasinr from three to four
the number of land commissioners with the rirht to vote,was approved by the
"icronesian Senate in Februnry 1973 and might subserviently be arproved by the

House. "e also refer to our comments on this ouest;un in chanter II, on political

advancement.
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(d) There should be a more flexible application of the Land Commission Act.its
irrlerentation is particularly contiv, when cornered with the resources allocated
to the development of agriculture and fisheries. The issian is gratified that
Bill No. 64 srecifies that the rain purpose of a commission is to carry out,

"when it deems recessary" the reristration of lsnd. Ve regre% that the bill has

not yet been passed and hone that it will be approved at the next session of
iCongress because, in licronesia as elsewhere, systematic registration is a method

which seers logical but is usually costly and often useless.

(g) Special attention should be riven to the highly overpopulated district
of Truk.

(1) The comnetent authorities should ensure that land registers are kept

un to date after recistration.

(p) The registration campairn, which is necessarily slow and perhaps too
much of a luxury for a poor Territory, should not be used as a pretext to justify

failure to deal with current land problems.

CO The nuestion raised regarding Japanese rining of phosphates should be
the sutlect of a final and unequivocal decision, with a choice being made
bAeeen contradictory nrincirlcs of law: on the one hand the principle that a
royalty should be raid to the owners of land for the exnloitation of mineral

desnosits on the other, principles such as the non - applicability of claims that

po back too far, no fault if the law has been correctly applied, etc.

C. Agriculture

223. ?icronesia, like so many other developing countries, is in the difficuit
stave of transition between a subsistence economy and one based on production for

sale. it is faced with the same problems (land rights, cultural attitudes,
infrastructure needs, the lac!, o4" technical and business management skills, etc.)

as those of other developinr countries. The compulsion is for developing

countries to achieve in a short time the transition which took a very long time
indeed in what are mat develoeed countries. In the letter, the transition often

took place with little eovernrent intervention. There was no pressure of time.

There eras no rreet sense of urgency. But develoninr countries today have this

sense of urrencv, not least in -!icronesia, and because of the difficult barriers

to chanre which exist, rrowth and development are usually difficult to accomplish

without an active and well-financed nolicv of rovernrient intervention.

224. The Administration has adopted sound obieetives in its agricultural policies.
It seeks first of all to develop production for the domestic market and to
develop the systems, orranization and facilities for processing, storing,
transportinr and marketing of agricultural nroducts. Secondly, it seeks to

promote production for exrort. This is, in our view, the right order of

priorities.
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225. But the amount of the budpet devoted to the arricultural sector for the
current fiscal year is a mere 2.5 per cent and, as the 'fission was informed, this
will rise to only 3 per cent by the fiscal year 1975. Furthermore, the credits
made available to the agricultural sector under the Development Loan Fund have
amounted to only lust over 15 per cent of the total loans made from the Fund.

226. On the basis of the projects seen by the Mission, we felt that arricultural
officers in the districts were generally doing a creditable lob in encouraging
commercial farming, riven the limited means at their disposal and the difficulties
with which they had to contend. Nor do we doubt that the Resources and
Development Department, like the Conrress of ilicronesia, devoutly wishes to see
arriculture in iqcronesia expand rapidly and provide the products for domestic
consumption and for export which the country so badly needs.

227. In the present circumst.nces, however, this can only take place if the
Government does what is necessary to encourage it. We came across many instances
of attitudes among fanners which were, on the surface at least, inimical to any
rush into corrercial arricultural production, but we were not convinced that
these truly reflected the underlying feelings of the farmers. Farmers everywhere
are naturally reluctant to produce crops unless they can be assured beforehand
that they will be able to Pet them to market and sell them, and that, in their
,judgement, the income t'ev earn will be worth the labour involved. The farriers
of licronesia are not goinr to be so assured until they see an effective
transrortation and marketinr system in operation, and until they have government
ec'ricultural officers, in whom they have confidence, readily available to advise
then on what crops to produce, what fertilizers and pesticides to use and so on

228. The House Committee o: Resources and Development of the Congress of Micronesia
has emphasized the need for a systematic approach to agricultural development.
There is no doubt that the Government recognizes this also and that the Agricultural
Division of the Department of Resources and Development is seeking to promote
policies in rerard to co-operative formation, labour utilization, transportation and
so on which will facilitate the growth of agricultural production. It seems fair
to say that there appears now, far more than in 1970, to be an active programme to
encourage apricultural development, which has the support of the legislatures and
the Administration at all levels.

229. Nevertheless, we were left with the impression that in all districts
agricultural services were desperately short of the money and staff needed to
start prorrammes moving ahead effectively. Too many extension workers are still
relatively untrained. Agricultural co-operatives, which the Administration says
it wishes to encourage, are left largely to their own devices. There is an
enthusiastic co-operatives officer at Headquarters, but he appears to have little
staff support, field officers in the districts with responsibility for
co-operatives having for the most part many other duties. There is little use of
the radio for extension prorrarmes, although their value has been clearly shown
in many other countries. Furthermore, despite the fact that agricultural courses
now seem to be rivrn in some schools from the sixth rrade onwards, we did not ret
the impre:;sion thr,, arricultural traininr and the development of em interest in



agriculture in adolescents were regarded as irnortant objectives. The, fact that

the !licronesian Occupational Center has had no courses in agriculture (or

fisheries) since its inception is a fundamental absurdity.

230. Chances have Indeed taken rince since 1970. Production of livestock has

exranded considerably and wor! in the forestry sector has one ahead. Both of

the sectors are treated separately below. The copra industry, which remains

the most innortant sinrle elerent in the licronesian economy, has been gravely

affected by fluctuations in the world market price as well as by continuing*

problers with transportation and labour. Coconut Products are also discussed

,:Wrately later in this report. The production of certain specialized
agricultural Products, notably Pepper, cacao and rice has expanded somewhat,

althourh tho ,alue of nroduction for each item in the fiscal year 1972 remained

very snll. The production of fruit and vegetables is bein actively

encournred and the rarketinr possibilities, both domestic and export, for most

fruit nrd ver.etable crops which can be rrown in Micronesia seem to be substantial.

231. Nevertheless, i)rorress has been very slow. Agricultural exports from

'1i.!ronesia, which has in nurm and Kwajalein what should be captive markets, remain

very srall, and the amount of inported food-stuffs continues to prow. This is

cause for despondency because there is, despite the limited land area of

"icronesia, plenty of relntivel rood unused land which could be brought into

profluctive use and, riven "icronesia's peorranhical and climatic position, there

are good possibilities for exrort rrodyction. We were pleased to discover that
farriers' narkets have now been established, or will soon be completed in all

district centres. These should help ercourae production for local consumrtion.

Business at the markets we saw was, however, very sluggish and we were inclined

to doubt whether much was beinr doile to encoursre People to regard these markets

as a major centre for the sale and purchase of agricultural commodities.

232. There is one rereral recormendation in rerard to agriculture that we should

like to make. '!e were imrressed by the work of the Congress of Mieronesia,

through its Joint Committee on "larine Resources Development. The Congress should

also become the main engine for determinin the course and pace of development in

the arricultural sector. therefore surgest that the Congress of Micronesia

consider establishinr a permanent .Joint cormittee on agricultural development

with similar broad terms of reference to those it may accord its Committee on

':arine Resources Development.

233. Ve also wish to recor'-end that more attention - and financial support - be

riven to the develorment of agricultural co-oneratives, troth for the purpose of

joint purchase of supplies and the operation of agricultural equinment, and for

the rarketinr of produce. The traditional structure of Micronesian society,
desrite inroads made by modern life, provides a great and as yet largely

unutilized orrortunity for the develorrent of co-onerative enterprises which can

harmonize and co-ordinate rodern commercial needs and old cultural rractices.
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1. Coconut products

234. In the first weeks of its tour, the Mission heard many speakers refer to the
difficulties being caused by the low world price for copra. It was consequently
pleased to learn that, by 'larch, the price had risen to $190 per ton and that the
Copra Stabilization Board would decide on a substantial increase in the price
paid to growers.

235. This change in the current world market scene, together with the decision of
the Congress of Micronesia, at its Fifth Regular Session to appropriate an
additional $300,000 for the Copra Stabilization Fund, has brightened the immediate
outlook for the copra industry.

236. Nevertheless, it is difficult to be ontimistic about the long-term future.
In introducinr to the Congress the measure to appropriate additional money for the
Fund last January, Representative Silk said that he did so "with the positive hope
that the fund will either allow the conra industry to weather these bad times...
or provide a breathing spell during which we can re-evaluate just what course we
must follow in the future to protect the best interests of our people".

237. Copra is of the greatest imrortance to Micronesia, not so much because it is

a principal export but because, for many rural Micronesians, and especially for
those in the outer islands, it is still the only available source of cash income.
The industry is in difficulties not solely because of the world market situation
but also because of labour shortages, the inadequacies of the replacement
programme and storage and transportation problems.

238. We are of the opinion that there is a need at this time for a co-ordinated
programme of government activity to shore up, if we ray so express it, the coconut
palr. Sore elements of such a programme do exist. Entomological protection

measures appear to be well developed. The Stabilization Board is employing an
agricultural co-onerative officer to assist in the establishment and operation of
co-operatives in the Marshall Islands District. Consideration is being riven to

the development of other coconut nroducts including desiccated coconut, coir
fibre, animal feed and handicrafts.

239. The Congress of Micronesia had before it at its most recent session, but did
not enact, a bill to establish a government authority to process, manufacture and
sell products derived from the coconut nalr end to preserve and revitalize the
copra industry. Whether or not the establishment of a new government authority
for these purposes is the best path to 0,00se is for the Congress and the
Government of Micronesia to decide. The CorraStebilization Board evidently must
continue to play a vital role, and is now involved in decisions regarding the
development of other coconut products because of the impact they may have on the
pror'uction of copra. What seems clear is that there is a need for active
government involvement in the promotion of the coconut economy and careful
coordination within the rovernment armaratus of all activities bearing on that
economy. Testimony concerning the use of fibre twisting machines before the Joint
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Congressional Cormitteo on Prorrammc and Budget Planning during consideration of

the preliminary bu(Ict for 1074, qnrvnro0 to us to inrIcnte some reluctance to

contemplte sech involvement. However, in the prevailing circumstances - the

handicaps posed by reographical and cultural frctors, the shortage of local

private cqpital - anerretin rovernrent activity seeTMs to he a sire nua non.

240. A stepped-up government effort to encourar the formation and hell) in the

operation of producer co-orcratives should be an integral part of this

involvement. 'Teasures to improve outer island transportation services are

likewise essential. Lastly, as what in, b-sically at issue is the standtird of

living of the rural.people, a co-ordinated prorrarre for developing the coconut

ecnnoy should be related consciously and continuously to progress in the

corrercial development of other agricultural crops and fisheries.

241. Ve are not in a rosition to male any more specific recommendations in this

area, although we would ccwrend the need for continuinr close relations with

appropriate bodies in other coconut producing countries of the Pacific and

South-East Asia, bilaterally through the South Pacific Corrission and rerl.nps

eventuall through "icronesian membership of the Asian Coconut Community.

2. Livestock

242. Farmers 5.n all districts are being encourared to interest themselves in the

raising of poultry and pigs. The Adinistration is trying to improve the duality

and the management techniques used in the raising of domestic animals and poultry

kept by subsistence farmers. It is also encouragin" individuals to raise poultry

and Airs on s correrciel basis. The demand for egrs and meet rroducts is

substantial throughout '!icronesia, and local eog and Pork production arrears now

to be having some effect on the import of these items. District agricultural

officers should continue to encourage this trend and the necessary finance should

be made available, both to the Departreht of Agriculture for its breeding end

guidance services, and, through loens, to farmers wishing to establish commercial

enterprises. It is also important that at the district and headquarters levels

the growth of production end demand be monitored carefully with a view to assisting

farmers, where necessary, in the marketing of their supplies.

243. The development of local sources of animal feed remains s considerable

rroblem. The `-fission was cold in Yap that a study relating to feed for pigs had

arrived nt the conclusion that whether local or imorted feed was used, the cost

would be about the sae or rerhaps slightly in favour of import. In such

circustances, it should be rolicy to encourage the use of local feed both on

the rrounes of -he general stimulus this could give to other types of nroduction

and on the principle of encouraging self -sufficiency wherever this is feasible.

A larger and more imaginative effort should be out into the development of local

sources of feed for livestocl%

241.. Cattle raising continues to be concentrated mainly in the Mariana Islands District,

although there enpears to be c-re scone for its extension in the other high

islenCs. The 'licronesian Deve Jment Corporation has done considerable work on
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Tinian to improve pastures and the water supply. It has established a new slaughter-
house and refrigeration plant and hones to have installed a fairly complete meat
rrocessirr rinnt by the rid,10 of this year. The Corporation told the Mission
that, where nossible, it was traininr "icronesians to take over positions
currently held by aliens -8 out of a total of 38 - but that it faced some
difficulties in recruiting locally. 'le hope that the Corporation, which, as a
foreien-owned enterrrise, has a definite obligation in this regard, will pursue
this objective vigorousl,r. "e hone further that the Corporation will provide
training facilities for 'Ticronesians from other districts to encourage the
develminent of the cattle in4ustry and as prospects of developing ranch-type
cattle rrelects ererge elsewhere.

3. Forestry

245. Forest management and development is of importance to the Territory for the
cerservation of its natural resources, including particularly watershed control,
and because, in the lonr, run, it will rake possible a proportionate reduction in
the amount spent on irported timber. The :lission was informed that at present
about 1.5 million board feet are imported each year at an estimated cost of
:,9n0 000. There is, of course, a long lead time in the development of a timber
indsutry from other than natural orests and the effects of the forestry work now
tqlcinr, place in an effort to develon a substitute for imports will not be felt
before the end of the 100s. The length of time required for this development
snotlirhts the relative nerlect of forest manspement throughout the period of
colonial administratior end as late as the riddle of the 1960s.

2!6. Funds currently budr-eted for the work of the Forestry Section are quite small.
Nevertheless, the section appears to be achieving significant results in tree
rlantin- on both nublic and private land: in the rrorotion of interest in
afforestation and in snreadinr recornition of the importance of conservation
-ensures. The Mission noted that the Committee on Resources and Development of the
House of Representatives made no reference to forest development in its 1972 report
on economic development. Members of the :onpress are now renortedly more aware
of the long -terr imrortence for Micronesia of work in this field. Forestry in
these islands will never become the major industry which it is actually or
potentially in some of the Territory's lerrer Asian and Pacific neighbours.
Nevertheless, forest development should be pursued consistently and with adequate
funds for its value as an inrort substitute, as a source of productive employment
01nortunities and as comlervation measure, all of which bear or many other aspects
of econo:ic develoment, including r'erers1 agriculture, water supply and tourism.
"e were rleased to learn that trainee foresters are being or will be recruited for
Yar and Tru), districts and for the island of Kusaie. In all districts other than
the "arshalls, there appears to be score for afforestation work.

247. In many de/eloping countries, tree plantin' has proven to be a fine stimulus
for community activities. This should prove to be the case in ?Micronesia also,
and we hone fiat the Government and the Congress will in future encourage the
development ,f a forest inr'ustry end the promotion of community interest in the
reafforesta,ion of the islands. Although recognizing that decisions on this matter
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should be based on proper land utilization studies, we feel also that consideratin

might be given to acceleratin.- the planting of suitable public land-holdings

with cor-ereially ,I"10r.

D. "arine resources

248. In January 1973, the Joint. Committee on Marine Resources Development of the
Congress of Micronesia nresented a report entitled Marine Resource Development in
Micronesia, which concentrated on the major task of finding a means of meeting

the domestic demand for fish. In the introduction to the report, the Joint
Committee contrasted the situation of the fishing industry in Micronesia between
1930 and 1940 and the situation in the post-war peak year of 1969. The Joint

Committee concluded that the existing state of marine resources development in

Micronesia was "pitiful".

249. Having in mind what might have been, it is hard to disagree with this

conclusion. The marine resources of Micronesia should be its greatest asset.
When the Administering Authority accepted the trusteeship of Micronesia, it
accepted a specific obligation to "encourage the development of fisheries"

(article 6.2 of the Trusteeship Agreement). Yet for most of the period up until

the late 1960s, develonment efforts were negligible.

250. The situation now is different in that the Administration recognizes that
marine resources development should have high priority. The Marine Resources
Division of the Department of Resources and Development seemed to us to be staffed
both at Administration headquarters and the district level by energetic and
enthusiastic officers eager to get things moving within the limits of available

resources. The trouble remains, however, that the resources available under the
budget continue to be very small compared with the size of the task to be done.
It is fortunate that the Congress of Micronesia itself is now, belatedly, taking
a strong interest in this area; is appropriating considerable funds for its

development; and is taking decisions about the path that development should follow.

That is the most hopeful aspect of the present situation in Micronesia concerning

marine resources.

1. Protection of territorial waters

251. Micronesia has at present a 3-mile territorial sea, plus a 9-mile conservation

area. Lagoon waters are regarded as Micronesian domain. Micronesia is dependent

mainly on the United States Navy to police territorial waters against illegal
fishing, but the extent of the area to be covered, the large number of uninhabited
islands and reefs and the limitation on the resources available for patrol make
this task extremely difficult. There seems no doubt that a great deal of iller;a1

fishing takes plsee in "icronesian waters. The Mission was informed that a recent

survey of Helen's Reef in the southern part of Palau District indicated that

tridachna clams had almost been fished out, although an inventory six months
earlier had shown there were upwards of 50,000 clams in the area. In the past

three years 12 foreign flan vessels have been arrested for violating Micronesian

waters. These vessels were released after the payment of fines. We cpnsider that
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ruck harsher policy should be adopted, including the imposition of heavy fines,
the confiscation of boats and the submission, through the Administering Authority,
of energetic protests to the states fro!! which offending vessels come. The
resronsibility of the Administering Authority to protect Micronesian waters is no
less, while the Trusteeship Arreenent remains in force, than its responsibility
to protect its own waters.

252. The Congress of Micronesia has established a Committee on the Law of the Sea.
"icronesia is developing a viewpoint on the rajor issues which will come before
the United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea at its meeting later this
year. The Committee will be able to pet assistance from the United States
cloyernment in formulatinP its oninions. We recommend that the Committee consult
closely also with neighbouring archinelago States, many of whose problems are
similar to those facing Micronesia. Ve are not aware at this time how Micronesian
views will be put to the Conference but consider that those views should certainly
be presented.

Piphts

253. Under Micronesian law, rights in the waters and sea-bed below the high-water
nark are vested in the Trust Territory Government. This situation is vigorously
contested in Yap and Truk districts where the traditional concept of local
ownership is connonly supported. In its report, the Joint Committee has described
the way ownership rights are allocated in Japan and the Republic of Korea. It seems

to us that as and when district fishery associations and co-operatives become
properly organized, it should be possible to work out a mutually agreed system
for the allocation of rights and the payment of licence fees on an ad hoc basis.

The proper basis would seem to be that traditional claimants should get some
benefits fru development and development prospects should not be hindered by
traditional claims.

3. Development of resources

254. Inshore cor:mercial fishing in Micronesia has been based mainly, though not
exclusively, on fishing co-operatives. Co-operatives have frequently run into
difficulties through management problems and most have also had problems with ice

supply and cold storage facilities. The Department of Resources and Development
has been helping' districts to obtain ice and cold storage plants, and has
recently obtained and placed in the districts a number of reefer barges intended
to provide interim cold storage facilities. A pilot programme in the construction
and use of fishing dories has been initiated in Ponane. Funds allocated for marine
resources development in the bud!et are, however, only at a level of about
1 Der cent of the total budpet and constitute a relatively small share of the
amount allocated to the Department of Resources and Development. The activities
of the Marine Resources Division have been affected by the limited funds available,
and by the need for fisheries officers to devote considerable attention to
conservation questions, particularly the eradication of the Crown of Thorns
starfish, as well as to the utilization of resources.
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255. In off-shore fisheries, there appears not to have been a great deal of progress.

The Van Carp Sea Food Company, discussed in the report of the 1970 Visiting Hission,

continues to operate from Palau. A joint venture company has begun operations

in Truk, and a proposal is under consideration for a joint venture operation ith

the Del Monte Corporation in the 'larshall Islands. The Mission did not see

anywhere any solid Micronesian organizational backing for off-shore fisheries

exploitation. The Ad-linistration has no plans, so far as the Mission is aware, to

set up any government agency for this purpose.

256. The Mission was informed of efforts being made to expand or develop
specialized marine resources exploitation, such as trepang and Katsuoboshi, crab

and lobster and precious coral, and of the promising work being done in regard

to marinulture. We are not able to make any technical judgements about what is

being done in these areas, but we have the impression that there is considerable

scope for development and that, with proper organizational backing and adequate

financial support, their exploitation could contribute significantly to domestic

and export production.

257. In response to the report of the Joint Committee on Marine Resources

Development referred to above, the Congress of Micronesia passed a number of bills

at its most recent session which provide inter alia for the establishment of

district fishery associations to service local fishing co-operatives, for the

appropriation of funds for these associations and for loans to the co-operatives,

for the specification, subject to district approval, of ports of entry for

foreign vessels and the provisioning of those vessels and for the control of the

profits flowing therefor: by the district fishing authority.

258. We were impressed by the recommendations in the report and by the action

which the Congress has taken to implement then. The framework now being created

will make possible a considerable expansion of the fishing industry in Micronesia.

It will be important that the Administration do whatever is necessary to support

the system of fishing authorities and in particular to provide management

assistance to the co-operatives. Likewise the provision of adequate cold storage

and ice-making facilities is likely to remain a major factor in determining the

rate at which the development of fisheries will progress.

259. We were particularly pleased to note that the Joint Committee considered it

should becore a permanent committee of the Congress, responsible for
investigating and reporting on all aspects of the development of marine

resources including the regulation of foreign investment in the industry. Given

the limited capital resources available to "icronesians, foreign capital can

assist actively in the development of fisheries, particularly off-shore fisheries,

and its participation need not be to the detriment of Micronesian interests. We

believe, however, that the Government should ulay an active role in this

development, Toth as a regulator and, if this is considered to be the speediest

way of pronotin growth, as a r,ariicipant.
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lineral resources

260. Durin-, its visits, the !fission neither saw nor heard anythin to make it doubt

the conclusion of the United States Geoloical Survey - set out in the report of
the Aiministerim, Authority for 1971 (see T/1735) - that in 'licronesia 'deposits of
all minerals are too small or of inferior rTade, and too removed from industrial
centres to rermit profitable exploitation at the present time'. In the light of

this opinion, it is not surprising that no mineral exploration has been undertaken
durin, the nest three years and that no Government funds are at present allocated
or 'it or other research in this sector.

261. The .1.3sion noted, however, that the Corv'ress of Micronesia had adopted a
resol'ition requestinr, the assistance of the South Pacific Commission in conducting

a survey for 'aincral deposits, including oil , man7anes,. nodules and precious

'ral in and around the islands of 'ticronesia. The Mission was informed that surveys
for Irccious corr'l would be conducted in The "ariana Islands District later this

year.

262. T.Ie consider that the Trust Territory Government is right not to live any hiller
Lrioritv to this sector at this stage, in view of the limited financial resources
-tvailabl to it and the apparently small nrospects. There is, nevertheless, a need

to determine more precisely whether or not exploitable mineral deposits exist in

.1.cronesia, -articularly on the loon beds, and the Government should welcome any
international rIssistance which can be obtained for this purpose.

F. Tourism

P63. The :Tission was liven the followin, statistics, rounded to the nearest hundred,
on tourist entries for the previous four calendar years:

1969 14,700

1970 26,700

1971 33)00

1972 3B,800

In -very one r)f those 7ars at least two thirds of the visitors appear to have
limited their visit to The !ariana Islands District. :Istimated tourist expenditure

over this neriorl rose fro.! 646,300 ir. 1969 to :2,912,400 in 1972. Fimares are not

ailnble on the nrorortionvf those exnenditures estimated to have remained within
There are qt vresent a total of 610 hotel rooms in the Territory, and

f.Arher 417 - includin^ the Continental Hotel in Gainrin - under constructik-a.
,'rojected tourist entries for the next thre years are as follows:

1973 62,000

1974 , 000

1 Tr. 1 inn()

The percentage visitin7 the 1.rirl.nas only is exnected to decline slirht1v.



264. Tourist commissions have been established in all districts, and appointments
to them are made with the advice and consent of the district legislatures.
Government policy is that the pace and direction of tourist development in each

district should be determined at district level. District legislatures should

play the major role in formulating tourist policies. The intention is that at

headquarters level, the Administration should assist the districts in various
ways, including both planning and financial assistance, and should act to promote

tourism to Micronesia as a whole, but should not interfere with determination of

policy at the district level. The Mission notes that in its report to the Congress
of Micronesia on economic development, the Committee on Resources and Development
of the House of Representatives expressed its clear support for this kind of
approach. We believe this is the best course for Micronesia to follow. At the

same time it should be recognized that policies adopted in one district will

have more implications for other districts, as the number of tourists increases.
There will therefore be a growing requirement for an exchange of views and for
some co-ordination of policy among the districts.

265. It is also relevant to observe that public land is controlled by the
territorial Government, not at the district level, and that the use of public
land is frequently an issue in the development of tourist policies. If the

intention to decentralize the formulation of tourism policies to the district
levels is to be meaningful, it must imply a power at district level to obtain
(subject to overriding territorial interests) public land for tourist facilities
or, and equally important, to block the release of such land for these purposes.

It is doubtful whether this principle was applied fully in the case of the hotel
currently under construction at Microbeach in Saipan.

266. Tourism is of little value to Micronesia, and, indeed, may have a generally
negative effect, unless a substantial proportion of the expenditures generated
by the tourists flows into Micronesian hands and the majority of the jobs

created are occupied by Micronesians. General foreign investment controls apply,

of course, to tourist projects. Formally, only five of the existing 36 hotel3

and three of the seven hotels under construction, have any non-Micronesian
ownership, although it should be added that these eight include most of the

principal hotels in the Territory. Similarly, most of the principal tourist-
related service enterprises appear to have a substantial proportion of Micronesian
ownership, althcugh with these, as with the hotels, there a ',pear to be cases uhere
Micronesian shareholders are fronting for outside interests.

267. Employment at the senior management level in the major hotels and to some
degree in other tourist related enterpiises is still largely expatriate, although
the spread of Micronesians through the industry as a whole appears to be widening.

268. We believe that both at the territorial and district levels, in the
legislature and in the execrative, continuous attention should be directed towards

the following:

(a) The employment status of Micronesians in tourist enterprises and
particularly the performance by employers of the obligation implicit in the Act
for the Protection of Resident Workers to train residents to take over in the
shortest possible tine positions occupied by. aliens;



(h) The ownership status of hotels and other tourist enterprises, their
-rofitability and the direction of flow of earnings from them. We consider that
the regular publication of information of this bind would constitute a useful
additional check leainst unfair exploitation of tourist potential by external
interests.

d69. It was disappointing to find that hotels in Micronesia frequently serve
imported food where local products were or could be available. It is particularly
irritating to he unable to obtain fresh tropical fruits, when these grow
nlentifully in the area, and to be served instead with fruit cocktail imported
in cans from a developed economy. We are aware of the difficulties hotel managers
have in obtaining assured and regular sources of supply (a fact indicative of the
),eneral state of the economy) and of the temptation, when foreign exchange issues
do not arise, to resort to reliance on imported (oods. We consider, however, that
there g particular oblieation on these enterprises to help stimulate economic
-,rowtL Tt be desirable, as the tourist industry expands, to consider the
imrosition rf increased inrort duties on selected food-stuffs in order to compel

-an-,-enents to co-operate in this rerard.

:.7n. There are other things which nicht be attended to in connexion with tourist
developmenf. One of these, which should be done in any case out of national.
pride, is to try to improve the appearance of district centres. Most of them
letve one vith an impression of dilapidation and squalor. Major improvements,
as recommended in the master plan studies, can only be carried out over a
period of year:1 as funds become available. But improved garbage collection
!not requiring the equiprent used in a larre city but a truck and a few labourers),
..1P re-oval of abandoned vehicles (which row in Micronesia almost as profusely

the breadfruit tree, yet which can, with a little attention to anti-pollution
m,rtrol, he used for the emistruction of artificial reefs) and a general tidying
up of hor%es, :,cores and public areas can be managed without too much expense to
.Ineielralities; these cln be done at the cost rather of a little energy and the
stir-mins )f civic pride.

:-;e-rort other (general con-rent; relating( to tourism which were
t- pr-iecessors in 1970. In particular, we would affirm that, despite

ir-Tortance of the tourist business in the Micronesian economy and
beclu-;e tnurism can, if properly directed, be itself an important stimulus to

s.2ctor:: Oe the economy, the territorial authorities (both executive and

lecislative) must not be diverted from the major task of encouraping viable,
rerinent and balanced growth in the economy as a whole, particularly in
acricultare and fisheries. In this sense, the earnings from tourism should be
re:.arie-1 a:1 a tonus, rot a first oblective.

Labour

r_-!1ractcri::Lics of the latow- ---ituation in Microresia are:

(:1) An of trgde ne;cr-.

(b) A very limited total potential work force;



(c) A very limited available work force in any one sector;

(d) A high percentage of the work force employed in Government;

(2) A shortage of both managerial and technical skills;

(f) A high level of underemployment in the subsistence sector of the economy;

(e) A considerable disposition among younger people to move to the district

centres and seek employment in the Government or in occupations other than in

primary industries.

273. Salary and wage levels are generally quite high, when measured against the

prerently exploitable natural resources of the Territory, but they are not so high

in real terms when the high cost of living, owing mainly to the expense of

imported consumer moods, is taken into consideration.

274. If Micronesia is to move at all towards increasing self-sufficiency in

future, there will be a need for Draconian action in regard both to salary and

wage levels, fad to the cost of living. We do not feel able to make any

recommendations about how to proceed, ex, r' to say that policy in this area

must be a matter for determination by t egress of Micronesia, which body must

itself set an example to the people.

275. The Division of Labour within the Department of Resources and Development

has as its major responsibility the administration of the Protection of Resident

Workers Act. Clear rules are laid down for the employment of aliens and these

appear to be strictly enforced. The Division does not at present, however, have

either the staff or financial capability, or the legal power to require employers

of aliens to train Micronesian personnel to take 'ver from them within a

specified period of tine. We believe that this requirement should be introduced
and enforced, at least in specified categories of employment. We recognize that

the absolute shortage of labour, together with problems created by traditional

and induced attitudes, may at times create difficulties in regard to the enforcement

of such a requirement. We consider, however, that its enforcement, combined
with a strictly controlled exemption procedure, would have a beneficial effect

on the attitude of employers.

276. There is nothing in the laws applicable to the Territory to prohibit the
formation of labour organizations, but, so far, none has been formed. Such

organizations are best formed from inside initiative, not as a result of pressure

froL, outside. If territory-wide, however, they might have a useful impact on the

development of a sense of national unity. From this point of view, the
Government and the Congress of !qcronesia may have reason to take some interest

in their formation additional to that deriving from the role of these organizations

in protecting their members' interests.
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277. The attention of the Mission was drawn to the conditions relating to the
employment on Kwajalein of workers resident in Ebeye and, in particular, the
existence of a ceiling on that employment. There is no doubt that many expatriates
are employed on Kwajalein in jobs which Micronesians could easily do or could be
trained to do. On the her hand, there is a need to try to restrain population
growth on Ebeye and the Kwajalein employment ceiling is relevant to this.

278. We were given no information on the long-term future 'f the Kwajalein Range.
It may be that the Administering Authority is not able at this time to formulate
any definitive statement on this matter other than in terms of the length of life of
the existing lease. The concentration of population on Ebeye, dependent on the
continuation of the Range, is such, however, that we wonder whether en attempt
should be made to formulate a long-range plan for the development of Kwajalein
Atoll which might include measures designed to restrict population growth on
Ebeye, through limitations on house occupancy and so on. If measures could be
designed that would not impinge on the Trinciples of freedom of movement, it
should be possible to amend somewhat the restrictions now imposed on Micronesian
employment on Kwajalein and thereby increase the Range's contribution to the
development of Micronesia's economy.

H. Transport and communications

279. As a general introduction to this section we feel we can do no better than
repeat the observation of the 1970 Visiting Mission that major deficiencies in
the system of transport and communications-which still exist in regard to sea
and land transportation - gravely hinder economic development and the performance
of general government services and present a barrier to the emergence of a real
sense of political unity.

1. Marine transport

280. The Mission heard complaints in many places about the inadequacies of the
marine transportation system. These most commonly concerned the intradistrict
field trip services organized by the Administration - using, in certain instances,

private operators - and the interdistrict and external services provided on a
franchise basis by Transpacific Lines, Inc. (TRANSPAC). Complainants referred
also to the inadequacy of port and warehouse facilities in the main centres
and to the need for improvement of channels, both by blasting and marking, and
for construction of small pier facilities in some of the outer islands.

281. Complaints relating to the field trip services were most commonly about
the frequency of visits and their irregularity. Complaints about the service
provided by TRANSPAC concerned the frequency of visits and freight rates.

282. These themes were familiar to the Mission from the reports of its
predecessors. It is clear that the people ili general continue to view the
marine transportation infrastructure in Micronesia as inadequate and not suited
to the Territory's needs. It seems evident also that inadequacies in the system



continue to put major constraints on the develal.:e. of the economy. There is

indeed a vicious circle to some de,ree. economic growth requires more

frequent shipping services and improved Fort and :.xiliary facilities. But the

development of a more frequent service and better facilities is dependent on growth

in agriculture, fisheries L,rld other sectors of the economy if it is to be relatively

economic.

283. Field trip schedules are determined at the district level (as it should be)

with a district official having the responsibility for ensuring that all necessary
cargo is on hoard Lefore departure and that all interested parties are aware, well

in advance, of .1c.iling schedules. The principle problem with the field trip service

appears to be t le are and condition of the available ships. coupled with design

inadequacies in some. The Administration has a programme for the acquisition of
eight rep._acement vessels over the next seven years, construction of a newly

designed prototype ship having begun in February 1973. Unfortunately, thir,

programme could be set back by possible cuts in United States budget support for

Micronesia over the next few years, while, at the same time, the effect of these

cuts on refitting and repair programmes may also result in a sharp reduction in the

serviceability of the existing fleet.

284. In view of the impr,rtance of fleet replacement - and the suvings which would
accrue through better service and lower operating costs - the possibility of

financing the replacement programme by means of a development loan should be

investigated. As a committee of the Congress of Micronesia has noted, the over-all

cost of the replacement vessels could probably be substantially reduced if all of

the beats could be contracted for at the one time.

285. We do not feel qualified to make any recommendation on whether the monopoly
position of TRA ::SPAC should be maintained or whether Micronesian ports should be

opened to other slippinr! lines. The Nauru Pacific Line now has a ser7ice into

:ajuro, and further negotiations on this service and the possibility of its

extension are due to take place later this year. We should note, however, that we

received many complaints, particularly in the Caroline Islands, about TRANSPAC

service and rates, and the view was expressed on numerous occasions that the

TRAi1CFAC monopoly should be lifted. This was also the subject of a House resolution

r)f the Congress of Micronesia at its most recent session.

286. TRA:;CPAC has had many difficulties to contend with in the past 18 months

largely as a result of the situation which it in'..!rited from the predecessor

company. Forty-two per cent of the shares in TRANSPAC are at present held in trust

by the Attorney-General of the Territory for eventual sale to citizens of Micronesia.

The Administration is seeking the assistance of the Congress of Micronesia in the

disposal of these shares, which it would like to distribute widely throughout the

Territory. At present, significant shareholdings in the company are held only by

the Marianas and Truk districts.

287. It may be necessary to envisage long-term subsidization of an inter-district

shipping service as in the case of intra-district services. Should this be so, it

:ay be desirable for the territorial Government to consider acquiring a significent

shareholding in TRANST'AC which would enable it to exercise greater direction over

th-.1 policy and orerations of the company,



288. There is a continuing- need to improve port facilities and installations in the
main centres, particularly in Yap, and in many of the outer islands. The
Administration is clearly aware of this need, but has had difficulty in fir'41g the
necessary funds. We consider it necessary to observe that these improvements are
essential if the economic Pxowth, which the Administering Authority is obligated to
promote under the Trusteeship Agreement, is ever to take place.

2. Roads

289. The lission was informed that in the past year about 50 miles of unpaved road
and 30 miles of paved road, mostly over existing unpaved roadway, were added to the
Trust Territory road network.

290. The visitor to Micronesia cannot but be struck by two aspects of the road
system: first, that most - ads are bumpy, dusty and not well maintained; second,
that many miles of roads constructed prior to, during or immediately after the
Second World War have been allowed to deteric.rate so that they are no long, usable.
In addition, he cannot miss contrasting the condWon of roads in Kwajalein and
Guam with those in Micronesia as a whole, or, within Micronesia, those in the
Marianas with the roads in other districts.

291. We are aware of the difficulties, particularly those relating to finance,
labour and administration, affecting road construction in Micronesia, though
conscious also of the fact that road construction in terms of terrain and
availability of suitable road bed material is perhaps simpler there than in many
larger ne4phbouring States. Given the existing constraints and particularly that of
available funds, the Administration has adopted a suitable system for new road
construction. It is important, as the Administration recognizes, that the district
legislatures should play a major role in the determination of priorities for road
construction. Whether these legislatures or district officials give adequate
attention to the implications for economic development involved in establishing theme

priorities, or to the requirement for continuing road maintenance, is a moot point.

292. We saw little evidence, with some noteworthy exceptions, of any active road
construction and maintenance work at the municipal level. With r.,. additional
financial helr from the district or territory level and with enc)uragement and
advice from the public works, the municipalities could and should play a larger
role in developing and maintaining Micronesia's road system.

3. Air transport

293. There is now an adequate and efficient inter-district air service within
Micronesia. Boeing 727 jets operated by Air Micronesia service all district centres
regularly. Regular intra-district services have been established only in the Mariana
Islands District, facilitated by geographical and economic considerations, and between
Kwajalein and Majuro (a snecial case). It appears likely, however, that economic
factors may delay the establishment of other regular intra-district routes for many
years with the possible exception of a route through Kusaie, where an airfield has
yet to be constructed, in Ponape District. We are of the opinion, nevertheless,
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that there is merit in the sur,!-estion made by the Committee on Resources and

Development of the H0113 of Renresentatives, in its 1972 report on economic

lt/,,lorment, that, whero old airfielan in the outer islands should be

reconditioned to facilitato non-scheduled services. At least in certain cases,

basic reconditionin.- mit,ht be undertaken as community action projects.

294. including terminal buildings, in most district centres need to

be improved, major requirements being the construction of longer runways in Yap
and Truk districts, the strengthening of the surface at Yap airport, and the
development of night flying facilities. We hope that United States federal
financing, through the Airways and Airport Improveme%t Act, will make possible
substantial upgrading of the district centre airports within the next few years.

295. Given existing demand, Micronesia appears to be adequately served by present
air schedules to Guam, Honolulu, Okinawa and Nauru. A major question, however,

is the award of the route between Saipan aid Tokyo, now under consideration by
the United States Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB). We have no opinion about which

specific airline should be awarded this route. We are, however, most strongly

of the opinion that a decision on this question should be made only on the basis
of what is best for Aicronesia as a whole. Micronesia is a Trust Territory, not

a United States possession, and considerations of what might be beneficial to a

United States airline or to the United States should have relevance to the
decision ultimately taken only to the degree that they are relevant to the
question of what is beneficial to Micronesia. Decisions taken on any other

basis than this would, in our view, be contrary to the obligations of the
Administering Authority under the Trusteeship Agreement. For this reason, we
consider that the United States Government is under a specific obligation to take
note of the recommendation of the Congress of Micronesia on this question. Indeed,

it is questionable whether the procedure of CAB is any longer appropriate for

the determination of routes into Micronesia. This seems to be a matter on which

decisions :right now be taken on the basis of recommendations by Micronesian

instrumentalities.

296. W- Also wish to record the receipt of a communication from the Palaa Tourist

Commission in which that body ..ecommended,int?.r alia,that Air Micronesia

be given a southward route linking Parua Mew Guinea and Palau. There is a

potential north-south traffic Plow which at present is largely untapped by

Micronisia.

297. .ne ownership status of Air Micronesia and its training obligations are set

out in the 1972 report of the Trusteeship Council. It might be advantageous for

Micronesia to acquirc a governmental shareholding in the airline. We would

suggest that this question be studied by the Congress and the Administration.

An international loan, guaranteed by the United States Government, might be

sought for this purpose.

298. I- surprising to note that airline passengers travelling from one part

of Micronesia to another on the one aircraft which stops at Guam in transit are

required to go through tedious immigration and exit procedures i.. Guam, and are
not permitted. even if they wish to do SD, to remain aboard their aircraft.



recisions on procedure at its airport required by the Government of Guam are not
the .fission's concern. Inasmuch as these procedures may be humiliating and
annoyin,- to citizens of and visitors to :icronesia, however, ire contend that the
irust territory Uovernment should consult with the Goverment of Guam with a view
to p.3rsuadin:, the latter to adopt transit arrangements which would hot waste the
time and try the patience of Micronesian travellers who are not stopping over
in Guam.

4. Communications

{299. There is nolr an efficient, interdistrict radio communications system. The

lission was informed that the Hit Commissioner holds a weekly conference with
the six district administrators by this means. In addition, all islands having
pennant.: nt populations have two-way radio communication with district centres.

5. Fostal zervice

300. The postal system in :icronesia is operated by the United States Post
Office and dcronesian postal addresses come within the United States zip code

classification. Although the :lission was given no information on the staffing
and management of the post office structure, individual post offices in the
districts qnneared to be largely manned by i.icronesian personnel and postal
services seemed to be handled efficiently.

301. Ravin- no information on postal revenue and expenditures within ilicronesia,
we feel 'unable to formulate any firm opinions on post office management. We

wish, hovever, to make certain observations.

302. First, all nost offices are clearly marked "United States Post Office",

..icronesia is not a United States Territory. Lven if, for sound practical and
financial reasons, it is desirable to continue postal services there as a
part of the United States postal system and if this is acceptable to the
.icronesians, we question whether it is desirable or necessary to label post
offices in :dcronesia in this way.

303. Second, is it really necessary at this tilie to,continue the postal service

as a part of the United States system? Could not the existing staff and
facilities be transferred to the ilicroriesian administration while maintaining

the existing nostal rate structure? We recognize that any judgement on this

matter must depend upon considerations of cost and nersonnel factors. ide would

recommend, however, that the Administration and the Congress of hicronesia give
some attention to the question.

304. Third, we feel that consideration should be given to the issuance of a
idcronesian stamp series, whether or not the postal administration remains
under the control of the United States Post Office. The possibilities for
producing stamp designs which will be attractive to collectors and tourists

are clearly very large. One has only to recall the shell, animal and artefact
series issued elsewhere in the Pacific area or to consider the possibility of
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series on the underwater ships in Truk lagoon, on stone money, on stick charts

and so on. Stamp issues could become a useful source of revenue to Micronesia

and we believe that it is time for this to be given serious attention.

I. Industry, commerce and trade

305. It is generally agreed that marine resources, agriculture and tourism are

the three sectors where significant economic growth is feasible. Genuine

development in any or all of these sectors would have a stimulating effect on

industry and comme.ce in Micronesia.

306. 1-, is not to be expected that any large-scale industrial development would

become feasible in the foreseeable future. Market size, geographical dispersion,

lack of natural resources and labour, land tenure problems, etc. make this

improbable. Nevertheless, there is scope for the development of small industries

directed towards import substitution and some (for example, coconut products,

processed pepper, breadfruit chips, canned and dried fish) directed towards

export markets.

307. In the construction field, preference is given to Micronesian firms in

regard to small local contracts. These firms are assisted through various

measures, including the waiver of performance and payment bonds and the provision

of technical and administrative assistance. Bidding for larger contracts is

still dominated by outside firms and this is not likely to change. We consider

it imrortant, however, that a significant training obligation be built into all

such contracts, even though its inclusion may have some impact on costs and target

dates. The value of such training in terms of long-term growth, particularly

training at the management and professional levels and training in maintenance

and not simply training in machine operation, usually far outweighs the

extra cost to the Government. We believe that this rrincirle should
be applied in contract work on Kwajalein, where there is considerable scope for

extending practical training to Micronesians, as well as in contracts elsewhere

in the Territory.

308. Progress in the development of marine resources and tourism should make

possible the expansion and improvement of boat-building in Micronesia. It might

be worth investigating more closely than appears to have been done hitherto the

feasibility of constructing ferro-concrete boats in Micronesia. In this, as in

other sectors, it is important that the Government give continuing management

assistance to enterprises, including such matters as proper costing procedures.

It is important, too, that elected representatives at all levels should

recognize the need for this, and the need for the proper and businesslike management

of such enterprises if there is to be economic progress for the Territory as

a whole.

309. Th.' handicraft industry needs to be developed in conjunction with the growth

of tourism and the improvement of aviation, services. The Mission was informed

that the value of handicraft sales during the 1972 fiscal year was approximately

$170,400. These sales could undoubtedly be greatly increased through an
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improvemtnt in n.arktin*, arrangements and the abolition of the United States
tarirf. consi ie tha the Administration should try to establish a territory-
wide handicraft producers' association which could serve as a focus for the
development of quality controls and the i'vrovement of the marketing system.
Such an association could assist greatly in the handling of export orders,
including proper invoicing end packaping, and would, for example, facilitate the
display and sale of Trust Territory handicrafts at the United Nations Gift Centre
in New York.

31). Derartment of Pesources and Development has conducted a number of
studies on the technical feasibility and market potential of possible projects
in the industrial and commercial. sectors. The Department also assists small
entrepreneurs to set up and mana,e their businesses. Although it is encouraging
that the Administration is attempting to st4mulate the establishment of eusiness
enterprises, it is clear also that the staff and financial resources available
to the Department For this purrose are very limited and that, as it is now
organized, it is not able to pursue the kind of vigorous and active policy which
i3 necessary to develop entrepreneurs in the commercial and industrial fields.

311. recalled the work of Mr. Manokar Nadkarni, a training expert from the
United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), in advising the
Government of Panua New Guinea on this subject some three years ago. It would
be beneficial to Micronesia if it could obtain similar expert assistance and we
recommend to the Administering Authority that an approach be made to UNIDO for
this purrose.

312. 'r-1 the point of view of bale:ice of trade the position of Micronesia
continues to be appalling. As the (::;mmittee on Resources and Development of the
House of Representatives noted in its 1972 report, imports "are at much higher
levels than could rossibly be maintained by an economy based solely on Micronesian
resources". As the Territory operates within the United States dollar area, there
has been no reel constraint upon the Government to develop policies to reduce the
gra-wing imbalance of trade. Yet, clearly, if Micronesia is to have any real
options in the future about the kind if :elationships which it mign; wish to have
with the rest of the world, a serious effort must be made to reduce the rate of
growth of imports and to develop new exports. The Administering Authority has
a specific obligation under article 6.2 of the Trusteeship Agreement to promote
such an effort. Although the territorial Governnent is evidently trying to
develop exiort markets and to promote enterprises which can produce goods now
beinm imrorted, we were not given any reason to believe that the Administering
Authority views this task as a matter of high priority. In particular we could
not but note the Paradox implicit in the fuct that the Administering Authority
continues to assert its rreferPntial position in regard to investment in the
Territory-through its interpretation of article 8.1 of the Trusteeship
Agreement-and, at the same time, continues to deny the extension to the Territory
of the same preferential duty-free statue accorded to United States Territories.
This seems to us like having a cake and eating it.

313. future status negotiations move ahead, it is late in the day for
ehan-*e. :V/,!rthel, and havin7 minl the undertaking given by the Secretary



of the Interior some four years ago, we consider that the Administering Authority

should take definite action now to extend a preferential status to Micronesia

and should guarantee the continuation of that status for a number of years

(sufficient to have an impact on the growth of export-oriented industries there)

irrespective of tlic choices Micronesia might make about its future status.

314. ;r1 this connexion, we took note of a bill enacted by the Congress of

Micronesia at its most recent session allowing a refund of import taxes paid on

goods imported to the Territory and subsequently exported.

315. Apart from the special considerations which apply to the United States

market, it seems clear that there is good potential for the export of Micronesian

a'ricultural and marine products to neighbouring countries. The limiting factors

lie rather in the development of regular and growing production within Micronesia,

the improvement of transportation and marketing arrangements and the overcoming

of such difficulties as quarantine controls. While Micronesia should continue

to explore overseas market possibilities and should make its potential better

known through trade missions, through the activities of United States

representatives overseas, etc. the more important need (in terms of improvement

in the balance of trade) is to concentrate on the development of production

at home with import substitution as the primary objective.

J. Planning.and financing development

1. Planning machinery

316. A census is to be conducted throughout the Trust Territory later this year

(probably September/October) and a revised census form is being prepared. The

information obtained as a result of tne census should provide a good basis for

future planning.

317. A Territorial Planning Co-ordinating Committee was set up early in 1972.

The Mission did not obtain a clear picture of the manner in which this Committee

was operating. We had the impression, however, that the Co-ordination of

planning between Administration headquarters and the districts left something to

be desired. In a real sense, planning begins at the district level and there is

a fundamental need to co-ordinate at the initial stage.

318. In each district there are economic development officers, district planners

and a district economic development board. In some districts there appeared to

be a disposition to view the duties of the economic development officers as

primarily the processing of loan applications to the Development Fund and

occasionally with tourist promotion instead of with economic development and

planning as a whole. Likewise, district planners seemed on occasion to have to

take on ad hoc duties to the detriment of their general planning role.

319. lie have no doubt that a serious effort has been made in the past few years

to improve the planning and co-ordination of economic programmes within the

Administration. Nevertheless, it is clear not only from our observations but



also from the statements of departmental spokesmen during congressional joint
committee budget hearings that there are serious gaps between intention and

performance that there is still too little effective liaison and co-ordination
between the districts and headquarters, and within headquarters between various
departments.

320. We feel that it is to a degree the responsibility of the Congress of
Micronesia to oversee the development of planning and co-ordination within the
Administration. As is noted in the introduction to the present chapter, the
Congress has recently become more and more involved in economic programming.
This development is facilitated by the detailed budget hearings conducted by the

Joint Committee on Programme and Budget Planning. Congress had before it at its

last session a number of proposals for the establishment of development planning
bodies, although none of these was adopted. Whether or not any new machinery
would facilitate planning, there is a need for the Congress to attempt to
formulate general guidelines for development priorities. With a clear statement

of priorities, at least some of the reasons for the failure of departments to
co-ordinate activities would disappear.

2. Public finance

(a) United States appropriations

321. Funds available to the Trust Territory Government for its expenditure are
derived from three sources at present: the appropriation of the United States

Congress, other United States grant programmes and local revenue. Of approximately

$74 million provided for the fiscal year 1973, the arDroDriation of the United States

Congress constitutes about 81 per cent and other United States grants account

for about 13 per cent. Local revenue thus provides only some 6 per cent of

total expenditure.

322. The Trust Territory Government has no legal authority to obtain loan funds

from institutional or private sources in Micronesia, the United States or

elsewhere. Nor has the Administering Authority sought to obtain development
cred.lts for Micronesia from international development institutions. A minor

amount of development assistance has been obtained from the United Nations system

through the provision of fellowships.

323. Over the past few years, the Administering Authority has provided to
Micronesia what, measured on a per capita basis and compared with the earlier

years of its stewardship, must be regarded as very substantial fl-Ancial support.

Legislation has not yet been proposed to the United States Congress to
authorize appropriations to the Trust Territory for the fiscal year 1974 and

subsequent years. We understand, however, that the amounts available for 1974

and 1975 are likely to be significantly less than the current appropriation. In

fact, on the basis of the preliminary figure for 1975, the Administration and
the Congress of Micronesia are assuming that most of the items relating to the
capital improvements programme for that year will have to be deleted.
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324. Many 'licronesians expressed themselves to the Mission about this likely

reduction in the level of the United States appropriation. Recognizing the
need ultimately to become less dependent on United States financing, and aware
of the problem created by the Administration's failure to spend all capital
imprivement funds in the past years, they generally argued that, at this time,
the Administering Authority should maintain its support, at least at the existing
level, because of its obligation to promote development under the Trusteeship

Agreement.

325. Conscious of the words of article 6.2 of that Agreement:

"6. In discharging its obligations under Article 76 b of the Charter, the
Administering Authority shall:

"2. Promote the economic advancement and self-sufficiency of the
inhabitants, and to this end shall regulate the use of natural resources;
encourage the development of fisheries, agriculture, and industries;
protect the inhabitants against the loss of their lands and resources;
and improve the means of transportation and communication;"

aid believing that the progress made so far by the Administering Authority in
discharge of its main obligation is disappointingly slight, we are unable,
nevertheless, to say that a given level of external assistance should be

continued. We believe that there is a great need for more active government
policies in several sectors of the economy and have no doubt that staff cuts
in certain areas and a massive reduction of the capital improvement programme
could seriously delay economic development. On the other hand, if the
Micronesians, through their parliamentary representatives, are themselves now
brought to determine how best to srend the available funds and where to make
necessary retrenchments, it may be that such surgical measures could do something
to promote movement in the direction of an economy better suited to the Territory
than that which exists at present.

326. It is, moreover, impossible to ignore the fact that decisions on such
questions must now, to some degree, be influenced by the negotiations for a new

political status. Whatever the result of these negotiations, what Micronesia
now needs are assurances that the level of United States financial support will
be held at least to a certain minimum for a reasonable length of time. Such

assurances would enable the Congress of Micronesia to embark on a serious
reconsideration of the structure of the economy and measures for its development.
One question which will have to be given serious attention, if the total level
of revenue available to the Administration is likely to fall sharply, is the
extent to which the Congress can afford to maintain expenditures in the social
and educational spheres without achieving a sounder economy on which to base them.

(b) Local revenue

327. A major financial objective should be to increase the rate of growth of

local revenue. A very substantial increase in the percentage of government
expenditures financed from local revenue will only be feasible when there has been
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real rro,-r.Aqs in the econorc. Nevertheless, the introduction of income and
business receipts taxes in 1971 did produce considerable additions to revenue, and
further measures tc increase local revenue should be studied. Bills were, in fact,

introduced into the Coogresu of Micronesia at its most recent session aimed,
inter alia, at establishing a graduated tax scale and increased rates, but these
bills were not enacted. The Congress should give further attention to this
matter at a later session. Havin,-, in mind that revenue from import taxes,
much of which COM 3 from food-stuffs, beverages, cigarettes and tobacco, amounted
to only :761,000 in the fiscal year 1972, we suggest also that consideration be
given to raising the import duties on some of these items both for revenue
purposes and to encourage import substitution in food-stuffs.

(c) Development finance for the private sector

323. Charves in the operation of the Economic Development Loan rund referred to
in the report of the 1970 Visiting Mission were subsequently introduced. Although
we heard naay complaints about the operation of the Fund, mainly having to do
with delays in taking decisions, the need to refer decisions from the districts
to headquarters and allegations of favouritism, we had the impression that the

Fund was now operating reasonably well. Applications are processed by district
boards and district administrators and may be approved at this level if under
$5,000 (to be raised to $10,000). Appropriate eligibility criteria are applied
in the consideration of applications and where loans have been approved, a watch
is maintained, at least in theory, over the disbursement of funds and the operation
of enterprises. The percentage of delinquencies appears to have fallen and the
loan fund ceiling is now establishing at $5 million, although some $3 million
of this Iv1F: still to be appropriated by the United States Congress. Direct and
guarantee's loans approved in the past year amounted to just over $1 million.

329. Two other special loan funds, the Marine Resources Development Loan Fund
($500,000) and the Production Development Loan Fund ($600,000) have been created
by the Congress of Micronesia and will be operated in much the same way as the
Economic Development Loan Fund.

330. There appears to be some variation in the effectiveness of operation and
utilization of these funds among the districts. We consider that the Administration
should be more active in disseminating information about the funds and encouraging
potential entrepreneurs to make use of them. There is also need to exercise a
continuous and careful supervision of the use to which loans are put and of the

f,Alfilment of repayment obligations.

331. Last year, the Congress of Micronesia enacted legislation setting up a Board
of Directors to study the feasibility of establishing a bank of Micronesia. The

Board has presented an interim report and has been given an extension of time;
it is now required to submit a final report by 1 January 1974. The consultants

employed by the Board are of the opinion that what is most needed and what the
bank should be, initially at least, is a development bank offering long-term
loans and providing a framework for the extension of technical assistance to loan

recipients. The consultants informed the Mission that, although they had not
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given detailed attention to the question of capital requirements, pending a
deeisicn on whether the bank should be primarily a development or a commercial
bank, they considered that the several existing loan funds could be consolidated
within the bank with additional financing through grants, assistance from
international development banks and possibly loan or equity support from the
commercial sector.

332. Tie share the view of the consultants that what is required in the present
circumstances is a development bank and that existing loan funds might well be
consolidatd in the bank, where, hopefully. loan management would be simplified.

(J) International assistance

333. The Administering Authority submitted an application for :Micronesia to
become an associate member of the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East
(ECAFE) to its twenty-ninth session. This application has been endorsed by
ECAFE, and we welcome this development which we regard as overdue. We recommend
that prompt action be taken after membership is achieved to obtain membership
for Micronesia in the Asian Development Bank. We hope that the Administering
Authority will consider meetinr or guaranteein., the necessary capital subscription
for such membership.

334. At the thirty-ninth session of the. Trusteeship Council the representative
of the Administering Authority informed the Council that agreement had been
reached between the Administering Authority and UNDP for the UNDP Regional
Representative in Apia to be assigned responsibility for handling requests for
UNDP assistance from i4icronesia. Council members understood that formal
arrangements would thereafter be conpleted between the Administerinz Authority
and UNDP for the establishment of a programme of UNDP assistance. While the
Mission was in :Ticronesia, learned that no progress had been made in concluding
a basic agreement between UNDP and the Administering Authority. We cannot
understand the reason for delay; we believe that the conclusion of such an
agreement, which would provide the necessary framework for the development of
a UNDP country programme, to be a matter of urgency; and we call on the
Administering Authority and UNDP to take prompt action in this regard.

335. Conclusion of an agreement with UNDP will facilitate the extension of
assistance from other United Nations agencies to Micronesia. We have noted above
the probable value of seeking expert assistance in the field of small-scale
buainess promotion from UNIDO. We recommend also exploration of the possibility
of obtaining technical advice in certain areas from the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the Unitc :i Nations (FAO).

336. Unless anl until :.:icronesia assumes P. new political status, it is perhaps
premature to (.(mrliler whether other States will contemplate extending bilateral
foreign aid to :iicroneTia. However, there is no reason why Micronesians,
having private relationship:; with represeatatives of other States, should not
begin to explore possibilities.
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3. Private finance

337. The credit unions (now numbering 45, with total assets of $2.8 million,

over $3 million in loans in 1971 and $12.3 million in loans since the

commencement of the credit union movement) have a potentially useful role to

play in economic development. As the 1970 Mission noted, however, and as

continues to be the case, their loans have been applied only in exceptional
cases to productive investments.

338. Other private savings in Micronesia are growing but very slowly.
Co-operatives have in certain cases been important sources of investment funds.
The Administration should consider what, if any, other institutional measures
might encourage private saving and the channelling of savings into productive
enterprise.

339. The problem of the availability of local capital resources needs to be
considered together with the question of foreign investment, for the latter,
if it is to be of benefit to the Micronesian people, must be made only in
conjunction with substantial local shareholdings whether the latter are from

private or public sources.

4. Foreign investment

340. Some few individuals expressed doubts to the Mission about foreign investment

in principle. However, the more common opinion was that foreign investment was
desirable and would greatly assist the growth of the Micronesian economy. All

persons expressing this opinion added, however, that foreign investment should

be closely controlled, both through district and territorial measures, to ensure

that Micronesian interests were protected and that the main part of the benefits

derived from the exploitation of Micronesia's resources should go to Micronesia.

341. The report of the 1970 Visiting Mission describes the provisions of the
Foreign Investors Business Permit Act which governs outside investment in

Micronesia. The Act appaarc to have worked reasonably well. The criteria laid

down in the Act are, in principle, appropriate for the protection of Micronesian

interests and the interpretations of, and amendments to, the Act since its

enactment into law have made it a relatively successful measure for controlling

foreign investment for the purpose of promoting both economic development and

Micronesian advantage.

342. Residual problems are the relative elfectiveness of district investment
boards, where in some cases there appears to be a need for the Administration

to provide better qualified assistance, and, what is a more fundamental problem,

the means of developing Micronesian participation in joint enterprises,

taking into account local attitudes and the shortage of capital resources. The

Administration should play a more active role in this matter, both, as suggested

earlier, by explorfng ways and means of encouraging private savings and investment,

and by taking up shareholdings eitner as permanent public investments or for later



disposal to Micronesian investors. We were informed that legislative action
would be required to permit the Administration to acquire shares in such enterprises.

WI recommend that such legislation be enacted.

343. The main issue regarding foreign investment which the Mission had to consider

was that of investment from non-United States sources. Foreign investment in

Micronesia has so far been restricted to investment by United States investors
by executive decision of the Administering Authority. The latter has based

itself on its own interpretation of article 8.1 of the Trusteeship Agreement which

reads as follows:

"In discharging its obligations under Article 76 d of the Charter, as
defined by Article 83 (2) of the Charter, the Administering Authority,
subject to the requirements of security, and the obligation to promote
the advancement of the inhabitants, shall accord to nationals of each
Member of the United Nations and to companies and associations organized

in conformity with the laws of such Member, treatment in the Trust
Territory no less favourable than that accorded therein to nationals,
companies and associations of any other United Nation except the

Administering Authority."

344. In 1971, the Senate of the Congress of Micronesia sought some elaboration

of the Administering Authority's attitude to that article. In responding to

the Senate, the High Commissioner said that he had been advised by the United

States State Department in the following terms:

"Exceptions to requirements of uniform treatment permitted on basis of
United States Government security requirements and obligations of use to

promote advancement of inhabitants. The Trust Agreement binds both the

United States and Micronesians, the United States being responsible for

the latter, while the Trust Agreement remains in force. As a general

rule, therefore, the United States Government must permit all nationals,

companies or associations referred to in Article 8 (1) to trade or invest

in the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands on equal terms if permitted.

The United States Government therefore has uniformly limited commercial

and investment activities to Micronesian and American companies and

individuals, relying on them with federal assistance and incentives to

encourage economic development of Micronesia."

345. We interpret this statement as meaning that the Administering Authority,

being then unprepared to accept in Micronesia investment from all foreign sources

on equal terms, recognized a consequential obligation on itself to ensure that

economic development progress as a result of local and United States private

investment and Administering Authority support would at least match the development

prospects which would have emerged if Micronesia were open to foreign investment

from any source.

346. This obligation has clearly not been fulfilled. We have no doubt, leaving

aside for the moment the question of the protection of Micronesian interests,

that economic development in Micronesia would have gone ahead more rapidly if
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article 3.1 had not been interpreted by the Administering Authority in the way
in which it has been interpreted.

347. We believe that the terms of article 8.1 do not in themselves prevent the
United States Government from permitting non-United States investment in
Micronesia. Article 8.1 simply requires the Administering Authority to give
all States equally favourable treatment but with the discretion, if it should
wish to exercise it, to accord itself more favourable treatment than any.
Article 8.1 should also be interpreted in the light of Article 76 d of the
Charter, which prescribes that one of the basic objectives of the Trusteeship
System is to ensure equal treatment in social, economic and commercial matters
for all Members of the United Nations and their nationals".

310. It is our understanding that similar restrictions have not been imposed
in other Trust Territories. We found during our visit to Micronesia, that
there was overwhelming support in all districts from legislatures, officials and
the public for changing the interpretation of article 8.1 to permit investment
from non-United States sources.

349. There may have been good reasons in the past for the Administering
Authority to fear that the opening of Micronesia to foreign investment from any
source would result in the exploitation of Micronesian resources by foreigners.
frith the adoption of the Foreign Investors Act, referred to above, and the
establishment of a system of reasonably effective controls, this fear is no
longer valid. The present position of the Administering Authority simply gives
special preference to United States investors without conferring concomitant
advantages on Micronesia. At the same time, the protection argument has long
since been demolished by the clear evidence of non-United States investment in
Acronesia behind Micronesian fronts with the consequential effeLts of evading
the proper application of the Foreign Investors Act, a loss of tax revenue and
so on.

'le are strongly of the opinion that the Administering Authority should now,
end promptly, revise its previous interpretation of article 3.1 of the
Trusteeship Agreement and should for the future delegate to the established
st-ucture of inve3tment acceptance decisions in Micronesia power to accept or
refuse investments from all sources, including non-United States nationals.

351. *.t, the sane time, we would urge the Administration L review and keep
under close scrutiny the ()eration, of the Foreign Investors Act to ensure that
all permits issued and all operations eonduoed under those permits ensure that
a reasonable share the tenefits he investment !.ecrue to the Micronesian

people.

K. Conclusion

352. There have been many studies conducted of 'IL.rone.lian eeonomic needs, both

general and particular. 'le have no wish to Ilia, through our own report, or

throlith our recommendations, to the many other unread papers growing yellow
on dusty shelves.



353. However, we have a sense of speciul eircurAst:Lilces at this the time
is special because of the neotiation of a new po_itical status and the tcqirinl;
that the state or the economy has 11:)on that status. There is a need, having in
mind the options for Tolitieal status, to rethink the wlys in which the
!lieronesian economy should and could be developed.

354. We believe, therefore, that the Administering Authority should commission a
new full review of the ec,L.Jmy of the Territory, a review which would, of course,
take account of but co beyond the reports prepared for the Trust Territory between
1966 and 1969. We believe this review s:Iould be conducted on the basis of the
probable results of the future status negotiacions between Micronesia and the
Administering Authority. It should be based on priorities for development
formulated by the Micronesians themselves and on assumptions about financial
support which would take into account the potentialities for obtaining loans
and Possible foreign assistance, as well as the continuation of a subsidy from
the Administerina Authority.

355. Having in mind the desirability of estLalishinc closer links between the
Trust Territory and in Lational institutions in regard to the economic
development of the i,lan,s, and with the h(Jpe that Micronesian membership in
ECAFE and the Asian Development &ink will soon be achieved and a basic agreement
with UNDP concluded, we recommend that the Administering Authority invite
appropriate international bodies to carry out a full economic s rvey of
Micronesia and to propose a new, balanced and realistic development plan. If
this proposal is acceptable, we should like to suggest that consideration be
given to involving the United Nations Development Advisory Team. established
in Bangkok under the auspices of ECAFE for work in the South Pacific, together
with such experts from UNDP mnd the Asian Development Bank as might be necessary
to make up a team competent to exanine and report on all aspects of economic
development in Micronesia.



CHAPTER IV

SOCIAL ADVANCEMENT

A. Medical and health services

1. General

356. Since 1970, there have been increases in the number of medical staff of
'Ale territorial Department of Health Services. The figures of the main

categories of staff are as follows (1970 figures in parentheses): 13 medical

doctors (11); 39 medical officers (35); 181 graduate nurses including registerea

nurses (180); 227 practical nurses (213); 203 health assistants (141). All 13

medical doctors are expatriates (2 Micronesians have completed courses for a
medical degree in the United States and are serving their internship training

before returning to the Territory next year). Thirty-eight out of the 39 medical

officers are Micronesians (Ill Micronesians in 1970) as are all the health

assistants. Ninety-six per cent of the graduate and practical nurses are
Micronesians compared with r5 per cent in 1970. The doctor/patient ratio is

1:2,000; for health assistants, the ratio is 1:500, and for all categories of

nurses it is 1:250. There are 18 dental officers (18 in 1970) all of whom are
Micronesians and who, like the medical officers, are graduates of the Fiji

School of Medicine. In 1970, a Micronesian took over the post of Director of the

Department of Health Services.

357. There are approximately 100 students studying outside the Trust Territory in

medical and paramedical fields. A number of the medical and dental officers are
following post-graduate studies abroad under the auspices of the World Health

Organization (WHO). The School of Nursing in Saipan, which now nas an enrolment

capacity of 80 students a year, offers a two-and-a-half-year training programme

to enable nursing graduates to obtain the internationally recognized Associate of

Science degree in nursing. The School of X-Ray Technologists and Medical Repair

also offers a training programme.

358. Since 1966, appropriations by the Administering Authority for the health

services have increased from $2.1 million to $6.0 million in 1972. Thin latter

figure represents 10 per cent of the Trust Territory budget and it is estimated

that by 1975, up to 15 per cent of the budget will be for health.

359. Despite the increased expenditure on health, standards, except in some of

the district centres, are too low and there is a marked and all too obvious

contrast between the facilities available in the main population centres and

those existing in the more remote areas. The undersigned feel that in addition to

continuing its efforts to raise general health standards, and subject to the

detailed recommendations given in the fol.owing paragraphs, the Administration

should concentrate on bringing the type of medical care now available in some

of the district centres within the easy reach of all inhabitants of the Territory.
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We note from the statements of the Administration that this is their intention,
but feel that there is a long way to ro before this goal will be achieved.

360. While in Truk, the Mission saw the newly initiated MEDEX programme in

operation. The programme has as its primary objective the training of what are
termed physician's assistants through the up-grading of graduate nurses and

health assistants currently serving in the Territory. It was envisaged that MEDEX

graduates would be able to relieve physicians in the hospitals of routine medical

care in the hospitals, thereby giving the physicians more time to deal with

acutely ill patients.

3(i. Despite the increase in medical manpower over the past few years, there is

still a shortage of qualified physicians and c,ner key personnel. The health

service has experienced great difficulty in recruiting suitably educated young
Micronesians who wish to follow a medical career and it has also not been easy to
recruit expatriate doctors, especially surgeons and other specialists, to serve

in the Trust Territory.

362. We were impressed with the energy and the qualities of the. Micronesian

medical officers and we also heard good reports of Lhe nurses graduating from

the Saipan School of Nursing.

:,63. Generally speaking, we were not so impressed with the standard of those

health assistants we saw working in the field. Many had received no formal

training in medical schools. Although all health aides are scheduled to receive
in-service training from time to time, many of them appeared to have only a

rudimentary idea of basic medical practices, and the standard of hygiene observed

at some dispensaries was deplorable, to say the least. We accordingly welcome the

MEDEX programme and hope that funds can be found to continue its operation well

beyond the two years envisaged at present. We also consider that, as has already

been tentatively outlined for the Marshalls and for Truk, the primary object of

the MEDEX programme should not be to raise the standard of physicians' assistants

in the district hospitals but to improve the over-all medical competence of

health assistance and health care in general in the outlying areas.

364. We share the concern of the Department of Heath Services about the difficulty

of encouraging young Micronesians to take up medical careers. One or two

districts have encouraged high school students to work in the hospitals on a

part-time basis, and this example could profitably be followed in other areas.

The manpower shortage will be particularly acute when the new teaching and

referral hospital at Ponape has been completed. Difficulty has already been

experienced in staffing the new hospital at Truk.

2. Health facilities

(a) Hospitals

365. Under the present hospital rebuilding programme, the subdistrict hospitals

at Ebeye and Kusaie should be completed within the next 12 months. Work is also
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eeheduled to etart on the lone-planned Pen%r- teachine and referral hospital.
ihere are currently 52e hospital P(1,4 in th,. .rust Territory with an occupancy
rate of 6( per cent and a bed/population ratio of 1:200. With the completion of
the Ponape hospital, the number of hospital beds is expected to reach 600 by
1975. iiifficult and complicated cases which cannot be handled in the Trust Territory
ho:;pitals are referred to Guam iaval Hospital or to Honolulu. Some referrals are
now being* made within the Territory to the new hospital at Truk, but referrals
outside the Territory arc costine the Administration '.800,000 annually. The
::ieeion was told that the teachine and referral hospital to be built at Ponape
will be able to handle all referrals.

Approximately 80,000 people live within relatively easy reach of hospitals.
The remainine 27,000 live in the outer islands and receive medical or public
heelth services by means of field service ships or aircraft which visit the

pecial trips are made in case of an emergency. The 1.iission was told

that the district health centres have obtained additional vehicles and boats in
order to increase the !'eelnency of visits to the neighbouring islands and outlying

3e7. The :dosion was told that remodelling and repainting were scheduled for the
district ho3pitals at Koror, i!aJuro and Saipan. An additional 20-bed pediatric
ward in 7alau is exnected to be completed by the end of the fiscal year 1973. A
new district hospital has long, been scheduled for Yap, but it is now uncertain
whether a new one will be built or the existing buildings remodelled.

363. The hope exrressed by the 1970 Visiting iiission that the hospital
construction plan would ee implemented according,: to schedule has not been realized.
'ibis is particularly evident with regard to the proposed hospital at Ponape whose
.lite was cleared in 1070; no construction work has been started to date. The
reconstruction of Kusaie and Ebeye have also fallen well behind schedule, and it
is lisappointirw that funds have not yet been allocated for the reconstruction
of Yap, exactly the situation prevailine in 1970. The severe cutbacks in the
`territory's capital imerovement Proeramm will severely hamper the hospital
buildiwr pro-ramme.

30. In the ri.ore recently built hospitals, conditions appeared generally adequate
to 7x -_q, 1.re3ent needs. The conditions in the olaer hospitals, however, such as
those ut Yap, Ponave, usaie and, to a lesser extent, liajuro could well impede
their Proper functionine, althoueh the doctors were doing their best to provide
adequate care. An example of such difficulties was the outbreak of post-operational
infection caused apparently by a faulty air circulation system at Ponape hospital
and tee, renerally primitive level of laboratory facilities in most districts,
with the notable exceetion of Iruk. Anythine except the most simple chemical
enalysis had either to hu done at Truk or sent outside the Territory to Honolulu or
r1uar. Thu standard of general hygiene and clearliness also varied frori district to
di':Itrict but the 'fission was assured that, except in Ponape, infection, pose-
operetieeel or otherwise, I:3 not 't protium.
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(b) Dispensaries

370. Many of the 154 dispensaries ne,d r,*lacement. The Mission was told that

some of the dispensaries would be replaced during the next two years. The Mission

was also told that most of the dispensaries could, when necessary, communicate with

the district centres by radio either to ask for instructions or to seek evacuation
of the patient to hospital by aircraft or special vessel.

371. The Mission observed that many of the dispensaries were generally in
substandard conditions: unsuitable buildings, inadequately equipped and with

medical and surgical materials in short supply. It was told that there had been

some improvement in the provision of medical and surgical supplies from that noted

by the 1970 Visiting Mission. As pointed out above, the Mission was concerned
about the standard of hygience at many of the dispensaries it visited.

372. We hope that, despite the enforced cutback in the capital improvement
programme, funds will be found to replace the substandard dispensaries. Comments

have been made elsewhere on the irregular nature of the field service trips which

made the servicing and supervising of health services away from the district

centre a haphazard affair. Th:.s is an additional reason for allocating high
priority not only to the rebuilding of substandard dispensaries, especially in the
outlying areas, but also to the construction of new units in those places where
a significant section of the population has no direct access to medical facilities.

3. Maternal and child health

373. Ante-natal and post-natal care are available at the clinics of the six

district hospitals. Field health assistants and nurses conduct clinics on a less

regular basis on the outer islands and refer cases with complications to the

district hospital for further care. According to figures provided by the

Administration, the proportion of registered live births in hospitals has increased
from 47 per cent in 1961 to 68 per cent in 1971. Physicians attended about

25 per cent of all registered births in 1971 and graduate nurses attended
approximately 26 per cent. Low birth weights, pre-maturity and neo-natal deaths

account for a larg& percentage of deaths at birth. The infant mortality rate

was 38 per thousand live births in 1971 (21.2 per thousand in the United States)

against a rate of 40.1 per thousand live births in 1960.

374. We note .hat modern medical care is generally more accepted by Micronesians
than in the past, and more mothers apparently prefer hospitalization to home
attendance by traditional midwives at the time of birth. Difficulties of

transportation, however, -revcnt many mothers from attending a district
hospital for ante-natal or post-natal care, and pregnant women are often unable
to get to the hospital in time for the birth of their children. This problem could

be overcome by improvements in transrortation and by the general raising of medical

standards in out-district dispensaries. 'The infant death-rate is still too high

and there is an urgent need for a higher standard of pediatric care (including

more pediatricians) throughout the Territory.



4. Public health

375. With the advent of urbanization in the form of rapidly growing district

centres and the movement to a cash economy there is an increasing incidence

of malnutrition in infants and preschool children. Anaemia, parasitism and

diarrhoea are the njor causes of malnutrition. Filariasis, tuberculosis and

amoebiasis are amongst the major serious disuses in the Territory. Gonorrhoeal

infections are increasing: 620 cases were reported in 1972, compared with

353 the previous year. Sanitary standards are still renerally low and there are

no modern sewage systems outside the district centres. Although there is a

regular immunization programme and follow-up for school -age children, the

Administration has failed to reach its goal of complete immunization of all

preschool children, especially in the outlying, areas.

376. One of the major tasks of the Administration should be to overcome the

very low level of general health knowledge amongst the population, especially in

regard to personal hygiene and environmental sanitation. Public health education

appears to be at a very rudimentary stage and we recommend that more effort be

expended on health propopanda, with a substantial increase in the use of radio

broadcasts for this purpose. Greater emphasis should also be Placed on the

teaching of basic hygiene in the schools. We have noted the efforts of the

Department of Health Services to improve environmental sanitation and to ensure

that sanitary regulations are being enforced in bakeries, slaughterhouses and

restaureats. Nevertheless, much needs to be done in this area and a continued

effort should be made to improve water supplies and community sanitation. Thq

fact that amoebiasis is still second in incidence amongst reportable diseases

demonstrates the inadequacy of the Territory's Present sanitary standards. Finally,

there is a need for consumer education. In view of the fact that the bulk of the

diet in district centres consists of imported foods, legislation to introduce

standards and controls is necessar. There is a need to develop a national food

and nutrition policy. We note that this is also the view of the Department of

Health and Services.

B. Population growth and birth control

377. The population of Micronesia has doubled over a period of 22 years, from

54,000 in 1950 to more than 107,000 in 1971. The great bulk of the population is

under 44 years of age and the percentage of the child-bearing population is

growing rapidly. According to the territorial health authorities, the 1971 figure

for the natural increase of population was 2.85, compared with 1.per cent in the

United States. In those districts where the growth rate is particularly high,

such as Truk, concern was expressed to the Mission about population trends.

It is probable that the decreasing death-rate (5.4 in 1970 compared with 13.1 in

1950), combined with the high birth-rate (constant at 33 per thousand since 1950),

and thefact that a large part of the population is now moving into child-bearing

age will lead to a dramatic increase in population during the next few years.
Although not an urgent problem, it soon could be, and we have accordingly noted

with interest the introduction of family planning services. It was explained

to us that this programme is a very delicate subject in the Territory because
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of the cultural and social traditions. We were also told that the objections which
were very strongly voiced when the programme was introduced five years ago are now
being overcome.

C. Community development

378. Three organizations are involved in community development in the Trust
Territory: the Community Development Office, the community action agencies and the
civic action teams (the Seabees).

379. The Seabees, in partnership with the local authorities, undertake various
kinds of construction including roads, classrooms, dispensaries and water storage

facilities. A major role of the civic action teams is on-the-job training of
Micronesians. There are currently seven civic action teams in the six districts
of the Trust Territory.

380. The activities of the Community Development Office in respect of young
people, women's interests and low-cost hous5ng are described elsewhere in the

present report. In the fiscal year 1972, community facilities valued at
$601,904 were financed through 58 grants (33 grants valued at $389,004 in 1971).
The Government's contribution for these projects amounted to $402,486 and
matching contributions from the communities amounted to $60,603 in cash and

$86,801 in labour and other in-kind contributions, representing a total lccal input

of roughly 27 per cent. In 1911, the Government's share was $214,552 and the
community's share was $45,056 in cash and $129,393 in kind, with a total local
input of 44.5 per cent.

381. Head Start programmes for preschool children continued to be the main concern
of the community action agencies. They have also been involved in other major

programmes, including the Ponape skip-jack project (valued at $153,976) and a

regional economic c"velopment programme in Palau. Minor projects include village

water systems, recreation fields and multipurpose buildings. With the end of
financing from the Office of Economic Opportunity, many of the projects now being
undertaken by the community action agencies are jeopardized, although attempts
are being made to find alternative financing.

382. We saw several examples of the work being

the agencies referred to above. Many of these

carried out by the people of small communities
and in some cases, expert technical assistance
projects in question.

conducted in communities through
were impressive, especially those
who, without outside financing,

, could not have begun to tackle the

383. The 1970 Visiting Mission observed that there was a considerable overlapping
of the functions of the Community Develyment Division and the community action

agencies. The "unhealthy rivalry" mentioned by that Mission no longer appears
to be a problem, but duplication of effort and lack of co-ordination still occur.

Accordingly, we suggest that the work of the agencies concerned with community
development be more efficiently co-ordinated and that a single department or
individual be given responsibility for overseeing the work of the agencies.
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1R4. Tht activitits of the civic action te-ms, which, on tho whole, are confined
t', th -ut r li,;trioto hay. h..0 of 1. nfit to th. l0e1 , tsu, cially in
those rtmott art as prtviously etcd by th, district and central rovernments.
Th. Conrrtss of Micronesia has .-one on record Praisino the work of the Seabees.
We hopt that their services will continue to be made available as lour as they
art rtgut:.ted by tht Microntsians and that, in docidinr how best to make use of
tht-, tht Administration will avoid operations which cannot be taken over
ftllr .rip' th, der-Ttur, of the civic action teams.

W, t:te that funds will he m1, availably, t continue the work of the
co!,munity ar,ncies and, in rarticular, th. Ti''- d Ft-rt. iro!'ram.

T'(.. In 4.11, course of its visit the Mission noted ' Phtnonon for which the
1-r.. tyo.nditur. of funds on community devclorment may have been partly

th, rowinr dependence of pcorlle in many communities on external
I r .0"1.1unity work. In many 'r, 'as reop1( art beconinr less willinP

to eontrilutt volunt.er labour for projects within their own community and expect
to lit- id lftt any ooh. r rovernment t mrloytt. This tendency has undoubtedly
httn ,noourart(! by tilt action of district 1,:rislatons in findin funds for the
10 fer or. rrant, which previously crve .xclusivelY from the resources
of the individual communities requesting a Particular projoct. In other cast s
the 10 1,r cent contribution has been waived. As Pointed out by Mr. Fox, the
United "ations :.(ocial and Welfare Adviser in the Pacific, in a revort commissioned
by the Adihistration, this drift away from self-help and from the use of the
community's own resources towards total dependence subsidy is r contradiction
of the asie objectivto of the community self-help prorrammes anal., in some
instanco, makes indistinruishable from the caterory of public works.
Mr. Fox also rtororted that districts were findinr it more difficult to recruit
community voluntoers to help with preschool activities, youth nrorrarnies, school
dror-outs, ntirhlourhood centres, etc. More and mor reoPle expected to be paid
fir their strvic,j. This is a cause for concern, especially in view of tho recent
cuts in xttrn,.1 financin,r. We still.- the hop- exPresstd by .Mr. Pox that this
trtnd can be halttl and eventually reversed. Local leadtrs should insist that
partiai,ant in community Proj,cts enuinely involve thers. lyes as partners and
not just as reciritnts, who n onrared in community leveloPment work for the benefit
of their owl peorle.

D. Low-cost housinr

387. The Division of Co,munity Develorment is responsi'ole for the establishment

'and administration of the Trust Territory Low-Cost Housinr Loan Prorram which
is aimed at imProvinr housinr for the estimated 10,000 families in Micronesia
still in -.1 miard dvellinPs. District housinr authorities have been
establish._d i! f f the six districts to administer th, funds made available for
housinr loans r rust Tvrritory government. f United antions expert and the
Federal Departm t.; ,f Housinr and Urban Development have provided technical
assistancE to these authori'Acs and advised thcm on how to make the most efficient
use of the financial rosburct:s available to then. Since 1071, :411,050,000 has been
provided from Trust Territory funds to the district housing authorities.
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38. Since thoir estblish:,ent, the distrit housin, authorities have 1E:sul
765 lons -1vr7d-in- 11,w.cn :;',3,700 and 4'7,000. T'ullic Law 5-17, recently enncted

th. (7,41-rs :)f Irovided for the estal,lishment of r Territoril
Housin., cc:Lrlis::'don to .20-,)rdir..tte tht 7ctivities of the district housing

authorities.

38n. The low-cost hou,;inr 11,:s undouLt,Aly succe0,0 in on of its aims,

which is to erovile suhst ,nti-11 number of low-interest loans to micronesians

wishin- to irlir.wo ,..abst-n17rd housin-. To d7te, how. 7.r, on1, a limit.d number

of rtrsons havt 1,n, rit,A url,r the schtm, -n1 nu sritisf7ecory rethod has ytt been

found of th, 'corer ,lentnts tht rolulntion. tr have the impression

tht the ..th,r ..-Thr air of t1!, 7Togranme - to en.,ur:ge 1.-,tter qu-litv in

houst-constrIcti th us_ of cost-ovir mete') is .d locally i.roduc(d
nt. ri-1 - bttn .luccessful. The 1070 Visiting 'fission noted that

!,..et -r?hitect- had various low-cost h.,-uses, with rarticular

erThasis nn *h. Is of 1oc71 It wns hor.d that the!:c nodels would '0-

'ised s ,:xamilt,, for looal peorle to cory in thtir A.in housitio construction.
nfortunt_lv, this Tart .-)f the rrogrnnt does not 71-nr to have rrosrered since

107C, nnd _r, toll t-t lack of funds hn caused the te,rornry abandonment of

th ..,104t1 'roiect. It nrrenrtd to us thnt this housing rrorr-Inne, which

h7,1 1,c_n on an ni hr c tnois nnd ndninistertd rurelv at the _local 1, vt.?

r, quired more c7r.ful ctntral coordination and control; accordingly w w,lcone

the enactment c,f Pul,lic Law 5-37. 'A were also told that the Division of Colmunii,

Dtvelorn,nt l: -ti reoutsted the s-rvices of noro United Mations exrerts, this
rqu,st 11-1 1een dirtct...? to the Administering Authority, but had so far met with

no resIons.

:',t7tus of women 7nd wonen's organizations

100. AI; erevious visiting :::issions hnvc nointed out, the status of worsen in

tr'editirn :1 '!icronesinn srY:ietv is hii,hr than that in nnry societies throurrhout

the world. In scr re-s, f-ily descent or lineage is rntrilincal, 7nd women
wiel, consider-l_le To,,,T and influenc

301. Th_. 107n Visitin- ' ?fission note,1 that "ieronesian ifirls were incrensingly

advelnt,g,. of the oTrortunities oven to then throurt th_ education1 system.

This trend has continued. A nrorortion of secondary school students
are r,irls (a,rroxirat. ly VT t,r cent) and the, same is true of 'licronesi7ns

studying 71ial (.-2 ter 0. nt). Cn n fcw islands distant from the district
cehtres th-re is still s'fint. reluctance at out daurhters bre7king tradition to go

away to school or al road, but this is :ItTarently diminishing.

392. Although woe.n do not take a eroinnt r7rt in rublic life, there are no
le,n1 t(. ,articitiation by women in rolitics, and both sexes formally

cnJey rolitical ri,hts. There are, hovover, traiitional and cultural
obstacles to worn takin.- official and rrivnte rositions in the Territory.
:ticr3nesia is not unilu: in this resicct, 7nd tht ortortunities for women to
corIrcte successfully nre trohably more rronising in the Territory than in many other

parts of the world. The 'fission net women nuniciral councillors, senior civil
se!'vnts and others in :ositions of resvonsibility.
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393. We note the part being played by the community development offices in

fostering women's organizations through women's interests offices. Recalling

the remarks about the. education of girls in the report of the 1970 Visiting Mission,

we note also that the Micronesia educational system is now making more provision

than in the past for instruction in Micronesian history and social traditions

at the elementary level. This is a welcome development, as it is important that

young Micronesian women not only have the opportunities to train for participation

in the modern world but also to learn about the traditional ways and strengths
of their own society which they can, in their turn, pass on to their children.

F. Youth questions

394. The Mission was told that the number of offences committed by young people
has continued to rise, particularly in the more developed district centres. It

was the general conse sus of those people who spoke to the Mission that juvenile

delinquency was one ox' the important social problems in the Territory.

395. The major causes for the increase in juvenile delinquency appear to be
the following:

(a) Limited job opportunities and recreation outlets, including a lack
of youth clubs and sports organizations;

(b) Drinking;

(c) Inadequate parental or other family control to replace the contro] of
village or clan which has been weakening rapidly as a result of social changes;

(d) The movement of population to the district centres, where children from

other islands look for work or attend school free from family supervision;

(s) The increasing and indiscriminate exposure 1,c, modern influences which
have provided serious stresses between the generations;

(f) The use of drugs, especially marijuana; we were told that, except in
the Marianas, this was not yet a serious problem but could become so as an
increasing, number of young Micronesians return from abroad.

396. The Juvenile Delinquency Planning Council has made severfl suggestions for
dealing with the problem of delinquency, which the Mission was informed have been
accepted by the Department of Public Safety; some have been implemented but others
have not, owing mainly to a shortage of funds.

397. The principal youth programmes in operation at present are the following:

(a) Neighbourhood Youth Corps Program. This programme, which was initiated
in 196g, is one of work experience and remedial education for out-of-school,
unemployed youth. A total of 131 youths are now receiving on-the-job training
under this programme, which is given administrative assistance by the district
community action agencies.
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CO Job Corps. In the present financial year, the Division of Community

Development has co-ordinated the selection and transportation of 60 Micronesian

youths to the Hawaii Job Corps Center in Hawaii for nine months of vocational

training and counselling. Thirty of the Previous Micronesian Job Corps graduates

have now been accepted by and are enrolled in the Community College in Honolulu

for advanced training. Other graduates who have returned to the Territory have

in most cases found employment.

(2) Youth Delinquency Prevention Program. This programme, which has the

services of a boy scout adviser, is mainly directed towards encouraging the

expansion of the boy scout and girl guide movements in the Territory.

(1) Youth recreational programmes. These programmes are conducted on an

ad hoc basis and are administered through the district community development

offices. They include helping local communities to provide recreational facilities

for their young people and to organize inter-community or inter-school sporting

events.

398. In July 1972 the Division of Public Safety recruited a Micronesian trained

in Hawaii as a juvenile and detention specialist to establish procedures and set

standards for district juvenile officers. He recently visited the major

population centres in the Territory and conducted a two-week training conference

for all district officers. His role is to co-ordinate all government and

private agencies which have to do with juvenile and youth problems. He is also

working on a proposal for a juvenile justice system for the Territory which he

hopes will be ready by the end of 1973.

399. We are concerned about the growing problem of juvenile delinquency. There

has been considerable reseerch into this problem, and the authorities in the

districts and in the central Government are aware of the difficulties confronting

them. We were told that the main obstacle to implementation of the various

suggestions for dealing with juvenile delinquency is the shortage of funds.

The Administration should therefore consider giving a high priority to the

financing of the more urgent proposals. Amongst these, we would single out the

construction of suitable detention facilities, rehabilitation programmes,

training of police personnel in juvenile Problems, employment of specialist

juvenile probation officers; counselling for parents of persistent delinquents

and the construction of re'. ational f':icilities for young people in the more

populated areas. We also s,, gest that urgent attention should be given to the

problem of how to enforce more effectively the beverage control laws. We have

the impression that one of the difficulties in the past has been a lack of

co-ordination of the various measures being taken to cope with juvenile

delinquency, and we consequently welcome the appointment of the juvenile and

detention specialist. He should not only be given adequate funds for this task

but also the authority to co-ordinate and control all youth programmes.



G. Public s-ifety

400. Breaches of the law have become more numerous in recent years, with
rrosecutions in 1971/1972 numbering 3,754, compared with 3,420 for the nrevious year,
At the same time, the number of major crimes, which had remained fairly constant
in past yo-rs, has recently shown a shirr increase, from 23 in 1070/1971, to 72 during
the y,_lr knint- Juno 1972. Most of these crimes were thefts with violence,
particul-irly in T-euk District, where, there were 3P such crimes in 1971/1972,
comrnmd with ( in the rrcvious year.

4n1. The 'assion wns told that one of the major rrobler's was the shortae of rolice
ranrower. A total of 229 nolice Personnel, mainly confined to the district
centres, art. at present enraged in all brinchs of ruhlic safety work, including
fir( -fi-,htinp. Another 64 employees are raid under a federal manpower rrant.
'lost of the Tolice rersonnel will be without errloyment from 1 July 1973, as no
more fdorpl funds will then he available. An effort will be made to transfer some

thc.: to the Trust Territory payroll, but money can he found for only a limited
r-L.mber. W were told that more manpower was urrently needed for those areas with
n rapidly increasinr crime rate.

4(v). The increase in crime is cause for concern. We hope that the authorities
will accord to this nrea the priority it deserves. It is noteworthy that at
the: district level, notably in Ponape, rirorous law enforcement measures, including
th, strict application of beverage controls, are arrarently having a beneficial
ffect. There does seem to be a need for an increase in police manpower and, if

rossible, funds should le found to retain the services of those public safety
personnel due to be laid off at the end of June. With rcoard to the Territory's
Paol system and rehabilitltion of adult offenders we suprest the following:

(a) Sul-standard nols should be rpliced:

(1) Pehnbilitation of offenders should be (riven hiPh rriority and should
im.l the traininP of st^ff, the education of prisoners and the introduction of
vocational ProrrImmes to help offenders succeed in the community;

(g) Thu rrovision of full-tine Probation officers in in-service rand
outservice training*, including participation in any Pacific regional seminar on
rrontion services.

"ie understand that rroposals alone these lines have the approval of the Department
cf rullic r'nfety. vinally, it should be noted that the firenrms control legislation

-rlart-ntly Trovinr effective.

H. ro-1C Corrs

4(1. There an currently 231 Peace Corns volunteers in Micronesin. Almost
°C rer cent (172) are in education; others include lawyers workinr with the
r-Anicirn1 and district lcgislatures nn0 in the Congress of Micronesia; architects,
nrir rs and !Allied construction rxrerts involved in municinal Projects;



cooperative and smnll hueinsn advinrs; specialists in communications nssinuin,

with brondenstinr, nowsrarers find other media; nurses. lnhorntory technicinns.

and ecolomicll srecialints. in eduction, tht_ tendency is to movo awry from

elassroor tenchinr into such opheroF as teicher trairinm and onthe-job surerv:ni.o

educational administration and curriculum d3volorment. Tiichinr, of Enmlish n-

a Second Larn,ua-e (11,71), which was uredomin "ntly a Pence Corrs promrnme, is h.

beinm onn-nized and stifftd by 'dicron, :;inns in most districts

14014. A. trninirn- rrorrnmme was introduced in 1010 to rorince ,Jnited rtnLs

citizeho 'or licronsinns. A ';icronesian now holds the, post of Assocint

Pirector for 'Innnn-rLent ing tht District Director for Pnlnu and Y-r is nlso

Microntsian. As at 31 January 1071, there were 8 Unit.d St N-3 citizens nnd

20 microncni,ns in senior stiff rositions.

405. In marked contrast to the rercentare of earl t(rminntionv (earrtn '

20 per cent) a very lare numt.r of volunteers 'A-10 hnv succ,ssfull,r com:10o,!

their two-yeir commitment now find mploycnt in n wide rnnrn of public -nLIvi'

within the Territory. There are more than 100 Cornier 7oluntt ors it: thil cnt

represntinm one sixth of ill exratriate mrlovecs.

406. We we, on2rerallY imressed by the calibre of the Pi-r- Corm.; volurtto(n

whom we onceuntered and by the nunliv.y of the work. "0 wish to record t.hnt

concern was ex7rensed to the Mission that, lthourh *licronesians were no,r ih

better Position to run TrrL, Peace Corns rnrlish teachers 1.ere withdrnwin, oo

quickly at the exnense of its efficiencv. Tal-inm account of tho rroat importnni.

of En,lish as n medium of corrnunication in the Territory nn' is i nnifyinr frn"(1

and notin" that -cnernllY stnndnrds in rwlish are low, osrecialiy in th -ler,n,:r-

schools, we surn,est that consideration be r'iveu to ret.ininm Penny Corrs

volunteers it the Tro-r-mr-e until the Ponern.1 level of r 14 teachin t2.ron'ho-1,

the Territory has been raised. welcome the fact, th-t it r, mains the rrimnrn

aim of the. l'eaco Corrs to rerinco its rersonnel with !qcronesinns nnd to turn

over its nctivities to local reon1L. 0winr to the shortnme of skilled 'Ticron si-1

this is a lonu-t(irm ("On] but succoss of the renc Conn in workinr, tounrds

this roll is indicated in the reduction of volunteers from an -11.timt hi-d1 of

700 (in the later 1(160s) to trie prest:nt strerwth of 231.

407. Peace Corrs activitiLs art: co-ordinted mainly fit the diFtrict love] ntr"

throu,h advisory boards renresentntive of th,,. locni lead(rshiT. ooncrn carts

(xpresse' to us that at both the district anti territori-1 level Peace Cons

volunteers -r- oftnn alloc'.t'.d on nn ii hoc nnsis rather tlIn in conformity

with lonr-rnnne linnir,. There is also a t(ndencrr to rut. Trnce .orns voluntt

into rositiorF hin, not only rnnnot he filled by local r.rr,onrel imtdint .1v

Olt are also not ..^.t-blish,d in lon,-trn civil j rvicr Con-noutntiv,

theso rro-r^? ranes beet n the rersnal rrenertv of the volnnntrrn nr0 nr of

their dernrture. There is nlso more recent tendency, mite ri.,htiv

resisted by th_ T,nce Corrs, to offset the frt ze on new nmrloym,nt by

allocatirn volunteers, who cost the local *ovcrnm,nt, nothin,, to rosts td,ich

lnd should fillcl by *licron(siins.
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408. We recommend that during their period of training, volunteers should be
given comprehensive instruction on the relation of the United Nations to the Trust

Territory. Volunteers, particularly in outlying areas, come in contact with a

very wide range of Micronesian society and are frequently called upon for all kinds

of advice by Micronesians. It is important, therefore, that volunteers should be
in a position to give a informed opinion about the role of the United Nations.
According to some volunteers informal instruction on this subject was given
during their training period but it appctrs to have been elementary and

superficial.



CHAPTER V

EDUCATIONAL ADVANCEMENT

A. General

409. Expenditure on education in Micronesia has increased substantially in

recent years. An estimated $17.6 million has been allocated for the fiscal

year 1973, representing approximately a 14-fold increase over a ten-year period.

The educational sector continues to have the highest priority in public
expenditure and accounts for approximately 25 per cent of the entire Trust

Territory budget.

410. According to Public Law No. 3 C-36, the goal of education in tqcronesia is
to develop its human resources in order to prepare the people for self-government
and participation in economic and social development; to function as a unifying
agent and to bring to the inhabitants a knowledge of their own people, their islands,
the Government and the economy; and to provide Micronesians with the professional,

vocational, social and political skills which will be required in the development

of the Trust Territory.

411. As provided by Public Law No. 3 C-36, Micronesians participate at all levels

at which educational policy is formulated. Although thare is a Micronesian
Board of Education, the Mission has the impression that a high proportion of
major decisions in various educational fields are taken at the district level.

This system, if not carried to extremes, appears to the Mission to be a healthy

development because the problems of the individual districts vary considerably.
There are, however, important basic issues which can be decided only at the

territorial level: for instance, ensuring as far as practicable that educational

development proceeds at an even pace throughout the Territory. Some districts
are considerably more favourably placed than others in regarl to the quality of

education and facilities. It should, therefore, be a major objective of the
Administration to bring the more backward districts up to the ganeral level of

the more developed areas, and, when this has been done, to monitor educational

development throughout the Territory with a view to co-ordinating growth on a

territorial basis.

412. The Mission was told that United States Health,Education r Welfare funds

will not be available for the Territory after 1 July 1973. Several educational

programmes will be jeopardized including the bilingual projects heinp conducted

on a pilot basis at some elementary schools, the research now going on into the

orthography of local Micronesian languages at the University of Hawaii and the

teacher training courses throughout the six districts. The withdrawal of these

funds could have a serious detrimental effect on several areas of educational

development.

413. The Mission has the impression that although considerable thought has been

given to the subject, at both the district and territorial levels, the educational

authorities have ;lot yet fully crystallized their long-term goals and objectives
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for the role of education in the developrent of l'icronosia as a Pacific nation.
In general , there arc two opposing points of view wnich, in their extreme form,
are as follows:

(2) All r!icronesians should be exposed to the best available educational
facilities (by this the proponents usually mean colleges and universities in
the United States) and the territorial educational system should be geared to
ensuring chat all high school graduates should be able to compete on equal terms
with United States nationals and other foreign students at colleges and
universities outside the Territory;

(b) The territorial educational system should, as far as possible, be
exclusively ricronesian and should be geared largely to vocational and technical
education. Students outside the Territory are exposed to alien influences to
the detriment of the traditional Micronesian culture and values,vhich leads to
a potentially dangerous situation by creating a large number of highly trained
and well-qualified Oieronesians for whom jobs will not be available. The
proponents of this theory point to the experience of some other developing
countries; in this matter.

1414. As will be seen from our observations, set out in other sections of the
present chapter, we believe that the correct course for the Territory lies
somewhere between these two extreme points of view, but nearer to those outlined
under (b). The undersigned share the impression, however, that the
Administration's present educational policies, especially those relating to
hither education, are closer to the view expressed under (a). The concerns
voiced by the proponents of the theory set out under CO are valid, especially
those relating to the employment prospects of returning graduates and these
should receive attention. In this connexion we refer to the observations made
in the appropriate sections of the present chapter and to our principal
suPrestions which are, in surmary, the following.

(a) There should be more critical
Territory scholarships and a more rigid
priorities, with appropriate safeguards
financial help from the Trust Territcry
trained at public expense. In addition
in the planning of their careers and in
education outside the Trust Territory.

scrutiny of applications for Trust
enforcement of the existing system of
for ensuring that students receiving
work in the field for which they u4re
more guidance should be given to students
their choice of institutions for further

(b) There should be increased emphasis on vocational education at the
elementary., intermediate and high school levels. The new intermediate or junior
high schools should primarily be vocationally oriented.

(a) The question of employment for graduates 6t both the high schonl and
tertiary levels should be studied, and more ass13tance should be given to
graduates in finding employment to satisfy their own wishes as well as the needs

of the Territory.
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il) There should be increased emphasis on social, civic, linguistic and
cultural studies with a Micronesian and Pacific background.

(e) Students of high intellectual and academic ability whose further
training outside the Trust Territory would be of practical benefit to Micronesia
should be more adequately prepared for competing in the r,utside world;
consideration should therefore be given to the selection of one or two high
schools where the more academically oriented students could be placed on a
college-bound track.

(L) As a long-term aim (the recommendation immediately above should be
considered as an interim one) consideration. should be given to the foundation of
a Trust Territory junior college which would be an intermediate stage for those
high school graduates destined for further education outside the Trust Territory.
This college could also be a means of providing further education in a Micronesian
environment for those students who would benefit from further training but who
may not be destined for university education outside Micronesia.

B. School construction

415. Since 1970, 98 educational units have either been built or are still in
the course of construction. These include 67 classroom buildings (comprising
268 individual classrooms), 17 dormitories, 3 cafeterias, 4 libraries, 4 vocational
shops and 3 other general purpose buildings. A further 38 are planned for the
next fiscal year, including 19 classroom buildings (75 individual classrooms)
and 13 dormitories. In addition, since 1970 a total of 172 substandard
classrooms have been renovated or replaced, leaving an estimated 117 remaining
to be done. In 1971/1972 the an of $1.4 million was allocated for capital
improvement projects to elementary schools and 't4.9 million has been budgeted
for the same purpose to cover the next six years. A total of 0 million was
earmarked for secondary school construction in the last fiscal year and
$14.4 million have been allocated for the next six years. The goal of the
Administration is to provide facilities for at least 80 per cent of the
population of secondary school age by 1977. The Mission visited a wide variety
of schools in the Trust Territory. The standard of buildings and facilities
varied from district to district; the Marianas, Palau and Yap appeared to be
the most favoured, Truk less so and Ponape and the Marshalls were at the lower
end of the spectrum. The Mission could not fail to contrast the abysmal
conditions, especially in the dormitories, at Majoro High School with the well-
equipped buildings in Saipan and those now being cpnstructed on Palau. In the
case of the Marshalls and Ponape, where only a minority of primary schoolchildren
are able to go on to secondary school, one of the major obstacles to their doing
so is the lack of building, especially dormitories, in the district high schools.
We hope that the Administration will complete the building programme for these
areas in particular as a matter of priority.



C. Elementary education

416. Pupils enrolled in public elementary schools in the Trust Territory
numbered 27,371 and in private elementary schools numbered 3,380. The

corresponding figures for 1970 were 23,711 and 4,432. In addition, 423 preschool

children were at kindergarten schools. According to the Administration,
elementary education is now almost universal for the age group 6-14 years

compared with a figurt of 83 per cent in 1969.

417. We recognize the considerable achievement on the part of the Administration,

in partnership with mission schools, in ensuring that an extremely high
proportion of Micronesian children receive an elementary education. In view of

the formidable task of providing educational services throughout the widely
scattered islands of the Territory, the Administration has done well to come so
close to its avowed target of making compulsory elementary edncation for all a

reality. The problem with elementary education is now rather more a matter of

quality than availability. Some elementary school buildings seen by the Mission

were substandard and in urgent need of replacement. The newer buildings were

more impressive and teachers and other educators appeared to be satisfied with

the new standard classrooms now erected. The same unevenness applies to other

facilities such as recreational areas, teaching aids, textbooks and other basic

educational materials. In other areas, schools appeared to be well equipped and,

in the case of less favoured schools, the teachers and students have combined

to produce their own teaching aids and classroom posters. We hope that these
deficiencies will soon be overcome and that a uniform standard of educational
materials will be applied to all areas of Micronesia. We also noticed that
recreational facilities are almost entirely lacking at the elementary schools,
except in Yap, and we recommend that consideration be given to the provision of

simple sports facilities in all districts.

D. Secondary education

418. The latest available enrolment figures for students is 5,525 in the public

secondary schools (3,288 in June 1969) and 1,577 in the private schools (1,342

in 1969). The objective of the Administration is to provide a secondary education

for all young people who desire it. This objective is said to have been

achieved in Yap and the Marianas, where approximately 90 per cent of the eighth

grade students go on to high school. In Palau, the figure is approximately
87 per cent and here, for the first time in some years, the high school was not

able to absorb all elementary school graduates. In the three eastern districts

(except Kusaie island) a very much lower percentage of elementary graduates can

proceed to secondary education: 35 and 45 per cent in the case of the Marshalls

and Ponape (the Mission was told locally that the figure was nearer 25 per cent)

and 51 per cent in Truk. According to the Administration, the territorial

average is approximately 66 per cent.

419. Attempts are being made by the educational authorities to remedy the

situation described above. In Truk, with the completion at the end of 1973 of the

sixth public high school in the district (one senior and five junior high schools)
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it is anticipated that, in the 1973/19/4 academic year, 80 per cent of eighth

grade graduates will be able to attend high school. The Administration also

,lans to build additional high schools in the Marshalls and Ponape but the

implementation of this programme may be delayed by the cuts in the Territory's

capital improvement programme.

420. The standard of facilities and educational materials varies considerably

from district to district. We agree with the Administration and the Congress of

Micronesia, which has in the past described the eastern districts as educational

"disaster areas", that the standard in the less developed areas should be brought

into line with those prevailing in the western districts. Although we recognize

the urgent need for new school construction in certain areas, we believe that

the Administration should concentrate immediately on improving the quality of

education offered at the existing high schools. There is a real need to tackle

the difficulties arising from the use of teachers with only an elementary school

education and insufficient training in English; from the turn-over in staff in

many high schools among Micronesian as well as expatriate teachers; and from the

unevenness of teaching standards at the secondary schools. This comment should

not be taken as a criticism of the establishment of new intermediate or junior

high schools up to the tenth grade, with emphasis on vocational training. This

type of school, which has been set up $n Truk District, is an intermediate

educational approach that might also be of benefit in other educationally

neglected areas such as the Marshalls and Ponape, and might be preferable to the

immediate provision of full-scale high schools.

E. Vocational and technical education

421. The two main institutions offering full-time vocational education nre the

Ponape Agricultural and Trade School and the Micronesian Occupational Center

in Koror. The first full group of graduates from the Micronesiar. Occupational

Center completed their training in August 1971. The Mission was told that of

the first 270 graduates, 220 had found employment in their field of knowledge.

Catering and secretarial graduates had had the least difficulty in obtaining

employment, but draughtsmen had found work less easy to obtain.

422. Since February 1971, both the Micronesian Occupational Center and the

Ponape Agricultural and Trade School hnve offered in-service and ure-service

vocational teacher training. Tte first teacher trainees graduated in August 1971

and returned to their home districts to begin teaching vocational education courses.

It is now planned to extenu this course to a full nine-month programme. Another

institution offering vocational training, albeit on a minor scale, is the

Seamanship School at Dubloa in Truk District. This school is turning out

two groups of 20 trainees a year for employment with the inter-island field

service fleet.

423. It is the policy of the Administration to offer vocational education,

including courses in home economics, agriculture, construction and mechanics,

in all public secondary schools. According to the Administration, most secondary



schools also offer an exploratory industrial arts programme. Co-operative
education programmes, in which students spend tug, hours a day gaining practical
worh experience outside the school are operative in secondary schools in district
centres. At the Outer Islanas High School in Ulithi, Yap District, students
have built several buildings, including two dormitories, as part of their heavy
construction training. Also at Ulithi, vocational education in elementary
navi,,ation, fishing techniques and other related skills is conducted by members
of the local community who are expert in these traditional island skills.

424. Since 1968, the Trust Territory Advisory "anpower Council has had, as one
of its 'unctions, the review of educational programmes in the Territory and,
throurh its committee on vocational education, has been concerned with the
application of federal programmes under the Vocational Education Act. In the
fiscal year 1972, a total of °1159,731 was made available for manpower development
and training programmes, which included the Seamanship School at Dublon, a
constructicn trades programme, a food service programme, on-the-job training in
private companies involved in the fishing and shell fish industry and in a range
of other private companies which accept trainees chosen by the Advisory Council.
In 1971, 46 trainees were educated at a cost of t14:259 and, in 1972, 56 persons
receivea trainine at a cost of ar),000. O.

425. The 1967 and 1970 visiting missions stressed the importance of vocational
education for the development of a self. sufficient Micronesia. Both missions

pointed out that too much of the education then being offered was academic,
reared to a United States pattern and cf little relevance to the realities of
life in the Territory. ere welcome the fact that since 1970 much more emphasis
has been placeJ on vocational education, especially at the secondary level, but
we consider that this process should be carried further.

42(... Despite this chance of educational direction, s in other fields of education,

the quality and quantity of the technical and vocational education offered varies
considerably from district to district. Some of the high schools are taking
vocational education seriously, have competent instructors and good facilities.
At others, facilities are primitive and it has been difficult to recruit
aualified teachers. In these cases, the emphasis on vocational education is

more theoretical than real. Even where the facilities and teaching are of a high
quality, however, vocational training does not make up a sufficient part of the

f..urriculum.

427. According to the critics of the Micronesian Occupational Center, the courses
offered and the techniaues and equipment with which its students are trained are
too sophisticated for "icronesia, especially for those graduates returning to
work in the outer islands. We noted that some of the more sophisticated items
of equipmr,:nt, including power tools, would be of little use to students working
in areas with no electric power, but, at the same tire, we observed that all
studentc were first riven a basic grounding in less complicated and more
7encrally obtainable tools. We were also told, as noted above, that some of the
6radnetes from the Center had difficulty in findinr related employment within
!!icronesig (Particularly drau-,htsmen) but the Center is currently re-examining its
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courses in the light of Micronesian needs. We noted that courses in agriculture

and fishing are not yet offered at the Center.

428. Little vocational or technical training is provided at the elementary level.
The Administration had informed the 1970 Mission of its plans to introduce
programmes of vocational and technical training in the upper elementary grades,
but we found little evidence of this having been done. We believe that it is
important to interest Micronesian schoolchildren in subjects such as agriculture,
fishing, carpentry and home economics at an early stage.

429. We were impressed by the work of the Vocational Education Committee of the
Trust Territory Manpower Atvisory Council and endorse the views expressed in the
Third Report of the Council to the Territorial Director of Education, published
in igust 1972. In particular, we wish to draw attention to the recommendation
urging the need for a study of manpower requirements in each district to determine
the job opportunities which will be available in the next 5 to 10 yeres, thus
permitting proper planning on the type of vocational subjects that should be
emphasized in the school and in adult educational programmes. As in the case

of the Administration's policies relating to higher education, we have the
impression that the long-term goals for vocational programmes have not yet been
fully worked out nor have all the implications of embarking on extensive
vocational education been fully taken into account.

F. Private schools

430. In accordance with Public Law Ho. 3 C-36, private schools have been
incorporated into the educational structure of the Trust Territory. Non-public

schools may only be established on the recommendation of the Director of Education

and on the approval of the High Commissioner. Their charters are issued by

the High Commissioner and must be renewed every three years. They Lre required

to submit to the Director the same reports concerning attendance, enrolments,
curricula, etc., as those required of public schools. Students in private schools
receive from the Trust Territory Government the same benefits enjoyed by public

school students in regard to transportation, textbooks, insurance, testing
services, medical and nursing services and teaching programmes. Apart from this

assistance and except in cases where district legislatures have aided private
schools, their financial support comes entirely from private sources.

431. The 1970 Visiting Mission reported that, largely for financial reasons,
the religious missions were finding it increasingly difficult to maintain
adequate standards, especially in their elementary schools. This is still the

case, and some mission schools have now been taken over by the Administration.

Some private high schools offer a higher level of education (at least in certain

respects) than the majority of the government high schools. Particularly
noticeable is the better command of English of mission high school students.
The Administration considers that private schools have an important roll and

provides some support for them. Private schools are grateful for governmental

assistance and, in some cases, they would not be in a position to carry on without
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it. We have no view in principle about the r.nntinuation or otherwise of private
schools. We believe, however, that these schools are at present providing certain
facilities not provided elsewhere and we consider it important that by whatever
means, these facilities which have basically high standards of instruction, should
be continued.

G. Staffing

432. In 1968/1969, 73 per cent of the teachers in elementary schools and 39 per cent
of those in secondary schools were Micronesians. Currently, there are 1,341
Micronesian teachers in the elementary schools out of a total of 1,502
(89.5 per Lent) and 226 secondary school teachers out of 513 (44 per cent). Of
the administrative staff (including education specialists), 94 are expatriates
and 259 are Micronesians.

433. We were told that the minimum requirement needed by a Micronesian to become
a teacher in the Trust Territory, at either the elementary or secondary level,
is the possession of a high school diploma. Currently, there are 52 secondary
school teachers without this qualification, 43 of whom work in the public schools.
Of the elementary school teachers, 269 do not have high school diplomas and of
these 235 are employed in the public schools. According to the Administration,
the majority of these (noncertified) teachers are older people who are carried
under a so-called "grandfather" provision but who are being, replaced each
year as they resign or retire. Expatriate teachers must possess a bachelor's
degree Prom a college or university.

434. The Administration's aim is to provide each teacher with the equivalent of
at least four years' training beyond high scnool. Each district has its own
teacher-training centre which offers a nine-month programme to persons with
previous teaching experience in elementary courses. The six centres trained a
total of 145 elementary teachers in 1971. In addition, the Territory runs a
series of teachers' workshops and a number of teachP-s go overseas for
specialized short-term courses.

435. The major establishment for teacher training within the Territory is the
Community College of Micronesia, formerly the Micronesian Teaching Education
Center, located at Kolonia on Ponape, which offers a two-year course specializing
in elementary teacher education leading to an associate in science degree. Total
enrolment is approximately 90, with 37 students graduating in 1971 and 35 in 1972.
The Community College gives intensive instruction in spoken and written English,
as well as courses in academic subjects related to elementary school programmes.

436. In addition to these formalized courses in teacher training both in and
outside the Territory, there are in-service training courses in each district.
A very high percentage of students now overseas on Trust Territory scholarships
are pursuing studies in the field of education.
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437. We note that one of the major aims of the Administration is the raising

of teaching standards throughout the Trust Territory. The increase in the

number of Micronesian elementary school teachers from 73 per cent to nearly

90 per cent in three years is impressive, but progress is still very slow in

regard to secondary school teachers. There is a long way to go before teaching

standards reach a satisfactory level. The principal deficiency is the generally

very low standard of English possessed among elementary school teachers.

Although, theoretically, the medium of instruction from the fourth grade onward

is English, instruction in that language is hardly used at many elementary

schools, especially those away from district centres. The English of the students

is, at best, mediocre, a reflection on the proficiency of their teachers. We

would like to emphasize the importance of the teaching of English as a second

language especially to teacher trainees.

438. There is strong emphasis on the teaching of English at the Community
College of Micronesia, end we trust that the same emphasis will be placed on

the instruction of experienced and trainee teachers in the various courses now

being offered in the Trust Territory. Good teachers require good tools. As we

have observed elsewhere in this report, in many areas textbooks are in extremely

short supply, with whole classes sharing a single book. Teaching aids are often

non-existent. At a few schools, conditions are generally so primitive that

the difficulties of the teacher are immensely increased.

439. It is important that all teaching staff should meet a required minimum

qualification. We hope, however, that for the present fiome flexibility will be

maintained when considering the resignation or retirement of older teachers,

currentlyemployvi under the "grandfather" provision. Some of these older teachers,

although lacking formal qualifications, still have a role to play. Another

aspect of the use of unqualified but'competent persons is the suggestion made

by the Education Committee of the Congress of Micronesia, that the burden on

teachers could in some instances be alleviated by a system of teacher aides

drawn from the community who would supervise such subjects as arts, crafts and

physical education. This system has been introduced in some areas. Older

people from the community teach in elementary schools as "culture teachers" for

a few hours each week, thereby passing on to the children some of the cultural

and social traditions of the community.

440. A problem mentioned to the Mission was the quick turnover of both

Micronesian and expatriate teachers. In the case of expatriate teachers the

Mission was told that many served only one contract engagement (two years) and

in several instances did not even complete that term. We received the

impression that many of the expatriate teachers from the United States found

that they were unsuited to the Micronesian style of life and were totally

unprepared for teaching in Micronesian schools. It was suggested to us that

contract teachers should be given a thorough orientation course in Micronesia:

before taking up employment. The Micronesian Department of Education recognizes

that this idea has its attractions but claims that it would be difficult to

implement. In the case of Micronesian teachers, we were informed that there is

a tendency for the better teachers to leave the classroom and enter supervisory,
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administrative or ether related activities outside actual teaching. The 1970
Visiting fission noted the view of Committees of the Conrress of "icronesia that
the "icronesian educational system was top heavy with too many administrators
and had too few classroom teachers. The Committee on Government Organization
then recommended that the Department of Education make a critical reapraisal of
its internal organization anal staffing pattern with a view, first, to reducing
the number of positions at headquarters and in the departmental offices 0
district centres. and second, to increasing the number of teachers in relation
to non-teaching personnel. This is still a problem.

H. Higher education and scholarships

441. Hither education is available in the Trust Territory only at the vocational
institutions referred to in this chapter, and at the Saipan Nursing College.
Accordingly, opportunities are provided for higher education outside the Territory
through various scholarship programmes and through partial subsidies, including
transportation grants.

442. The number of Micronesians undergoing post secondary education abroad
increased from 292 in 1967 to 871 in 1973, of which more than 600 are on
administration end legislature scholarships. Of the 871 students, 278 (133 in
1970) are training for work in education; the other major sectors are business
studies 154; medical sciences. 101 (87 in 1970); trades and technology, 76
(89 in 1970): and social sciences, 63 (98 in 1970)' the humanities, 90 law, 38:
and agriculture, 19. The vast majority of these students are studying in the
United States. The remainder are mostly at institutions in the Pacific area.

443. The distribution of Trust Territory scholarships and the determination of
areas of need in manpower development is the responsibility of the tianpower
Advisory Council. The priorities set by the Manpower Advisory Council for the

1973/1974 school year are in four main fields: health services, education,
occupational training programmes and a miscellaneous area including navigation,
animal husbandry, hotel management and tourism, accounting, agriculture, business
administration and management, pre-veterinary and veterinary medicine and law.
There is reportedly an informal agreement by which students who have completed
their education at Trust Territory expense agree to work in their field of study
within the Territory for at least the same number of years as they held the
scholarship. The Mission was informed that there were many instances of stIdents
wishing to change their courses and areas of study. These cases are dealt with
on an ad hoc basis and so long as the student's change is from one priority area
to anoth r the financing of his studies is continued. The Mission was also
informed that approximately 50 per cent of students studying abroad failed to
graduate.

444. With regard to the direction of higher education and the control of
scholarships we wish to draw attention to recommendations (a), (e) and (f) in
paragraph 414 above. Of special ureency is the need for the "anpower Advisory
Council to exercise stricter control over the Trust Territory's scholarship
programme. The 50 per cent early termination rate of scholarship holders is an
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alarmingly high figure. It not only represents a most serious wastage in terms
of manpow(.. and financial resources, but also contributes to the problem of
employing reasonably well educated youngsters in suitable jobs and the serious
social consequences arising from failure to do so. We recommend that thl control
of scholarships now exercised by the Manpower Advisory Council should be extended
to cover as many types of financing as possible, including awards by the district
legislature and the travel assistance given to private scholarship holders or
non-governmental sponsored students. The Council might also advise on
scholarships awarded by religious missions and non-governmental organizations.
Scholarships should be awarded within the framework of the manpower priorities

set by the Advisory Council. Moreover, students should give guarantees that,
except under the most exceptional circumstances, they will not change their
course of study and will honour their debt to the community by serving in
Micronesia for a specified period. The present arrangement appears to be too

informal and is too easily breached. In addition, an applicant's educational
background should be more carefully examined to ensure that he benefits from

study abroad. In this connexion, we recall the recommendation made above
concerning further training either at selected high schools or at junior colleges
within the Territory for those students who are college bound.

445. We were informed that once a scholarship was approved the successful
scholar was responsible for choosing his institution of further education. We
have no quarrel with this arrangement, but believe that guidance should be given
to ensure that choices are wisely made. Many students appear to be attracted

to colleges in the United States for non.academic reasons. Little information

appears to be available to students about institutions elsewhere. It is essential

that they be informed of educational opportunities in other parts of the world,

but particularly in the Pacific area and in countries whose cultural background

is similar to that of Micronesia. We also suggest that the Administration should

make more of an effort to publicize information concerning scholarships available

to Trust Territory students from States Members of the United Nations.

I. Curricula

446. According to the Administration, the curriculum in the upper primary

grades is based on materials in language, mathematics, science and social

studies developed outside Micronesia. Ir. she areas of mathematics, science,

social studies and special education for the mildly handicapped, curricula and

programmes adapted for Micronesia are now being produced. The Mission saw some

of these new publications, including Micronesipm Mathematics which is being

developed for grades 1 to 5 and which, in some areas, has been prepared in the

local language and is being extensively used. The social science publications

include: Micronesia through the Years and Micronesia: _A ChatmAng_Spciett, both

of which are published as teachers' guides and student textbooks. In addition,

the social studies course in the Mariana Islands District includes Our Micronesia and
An Atlas of Micronesia for elementary schools. Other textbooks used In-tne
Micronesian education system, not of United States origin, include the series
of island readers (Moans) published in Australia. At the elementary level, the
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district educational authorities have translated some textbooks into local
languages or have prepare1 teaching aids and simple reading materials in those

languages.

447. The 1970 Visiting Mission commented on the difficulties arising from
teaching in an unfamiliar language (English) when the general linguistic
proficiency of the elementary schoolteachers was so low. As we have observed
elsewhere in this report, this situation has only slightly improved since 1970.
The standard of spoken and written English, especially in the elementary schools,
is still low and, in fact, most of the instruction is carried out in the
vernacular, even beyond the fourth grade where, in theory, English should be the
medium of instruction. The 1970 Visiting Mission went on to comment that it was

better for a class to be taught in a local language and understand than to be
taught in English but fail to understand. The undersigned concede the validity

of this view but still wish to stress the importance of raising the standard of
English throughout the community as an urgent priority. Apart from the necessity
of using English as a means of communication outside the Territory, it is of vital
importance as a unifying agent in an area where there are nine major local

languages, none of which predominates. At some stage in the future, the
Micronesians may wish to love towards the choice of a lingua franca other than

English. Such a decision is theirs to make. But unless and until it is taken,

English is the existing lingua franca and instruction in English remains of the

greatest importance. However, it is important not only to develop the teaching
of English but also the correct use of local language so that children can emerge

from school bilingual. We have noted the bilingual pilot projects now being
conducted at a number of primary schools and hope that this aspect of linguistics

gill be given some attention. (This is a new pros!ramme and federal funds to

finance it will cease on 30 June.) One of the difficulties of teaching local

languages is that of establishing their orthography. Research into this subject,

including the production of grammars and dictionaries, is being conducted at the

East-West Center in Hawaii and in the Territory.

448. The 1970 Visiting rission was critical of the subject matter being taught

in the Micronesian schools. It found that textbooks sere still largely from

the United States and of little relevance to Micronesia. The same Mission also

felt that more emphasis should be given to the teaching of the culture and
tradition of the individual districts, of Micronesia as a whole, and of the

Pacific region at large. It appears that within the last three years progress

has been made in adapting curricula to Micronesian needs especially in mathematics,

social science and history. We commend the Administration for its efforts in
this field and hope that they will be pursued in other areas of the curricula.
However, too many textbooks pre still geared to the United States system - an
orientation which is perhaps inevitable as long as a large percentage of the

high school teachers are from that country. Besides learning about their own
districts and about Micronesia, students should be given more instruction about
neighbouring Pacific countries and on the experience of developing n.tions not

only in the Pacific but elsewhere. Some civics courses feature a study of

comparative political institutions and political geography, but the quality of
these courses depends on the individual teacher and reflects his personal interests.
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In this connexion, we note that, despite the establishment of a Territorial

Curriculum Council, the district education authorities, and indeed, in some

instances, the individual headmasters have complete control over curriculum

mattersias long as their programmes do not require additional money. We welcome

this and share the view of the Committee on Education of the Congress of Micronesia

that instruction in the early grades should be attuned to local cultures and

customs at the discretion of local educational authorities, but that in the

more advanced grades, Micronesian students from different parts of the Trust

Territory should share a common curriculum. Production of the social science

textbooks referred to above contributes to this objective but little has been

done to implement a territorial curriculum at the high school level.

449. Finally, school libraries, which are often the only ones to be found in the

district, generally contain a limited and haphazard selection of books. The

Administration should pay more attention to providing libraries with material

appropriate to the Pacific area, and should include more books on other

developing countries and on the United Nations.

J. Dissemination of information on the United Nations

450. Details of the dissemination of information on the United Nations are

contained in the report of the 1970 Visiting Mission. I/ Since then, some

instruction on the United Nations and the Trusteeship System has been introduced

into social studies classes. Some members of the Mission attended a civics or

rovernment class at one of the high schools where students were being taken

through the verbatim records of the thirty-eighth session of the Trusteeship

Council. The recently produced textbooks and booklets for the Picronesian social

studies programme (see paragraph 446 above) contain some information on the

United Nations. The Mission also noted in the course of its visit to high schools

that the libraries contained some United Nations reports and other United Nations

material and that local radio stations broadcast on a regular weekly basis the

weekly programme of the Office of Public Information on United Nations events,

"This week at the United Nations".

451. A considerable amount of material about the United Nations is available

in the Trust Territory. Its distribution, however, is often very poor and its

use both as display material and for social science or other studies varies from

district to district. Much depends on the initiative of individual teachers and

administrators. As in 1970, the Mission observed that in many schools and public

buildings United Nations posters on display were years and even decades out of

date.

452. Despite the availability of material on the United Nations, it was clear

to us that many people in the Trust Territory were unaware of the most basic facts

// Official Records of the Trusteestali CounciltThirty_-seventh Session,

SuPPlement No. 2, para. 433.
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concerning the responsibility of the United Nations towards the Trust Territory.
This lack of awareness was not confined to average members of the public or
junior officials but also to icronesians (and expatriates) in senior positions of
renponsibility. Few persons whom the Mission met had read the report of the 1970
Visiting Mission. Fewer still had read the most recent recommendations of the
Trusteeship Council. Most United Nations material, although it could be unearthed
in school libraries, gave little evidence of having been read, except in those
cases where it was incorporated into an educational programme. We believe that
teacher training programmes should include instruction on the role of the United
Nations, including its responsibilities for Micronesia, and that a standard
presentation of material on the United Nations and the Trust Territory should be
incorporated in social science studies in the Territory's high schools.

453. It is unfortunate that there seems to be little popular awareness of or
interest in, the United Nations. Indeed, for the vast bulk of the population, the
celebration of United Nations Day may be the only indication that the United
Nations exists at all. We again recommend that the Administration should
distribute as widely as possible such things as summaries of the Trusteeship
Council's recommendations and of the conclusions of visiting missions. Although
we realize the practical difficulties, we consider that, wherever possible, the
summaries and conclusions should be rewritten in the most simple form of English
and also should be translated into local languages. The present form of United
Nations radio broadcasts, as rebroadcast by the iriividual district radio stations,
are almost totally useless and thought should be giver to the production of a
programme on the United Nations and how its activities affect the Trust Territory,
at a more simple and more readily understood level.



CHAPTER VI

WAR AND POST-WAR DAMAGE CLAIMS

A. War damage

454. Because of its geographical position, Micronesia had the unhappy privilege of
being the theatre of some of the fiercest fighting of the Second World War. The

population unwillingly involved in the fighting suffered three kinds of damage:

(a) Encroachments on property rights when the Japanese army was preparing for
the attack of December 1941 and later when it was organizing the struggle against

United States forces; .

(k) Damage to persons and property during the hostilities parUcularly
in 1944;

(4) Material damage after the United States took the islands ("post-secure"

damage).

455. No arrangements were ever contemplated to componsate for the damage referred
to in paragraph 454 (a) above. However, it was laid down in policy Letter No. 1
of 29 December 1947 that any land of which the German and Japanese Governments had
physically taken possession was to be considered publl.c land; that any sales of
such land to individuals after 27 March 1935, the date of Japan's withdrawal from
the League of Nations, were deemed to be void; and that sales by "non-Japanese"
(actually Micronesians) to the Japanese Government or Japanese individuals after
the same date were deemed to be valid, unless it was proved that the transaction
had not been concluded freely and that fair compensation had not been paid. In

the latter case, the sale was declared void and the land was returned to its owner
against payment to the Territory of the price paid by the Japanese purchaser. These

provisions appear to have been applied when the land in question was subsequently
used by the United States Administration: No regulations were issued or
contemplated in connexion with damage, other than forced sales of land sustained

as a result of the Japanese army's war preparations in Micronesia.

456. Some of the damage referred to in paragraph 454 (b) and (c) was covered by a

compensation procedure. Under land regulations issued in 19531.Micronesians were
given a time-limit (one year or more from the date of publication of a notice) to
have declared void sales of lend to the Japanese Government or Japanese individuals,
the validity of which was contested on the basis of the above - mentioned policy

Letter No. 1. In addition, under the same 1953 regulations, where land belonsing
to Micronesians and occunied by the United States Administration was needed by the
latter, the owners were to be compensated by an exchange of public land for their
properties or, failing that, by payment of a rent. The application of the 1953
regulations caused some discontent, particularly in the Truk and Mariana Islands
districts, the complaint being either that the time-limit for submission of claims
had been poorly publicized or that the rents were inadequate.
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457. In Truk, the 'fission received several petitions on the subject. One of them,
relating; to all administration lands, was supported orally by RepreE ntative
Sasauo haruo, who also submitted to the Congress of Micronesia draft resolution
No. 31 on the same subject. According to the petition, Ificronesia;1 landowners,
being ill-informed, badly represented and intimidated by the power of the
territorial authority, had, between 1956 and 1958, accepted a rent that was
completely inadequate (4,18 per month) in return for the occupation of their lands
by the Administration for an indefinite period. The petition requested that the
leases should be completely renegotiated. When invited to comment, the District
Administrator stated that the 1956-1958 negotiations had been perfectly
straightforward, that the landowners had been represented by respected and able
persons like Chief Petrus fail°, and that the amount of rent fixed had been at the
time, and still was, not only fair but comparable to that paid for similar land
rented by private parties. The other two petitions related to individual cases.

458. For almost 30 years, the ;licronesians have been constantly seeking
compensation for the other war damage referred to in paragraph 454 (b) and (c)
above. All visiting missions, beginning with the first in 1950, have heard this
question raised and have recommended that measures should be taken to arrive at a

speedy and fair settlement. On 28 April 1952, the United States signed a treaty of
peace, article 4 (a) of which envisaged the conclusion of a special agreement
concerning the property and claims of Japan and of its nationals against the
Administering Authority of the Trust Territory, and the property and claims of
residents of .iicronesia against Japan and its nationals.

459. The special agreement "settling finally and completely" the question of such
property and claims was signed on 18 April 1969. Without ruling on anyone's
liability this agreement provided that as an ex gratia contribution to the welfare
of the inhabitants of the Territory:

(a) Japan would place at the disposal of the Administering Authority

1.8 thousand million yen or million (now approximately (.a million) for the
purchase of Japanese commodities, the purchases to be made over a period of three
years from a certain date (actually 1 July 1971). Such purchases, however, have

not yet commenced. So far, only one third of the total amount of 1.8 thousand
million yen is reported to have been paid into the war damage fund.

(b) The United States would establish a z million fund to be used for the
welfare of the inhabitants of the Territory. As will be seen below (paragraph 460),

this fund has in fact been established.

460. An excham-e of letters, signed at the same time as the Japanese-American
acreement, permitted Japanese ships to call at ports in Palau and Truk for the
purchase of supplies and for rest and recreation for their crews as from the date
on which purchases of Japanese commodities by the Territory would be possible

(cf. the preceding paragraph). The same excharve of letters allowed the Japanese
to salvage sunken Japanese ships in Micronesian territorial waters over a three-
year period be:inninc from tile same date. As of now, which i3 a little :core than
one -./.?ar before the expiration of that period, no salvage operations have been
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461. United States Law 92-39 of 1 July 1971 gave effect to the agreement of
April 1969. The law established a Micronesian Claims Fund, consisting solely of the
contributions mentioned in paragraph 459 above, namely, the United States payment of
$5 million and the matChinm payment of what was then an equivalent amount of
1.8 thousand million yen in Japanese commodities and services. "With a view to
maintaining, friendly relations" with the population, Title TI of the law authorized an

appropriation of $20 million for the "final" settlement of bodily or material damage
caused to Micronesians by the United States armed forces, United States civilian and
military personnel and employees of the Territory, including damage resulting from
the acquisition, use or retention of land without compensation or apinst payment of
inadequate amounts. Law 92-39 also established a five-member Micronesian Claims
Commission, which was placed under the authority of the Chairman of the United States
Foreign Claims Settlement Commission and was empowered to adopt its own rules. This

Commission was to register claims within a period of not more than one year from the
date of its establishment and was to complete its entire task as speedily as possible
and, in any event, not more than three years after the expiration of the initial
period. It was to consider only claims by inhabitants who had sustained bodily or
material damage resulting directly from Japanese-American hostilities between
7 December 1941 and the various dates on which the different islands had been taken
and between the latter dates and 1 July 1951.

462. The Commission was appointed and began its work on 16 October 1972 under the
chairmanship of a war damages expert, Mr. Ben M. Greer. It sent agents to the six

district centres and to some outlying archipelagos to register claims. The Mission
obtained information from Mr. Greer and his staff on how the operations were

Proceeding in practice. Claimants are asked to contact the Commission's local agent,

to whom they give information concerning their claims. The agent who completes the

forms has no authority to criticize or contest the statements made by the claimants.
One agent can handle approximately five cases a day. By the beginning of March,
2,500 forms had teen filled in and the Administration was satisfied that the process
could be completed within the legal time-limit, i.e., by 16 October 1973. Although

they are bound to be impartial, the Commission's agents, who receive assistance from
the Administration and, as regards transport, from the United States navy, try to
facilitate the material task of the claimants and to render assistance to them.

463. The Commission will set a rate for each category of damage 8/ and has already
established guidelines without, however, laying down inflexible rules. The

Commission considers the 1971 legislation very liberal because it provides
compensation for loss of human life, which is "perhaps unique in the world" and has
never been regarded as obligatory under international lew. In addition, the law

authorizes compensation for the mere use of landed property, this beinm an

innovation in United States war damages law. Where cash losses are concerned, the
Commission is of the opinion that they will have to be evaluated on the basis of
the Micronesian standard of living at the end of the war (when the daily wage was

five cents); in the case of landed property, it requires proof of ownership through
the presentation of a title claim.

1 Including use or destruction of buildings or land, loss of livestock,

trees, clothing, furniture or cash, unpaid wages and death.
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464. The ,ission took note of communications T/con.lo/L.89, T/cor.lo/L.90 and
T/C01,.10/L.91 concerning war damage. Throughout its visit, in every district, it
heard complaints on this subject. One of the complaints merits special comment.
It concerns the statements of losses drawn up jointly and at great expense,
reportedly v100,000, by the Palau and Mariana Islands legislatures. These
documents were prepared on the basis of affidavits which were apparently drawn up
quite carefully but not in the form prescribed by the Commission's rules and were
evidently based solely on the testimony of the persons concerned. In the case of
the Mariana Islands, 792 affidavits were collected. The damage was evaluated at
$32 million, of which A million (including ';5.3 million for deaths) was
attributable to Japan, and 4,23 million (including w22.3 million for landed
property) was attributable to the United States.

465. ane main complaints expressed during the visit or in the petitions were as
follows;

(a) Compensation will be paid in 1976, which is more than 30 years after the
end of the Japanese-American hostilities at a time when many victims are dead or
too old to benefit from the compensation; in particular, it will have taken five
years to implement Law 92-39, although his law in no way prohibited speedy payment
of compensation for post-secure damage.

(b) It is unreasonable to ask landowners to produce titles in a country which
had no written law until recently, and to require claimants to calculate from
memory an accurate assessment of the value of damage sustained a quarter of a
century ago, when the United States Foreign Claims Settlement Commission is
perfectly capable of making the evaluations.

(c) The United States Congress should not have placed a ceiling on
compensation or set the ceiling at only :AO million (now worth $12 million). For
recent typhoon damaL;e, for example, Truk alone received emergency relief of
d2 uillion.

(d) The claim forms are too complicated.

(e) Japan should have paid its compensation in cash and should not have been
given the right either to recover the wrecks of sunken ships or to have its ships
call at Truk and Palau.

466. Uith regard to the criticisms expressed concerning the recularization between
1)56 and 1962 of wartime and post-secure occupation of land in Truk, the jission
can state that it found spokesmen for both the petitioners and the Administration
equally convinced of the legal and moral rectitude of their cause. That being so,
a settlement of the matter should lie with the courts. We are inclined to the view
that the Administration should encourage the question to be thus settled and should
not therefore invoke its ri ~ht of 'sovereign immunity .

147. :(2 must rer.eat what was said by all our predecessors, namely, that the delay
in compensating the Micronesians who suffered from the war without being a party
to it is wrong and unjust. Settlement of the matter was made dependent on



negotiations with Japan which did not begin until 1952, tuey went on intermittently
for 14 years, weie resumed in 1966, and were completed only in 1969 with the
allocation of an exceedingly modest Japanese contribution. The first three
instalments of the contribution have just now, four years later, been paid. Such
a delay robs the Administering Authority of the moral advantage it would have
reaped from the adoption of an unquestionably literal law (compensation for death,
broad interpretation of the concept of damage to property) and makes the
implementation of that law haphazard, since it may well be that imposters will
improperly obtain compensation and genuine victims will not be compensated. In

addition, the population is growing accustomed to a confused and sometimes mythical
conception of war damage.

468. It is now too late to remedy this state of affairs, but we wish most earnestly
to recommend that no effort be spared to ensure that the Commission begin considering
the applications not later than October 1973 and notify the applicants of its
individual adjudications as it goes along without waiting to complete the procedure

for all cases. So far as payment is concerned, Law 92-39 implicitly prohibits any
settlement before the end of 1976, because it sets budgetary ceilings ($12 million

for war damage and $20 million for post-secure damage) and it requires the
Commission, explicitly in the case of war damage and implicitly in the case of other
damage, to award compensation within those ceilings, and therefore to wait until all
cases have been considered and any disputes have been settled before fixing the
final amount. Inasmuch as the Administering Authority apparently considers that
the appropriations are adequate (cf. the statement by the representative of the
Department of State to the competent committee of the United States Congress) to
cover all compensation due, it should be prepared to pay compensations immediately
upon determination and acceptance, with or without dispute by the beneficiaries.
If the appropriations then prove inadequate, as the original request was based on
an estimate of adequacy, the Administering Authority should appropriate whatever
additional funus might be necessary to complete the payments due. In the short
term, the Mission regrets that the amount of $20 million, intended as compensation
for post-secure damage, hns been authorized but not appropriated by the United

States Congress. With regard to the method of calculating compensation, it seems
reasonable to take, as the point of reference, the time when.the damage was
sustained, disregarding later economic changes but correcting the figures to allow
for inflation since 1951, as was indeed implicitly agreed by the representative of
the Department of State in his statement referred to above.

469. With regard to the affidavits collected by the Mariana Islands and Palau
legislatures, the amount, totalling $80 million, is sufficiently high to arouse
some doubt concerning the accuracy of a part of the information presented.
Nevertheless, the Commission should take those affidavits into careful consideration
when procession. claims in the two districts and regard them, if not as a sole basis

for claims, at least as valuable sources of supplementary information.

470. The Commission's forms contain many questions, some of which are quite long.
The Mission noted, however, that the agents had also accepted general replies.

If the Commission takes an equally liberal attitude, the criticisms voiced

concerning the forms can b#1 disregarded. We were astonished to learn that item 2?

on the form concerning individual titles to property should be applied so strictly

in a country where many customary rights to landed property are not recorded in

writing.
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471. The procedure used by Japan to settle its contribution, which in any event is
very modest, was chosen because it had been adopted by the Government of Japan in
other countries that had suffered from the war. Apart from the fact that it
requires purchases to be made in Japan, it has the disadvantage of being complicated.
The main roint, however, is that full payments should be made as soon as possible.

472. Ally attempt to salva,,e the sunken Japanese ships in Micronesia would
undoubtedly anger many people in Micronesia, especially in Truk, where the sunken
fleet is a prime tourist attraction and a magnet for divers from all over the world.
From what we were told, however, it would appear that Japanese enterprises are not
now inteicJted in these operations, and that the Government of Japan does not wish
to encourage them; nor would it allow the work to be carried out without first
consultin the Territory.

B. Post-war damage

1. Tests of explosives

473. Immediately after the war, Bikini and Eniwetok atolls, in the northern part of
the Marshall Islands, were selected by the United States as sites for nuclear tests.

474. On 15 April 1946, the United States acquired the right to use Bikini Atoll for
an indefinite period, subject to review every five years. Consequently, the
167 inhabitants had to be settled elsewhere: first on Rongelap, 130 miles to the
south-east, where they experienced health difficulties; then on Kwajalein, where
they were again unhappy; and finally on Kili and four neighbouring islands,
500 miles from their place of origin, but which they indicated by secret ballot they
preferred to Wotho Atoll, although it was much nearer. An agreement of
22 November 1956 provided that the new settlement would be used by the Bikinians
until they returned, if they so wished, to their atoll of origin when the United
States authorized such a return. In the meantime, they would receive $25,000 in
cash and the annual interest on a capital amount of $300,000. On 17 March 1970,
following a presidential declaration of 12 August 1969, a new agreement between
the United States and the Territory terminated the right of the United States
Government to use Bikini Atoll, with tte exception of two small lots, a jetty and
an airfield. The sum of $3 million was appropriated to resettle the Bikinians.
This money has been used, as the "ission saw during its visit to Bikini, to plant
a substantial coconut plantation, expected to come into production in 1977; to
plant certain other crops; and to build 80 houses, of which 40 have already been
erected and the remaining 40 are to be constructed shortly. Some public buildings
also will be built. The houses erected so far are of simple design and concrete
construction, but are more imrressive than much of the housing*, construction seen
elsewhere in the Territory. Of the 300 Bikinians (the population has doubled
since 1946), only 200 have decided to return to their atoll next September, but
200 persons from other atolls have expressed the desire to join them.

475 Eniwetok Atoll was such more seriously affected by the nuclear tests and,
after 1954, by the themonuclear tests. In 1947, its 137 inhabitants were
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evacuated to Ujelanp, 140 miles to the south, and they now number approximately
400. 9/ The tests have been discont:rnied, and the Administering Authority has
agreed to the return of Eniwetok to its inhabitants. However, the Administering
Authority has also expressed its intention of using Eniwetok, in the remaining
period prior to its return, for experiments with non-atomic explosives as part of
the "Pacific Atoll Cratering Experiment" (PACE). At the time that the Mission
was in the Territory, the inhabitants, with the assistance of lawyers of the
Micronesian Legal Services Corporation, had pleaded before the Ninth Circuit Court
in Hawaii that the PACE project violated United States laws on the environment.
An injunction against continued tests was obtained in November 1972, but no
judgement on the merits of the case had been delivered at the time of preparation
of this report.

476. On 1 March 1954, the 82 inhabitants of Rongelap Atoll, east of Bikini, were
exposed to atomic radiation from a thermonuclear explosion. They were immediately
evacuated to Kwajalein and then settled and treated on Majuro Atoll until July 1957.
Their health was affected by radiation exposure. In compensation, the
Administration built a new village for them and under an act of 22 August 1964
allocated the sum of $950,000 to be paid to them either as capital or interest.
The 23-member crew of a Japanese vessel, Fukuryu Maru, victim of the same explosion,
received only a small part (11 per cent) o77WeFFirilion compensation offered to
Japan by the United States Government on 4 January 1955. The rest went to fishing
companies financially affected by the incident. Thus, each Japanese seaman
received only $5,556 (the family of a seaman who died received $15,278) compared
with $10,494 for each inhabitant of Rongelap.

477. Since 1954, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) has had the population of
Rongelap Atoll (and the population of neighbouring Utirik Atoll, who were also
affected) examined each year by a medical team. In 1972, following the
establishment by the Congress of Micronesia of a special joint committee, on the
proposal of Representative Ataji Balos, three Japanese doctors were also scheduled
to visit the atolls. This having fallen through, the team responsible for the
annual medical examination was joined in its September visit by four specialists:
one American, two Japanese and one British. It diagnosed two thyroid complaints
and one case of leukaemia, which was to prove fatal in the following November. The
people of Rongelap and Representative Ataji Balos told the Mission that in their
opinion if the Japanese medical team had come to the island in March 1972,it would
have detected the leukaemia in time for the young victim to be cured. At the
January 1973 session of the Congress of Micronesia, two bills were submitted aimed
at authorizing the people of Rongelap and Utirik to be examined at the district
hospital free of charge when necessary at times other than during the period of the
annual visit of the AEC team, and aimed also at extending the powers of the special
joint committee. On 18 February 1973, Senator Borja, chairman of that committee,
suggested to the Mission that the United Nations Scientific Committee on the

2/ Pursuant to an agreement of 3 February 1944, the population of
Eniwetok ceded to the Air Force the use, for an indefinite period, of an area of
1,708 acres, against payment of $175,000. In addition, on 19 August 1969, an
ex gratis payment of $1,020,000 was made to them.



Effects of Atomic Radiation should examin, t!'. effects of atomic fall-out on those
who had been exposed to it.

478. According to a document supplied by the '4icronesia Legal Services Corporation,
the population of Utirik, a victim, like the neighbour population at Rongelap, of
the 1954 tests, has not received any compensation.

479. The "Mission was able to visit Rongelan and Bikini, but not Eniwetok. We
reached the followinm conclusions:

(a) The reconstruction of Bikini has been carried out in such a way that the
living conditions of the inhabitants are likely to be better than they were in 1946.
It must be remembered, however, that the population suffered a traumatic experience
throu'h its displacement for 27 years. The Administering Authority should not be
considered to have discharged its obligation to the Bikinians once they have been
resettled; economic, social and technical assistance will be required for some time.
We also wonder whether Bikini's world-wide renown could be used to the advantage of
its people by classifying the island as an historical site and by developing it as
a tourist attraction. This is, however, primarily a matter for the Bikinians and
is an option which they may wish to consider following their resettlement.

(b) The population of Rongelap seems to have resumed a normal life, but it
is still scarred by its unfortunate experience. .There is a clear need for them to
have close and continuing medical attention. It is regrettable that they were
oily compensated eight years after the Javanese seamen who were victims of the
same incident. We do not feel qualified to comment on the Micronesian suggestion
that the United Nations scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation
should study the affects of fall-out, but suggest that the Administering Authority
should rive serious consideration to the request.

(c) As to Eniwetok, we feel that once the Administering Authority had decided
to return the atoll to its inhabitants, it should have refrained from considering
its use for any further military purposes.

2. issile Range

480. Kwajalein is the name of both a huge atoll, the largest in the world, situated

more or less in the centre of the Marshall archipelago, and an island 10/ at the
south end of the atoll. Used by Japanese armed forces before the declaration of
war in 1941, the atoll was taken in February 1944, after fierce fighting by
United States troops which have since occupied several of its islands, including
Kwajalein, South and North Loi, Ebeye and Roi-lamur (Ruot-Nimur-Enedrikdrik). On
9 February 1964, a contract concluded between the Trust Territory (with a subrogation
option in favour of the United States) and the traditional owners regularized the

10/ Whether or not entirely surrounded by water, any part, however small, of
an atoll is called an "island" if it constitutes a geographical entity; thus, there
are 96 "islands" on Kwajalein Atoll.
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situation of those five islnnas, with tl ,xception of 'poi - Namur. This was against
payment of the st.m of '!$750,000, or apprJKitely ':11,000 per acre, and, in return,
a 99-year lease li/ was granted, with th, rroviso that upon the expiry of each
five-year period it could be terminated if the Administration no longer needed the
land. In addition, during the period of the lease, landowners were to be permitted
to visit their lands, subject to written authorization. Lastly, under the agreement,
the Administration had to pay a special compensation to a landowner if, after having
authorized him to harvest his crops, they were subsequently destroyed. The
landowners stated explicitly that they had accepted the agreement because they hoped
that the United States Government would improve the economic and social conditions
of the Marshall Islands people, particularly those on Ebeye.

481. On 7 October 1963, the islands of 1eik, Ambo (Legan) and Ilene (Ningi), which
had not been occupied previously, were leased on the same terms but at the rate of
$500 per acre. Certain parts of the island of Ennylabegan (Carlos), which were
occupied on 11 July 1960, were the subject of a High Court decision of 20 May 1963
granting the Territory (which immediately transferred its rights to the United
States) indefinite user rights against payment of a sum of $500 ner acre. Gagon
and Illigini were leased for 25 years at the rate of "1,000 per acre in 1968 and
1969 respectively.

482. The case of Roi-Namur, involving 420 acres, has not been settled. The United
States authorities, believing at the outset that the Japanese administration had
paid for the lands, learnt in 1965 from the Administrator of Lands that that was
not the case. Negotiations were then begun with the owners, and, in 1970, a
Honolulu valuer informed the United States Department of Defense of his assessment
of the sum to be paid for the 25 years of previous occupation and the 25 years of
remaining lease time. After a delay of two years, during which the traditional
chiefs threatened in vain to return to their island, on 2 September 1972 the
Congress of 'Micronesia adopted a resolution requesting the United States Army to
pay "immediately just and due compensation" (see T/CON.10/L.88). Talks were
subsequently resumed. A United States offer (reportedly of '500 per acre) was
rejected and a much higher counter-suggestion (reportedly $4,000 per acre) was
proposed by the landowners. According 1.o Representative Balos, the landowners
would not accept the Kwajalein rate of $1,000, because that would ''leave each
landowner only 7.50 dollars per year". At the time of the ',fission's visit, these
discussions, about which the parties gave no details, were still in progress.
Representative Balos, who called on the fission about this subject, has become the
advocate for the owners. He stated that the former inhabitants of Roi-Namur had
had to settle either on Ennebuir, which was empty but too small for them and, in
any case, belongs to third parties, or or various other islands of the atoll,
particularly Ebeye.

483. Camplaints were made to the 'lission, notably by Iroij Kabua, concerning the
islands of Eniwetak, Omelek, Gellinam and Gujigu, which were also occupied first
by the Japanese and then by the United States military authorities without

11/ In the case of aeyo, thP leale relltei to the entire island ror the period
1944-1964, but after that only to lots actually occupied by the Administration.
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compensation. In fact, the first three were a,-arently the subject of a provisional
judgement of 2 April 1966 orderint, the Terri tor;' to deposit $27,000, or a little
less than $1,000 per acre, but apparently no final decision has yet been taken.

434. Since 1964, Kwajalein has been used by the United States armed forces as a
missile range. A military base, scientific and technological services and housing
and installations for a population of approximately 5,000 have been established on
Kwajalein Island. The firing range section of the atoll is a long rectangle of
31 by 180 nautical miles, which traverses it in a north -west /south -east direction,
excluding only the northern and southern tips. This is known as the mid-atoll
corridor. The 11 innabited islands in the firing range were evacuated before the
beginning of the tests as a precaution, the military authorities having preferred
evacuation to the construction of shelters. One hundred and fifty-eight persons
were displaced and settled in new housing on Ebeye: In compensation, the United
States Army, acting through the Trust Territory, constructed housing for them and
romised to improve sanitary conditions on &eye. In addition, pursuant to an
agreement of 8 December 1970, it paid those concerned, who were represented by
their chiefs, "in compensation for all damage suffered", an amount of $420,000
per year. Lastly, it authorized the inhabitants to return to their islands at
certain periods of the year in order to harvest their crops and it purchased a boat
for this purpose. In our discussions with the people on Ebeye, several speakers
complained that conditions on Ebeye were unsatisfactory and that they had to spend
much more than the amounts they had received in compensation in order to survive.

485. The island of Ebeye deserves special consideration. It is part of the atoll
and 20 ninutes by motor-boat from Kwajalein. Ebeye serves as a refuge for evacuees
from the mid-atoll corridor and as a dormitory town for the 700 workers who go to
the base every day. Its population has grown from 2,800 to 5,500 since the tests
began. The surface area of Ebeye does not exceed 76 acres, 15 of which are
occupied by a Coast Guard station. The Administration has constructed a 20-bed
hospital (the new building designed to replace the old hospital which the Mission
visited is not yet completed), low-cost housing, drains and schools (including an
excellent kinderwarten). Ufortunately, because of overcrowding and particularly.
by contrast with its neigLboir island, Ebeye is a dismal and depressing sight, a
slum occupying the whole of a Pacific island.

486. The erection of a network of military installations on Kwajalein Atoll has
unquestionably brought employment to a population greatly affected by the decline
in the world price of copra. High wages on Ebeye are, however, accompanied by an
exceptionally high cost of living. The existence of the installations certainly
gives rise to social problems; but having discarded their traditional way of life,
it would be difficult for many of the people of Ebeye to return to subsistence
living on their home islands. Any reduction or removal of the installations should
therefore be planned well in advance.

487. Something must clearly be done to improve conditions on Ebeye. We understand
that the Coast Guard station is to be closed down. The sooner this takes place and
the land occupied by it is made available for public use the better. But this may
not be enough to relieve the overcrowding. We learned with satisfaction
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that a town plan had been prepared for the island of Carlson where, in addition, a

start has been made on pig and poultry breeding. The island can, however, support

only 450 persons and that is not enough to relieve Ebeye's burden.

488. As regards Roi-Namur, we trust that an equitable solution will soon be found

to this 30-year-old case and that account will be taken of the length of the

occupation and the rise in the cost of living since 1964. In addition, the

traditional landowners should, for their part, cease to regard the letting of land

as the principal source of income in the archipelago. Our comments on Roi-Namur

apply to those other islands whose status has not yet been regularized. It is

abnormal that a provisional judgement in 1966 should net have been followea by a

final decision by 1973. Lastly, to the extent that it applies to persons who had

to leave their islands against their will, the contract concerning the mid-atoll

corridor seems to have been prepared with a real desire to reduce and compensate e

for the damage sustained.

3. Retention land

489. The land occupied by the United States armed forces in Micronesia is called

"retention land", a term which causes confusion. Actually, apart from the special

areas in Marshall Islands District, it consists of about 9,000 acres on Tinian, or

approximately. one third of the island, and nearly 5,000 acres, including the

airport, on Saipan. This land was leased in July and August 1944 for an indefinite

period, at the rate of $40 per acre, the amount involved being paid into a trust

fund. Under an agreement of 23 December 1955 between the United States Secretaries

of State, the Interior and the Navy, the Secretary of State undertook on behalf of

the Trust Territory to obtain for the United States armed forces any land which they

might need "provided that the use thereof is in conformity with the purposes of the

Trusteeshi,, Agreement".

490. During its visit to Saipan, the Mission heard two kinds of criticism concerning

retention land. The first was that, although such land had been reduced in area in

recent years, it was still excessive. The second was that the money in the trust

fund had been used for budget appropriations - for example, for the construction of

a hospital - and not for the direct benefit of the original owners. In Tinian, the

Municipal Council submitted a resolution urging the United States to return "all

land which might be suitable for agricultural development". However, it also

expressed the desire that a military base - but not a munitions dump - should be

set up on the island, because it would bring economic prosperity to the population.

491. The Coast Guard's primary function in Micronesia is as part of the network of

loran stations. 13/ There are loran stations on Eniwetok, Yap, Etc're, Angaur and

Saipan. The Mission received contradictory complaints concerning th- Coast Guard:

on Ebeye, there were objections to its unnecessarily occupying a large part of the

island, while, on Angaur, people expressed regret that it was preparing to leave.

12/ A system of long-range navigation stations.
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492. We consider that it is now time for the Administering Authority to decide
whether it still needs to retain land for possible military use, and if so how much,
and then It should relinquish the rest. It is certainly surprising that, nearly
30 years after the end of the war, the Navy or the Air Force should tie up large
areas of land on the pretext that they mir'ht some day be of use to them. With
regard to the Coast Guard stations, we understand that all or most are to be
wit%draun; land occupied by them will then presumably be returned to the Territory
for public use. We hope that the Administering Authority will be able to inform
the Trusteeship Council at its fortieth session that this will be done.

493. "e do not wish to express any opinion on the strategic Trusteeship System under
which Micronesia was placed. The people of Micronesia, having been involved without
their consent in one war, were then put under the International Mandate System of
the League of nations, subsequently were involved in another war and finally were
put under the International Trusteeship System of the United Nations. By 1973,
they had still not been fully compensated for the damage sustained, during either
the first or the second period. We believe this particular legacy of the past
should be liquidated without delay.



CHAPTER VTI

FUTURE STATUS

A. Backzround: the Territory as a whole

494. Less than two years after its creation, the Congress of Micronesia petitioned
the President of the United States, on 9 August 1966, to establish a commission to
consult the people with a view to ascertaining their wishes on the future and to
report on the subject by the end of 1968. The following year, a presidential
message proposed the establishment of a commission to recommend the best means of
allowing the inhabitants to express their views freely and called for a plebiscite
by 30 June 1972. At the same time (August 1967), the Congress established the Future
Political Status Commission. On 17 April 1969, the Commission released a "Statement
of Intent" recommending the establishment of a self-governing State which would
negotiate with the United States a permanent free association; if those talks vhould
fail, the solution would be independence, which was regarded "not as an alternative
but as the only goal left open". The Commission's report, three months later,
followed the same lines and stated that the option for independence presented as "a
second alternative" would no doubt find better acceptance with the United Nations

than any other. The United States Government, for its part, expressed the.idea that
the future status of Micronesia should be worked out by a group of members of the

Congress and representatives of the United States.

495. On 29 August 1969, th! Congress of Micronesia established a Political-Status
Delegation, consisting of 10 members, to seek an early resolution of the problems,
separately or in connexion with United States legislation (the options being
association or independence). The Delegation began its talks at Washington, D.C.,

the following month with the United States Department of the Interior. It was

unable to reach agreement with the Department because of a dispute over the tale of

Micronesian land for military purposes. In January 1970, at Saipan, the Delegation
rejected a draft United States bill which would have made Micronesia an
"unincorporated territory" like Guam. Four months later, again at Saipan, there was

further disagreement: the United States delegation rejected the Micronesian proposals
concerning free association and independence, while the Micronesians considered a plan
for Commonwealth status to be inadequate.

496. In March 1971, the President of the Uniled States decided that the talks should
be resumed on a new basis; they would be conducted on the United States side, not by
the Secretary of the Interior but by his special representative,
Mr. Franklin Haydn Williams. In October 1971, Mr. Williams held meetings at Hana,
Hawaii, with the new Joint Committee on Future Status established by the Congress

of Micronesia. He agreed to discuss the subject on the basis of "free association"
and submitted a proposal for a draft compact which would, inter alia, recognize the
right of Micronesia to adopt its own constitution and, where land was concerned,
reserve for the United States certain lands. A wide degree of understanding was
reached, but important questions such as nationality, the movement of persons, the
conduct of foreign policy, the return of military land to the Territory's control
and the procedure for the termination of the compact were left unsettled.
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497. In Koror, however, in April 1972, the goal appeared to be within reach. It
was agreed that the compact could be terminated after a certain number of years,
the Micronesian Government would be able to participate in regional organizations
and "ould be consulted on international matters directly in its interest, and,
before the compact was signed, the amount of land to be retained by the United
States would be settled and a mutual security pact which could not be terminated
unilaterally would be negotiated.

498. The fifth round of talks, at Washington, D.C., in July-August 1972, confirmed
the favourable impressions of the previous spring; the two delegations agreed on
the preamble and the first three titles (internal and external affairs and defence)
of a "tentative preliminary" text incorporating the points agreed on by the parties
at the Koror talks.

499. However, in the sixth round of talks at Barbers Point, Hawaii, in October 1972,
Mr. Williams and the representatives of Micronesia parted after deciding to suspend
the discussions for a time and to remain in communication on the question of further
action. What happened? In August, the Congress of Micronesia, meeting in special
session, adopted resolution No. 117 instructing its Joint Committee on Future Status
to negotiate with the United States concerning the establishment of en independent
Micronesia while at the same time continuing the discussions on free association.
The Joint Committee complied with those instructions. The United States then took
the view that this new attitude raised the issue of what an agreement between the
two delegations amounted to, and said that the United States would have to reconsider
its position if the objective of free association was no longer accepted by the
Joint Committee. The Micronesian side replied that, when two negotiators agreed
on a text, they still had to obtain ratification of it from their principals.
Moreover, when a people was consulted on its future through a referendum, it should
be given a choice between two alternatives; nevertheless, free association was still
the principal objective, independence being only an alternative in case a compact of
free association should prove unacceptable to the Micronesian people.

500. The discussions have not been resumed since October. However, Mr. Williams
and his staff shortly afterwards opened talks with the Marianas on the question
of their secession. The United States representatives explained that the
initiative now lay with the Micronesians, who should indicate what independence
meant for them in practice.

501. In addition, the process of preparing the Territory for self-determidation
was interrupted. At the special session of the Congress of Micronesia, a
sub-committee of the Joint Committee on Future Status submitted a report entitled
"Micronesia, a New Frontier" which, looking towards free association, recommended
the formulation of a transitional political and economic programme spread over
three years, up.to July 1975, including the establishment of an "office of
transition". The report also suggested the establishment of a commission on
national unity and the convening of a constitutional conference. Three bills were
drafted to give effect to these suggestions, but none of them vas adopted by the
Congress, either in August 1972 or in February 1973, although the High Commissioner
and the President of the Senate (and also Mr. Williams) emphasized the importance
and urgency of corening the constitutional conference. The reason given for this
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surprising setback was that passage of the bills would have cost the budget
$700,000. A compromise, namely the establishment of a preparatory committee for
the constitutional conference at a modest cost of $50,000, was rejected by the
sponsors of the bills, who were in favour of all or nothing.

502. The Mission attended a meeting of the Senate and House of Representatives of
the Congress of Micronesia and had a working session with the Joint Committee on
Piture Status, which stated that its basic objective was "to carry through to
completion the discussions on the compact of free association, if that was possible".

503. Throughout its travels, the Mission, both at public meetings and in talks with
individuals, elected or otherwise, sought the views of the people on the future of
the Territory. In general, all except the students at the University of Guam were
somewhat reluctant to volunteer opinions on this subject. Nevertheless, the Mission
was eventually able to gather a number of viewpoints. In every district, it found
advocates both of independence and of the status quo; many speakers, on the other
hand, said that they did not fully understand what was meant by "free association".
Of those who favoured independence "because it is good", because "everyone should
be independent", some believed that independence would force the people to revert
to a subsistence economy and others that it would arouse their energy. The Mission
was often asked whether the United Nations would be able to help an independent
Micronesia. The Nahmwarkis (traditional chiefs) of Ponape said that they were in
favour of independence, which would enable them to recover their former powers,
including powers with regard to land. Advocates of the status quo generally stated
that before attaining self- determination, Micronesia should make much more
substantial economic progress. Some simply wanted the continuation of a United

States administration which they appreciated. Most speakers complained of not being

sufficiently informed of the status of the negotiations on the future, either by
the Administration or by members of the Congress. Several of the latter retorted
that they had tried, despite material difficulties, to arrange meetings with their
constituents on the question but had not been very successful; others acknowledged
that they had not reported fully to their constituents.

504. As indicated above, the discussions on the future of the Territory have been
seriously affected by disputes over land problems. The United States Government
maintains the view that it must retain some military sites in Micronesia and
perhaps acquire additional sites in the future, especially on Palau. The latter

plan was strongly criticized by everyone from Palau whom the Mission met outside

their district. On Koror itself, on 20 November 1972, 50 chiefs and elected
representatives signed a statement asserting "that the people of Palau did not want
any installations on their lands, since they would cause human suffering ". On

20 December, Mr. Williams went to Koror, where he met the two local high chiefs,
the Reklai and the Ibedul, who took a compromise position. They "refuse to

consider any plan for the use of their land by the Army so long as there had been
no satisfactory solution to the dispute concerning lands taken by foreign

individuals or Governments". (This was a reference to public land in Palau

District which, as elsewhere, is controlled by the Trust Territory Government.)

This was stated in a letter handed to the Mission on 23 February 1973. Many of

the persons whom the Mission met on Palau opposed the plan for acquisition of land



by the United States armed forces (which would consist of three parcels, including a
firing ranre, covering a total area of 32,000 acres), but the most common viewpoint
was that the question could not be considered until the general question of land
ownership had been disposed of.

B. Backrround: Mariana Islands District

505. When the first Visitin Mission went to Micronesia in 1950, the people of the
Marianas informed it of their desire to become United States nationals. Since that
tim,_!, they have constantly indicated that they wished to maintain a close
relationship with the United States. On 5 February 1961, they held an unofficial
poll which produced 1,557 votes for union with Guam and 818 for annexation by the
United States, while only 21 preferred the status quo. The Visiting Mission whi.h
arrived in the Territory shortly afterwardo received two petitions: one from
persons of Carolinian oririn in the Marianas who were opposed to unification with
Guam; the other from the local legislature favourin unification. The results of
a second poll were submitted to the 1964 Visiting Mission; of 1,886 persons who
voted. 1,231 desired unification with Guam. Further polls were held in 1967,
1068 and 1969. The last produced the following* results: for unification, 1,942;
for the establishment of a Micronesian associated State, 1,116; for becoming, an
unincorporated territory, 107; for independence, 19. Since then, the Marianas
have regulcrly sent petitions and petitioners to the Trusteeship Council as a token
of their wish to be distinguished from the rest of Micronesia. In 1971, a survey
made by the elected representatives of the Marianas is said to have shown that the
inhabitants of the district wanted a 'political union" with the United States.
The Joint Committee on Future Status pave the view that it would not objLet to a
political union encompassing the Mariana Islands if that union reflected the freely
expressed wishes of the majority of the population. At the talks on the future of
the Territory on Koror in April 1972, the members of the Joint Committee on Future
Status from the Mariana Islands, in a statement of position, requested separate
discussions with the United States, and their colleagues agreed that their request
mi-ht be transmitted to the United States delegation. It was accepted immediately
by the United States, sutject to ne,,otiations at a later stripe. A week later the
elected representatives of the Mariana Islands announced the establishment of their
own status commission, which was actually set up by Law No. 2, 1972 of 18 May of
the Mariana Islands District Legislature, while Senator Edward DLG. Pangelinan and
Representative Herman 0. Guerrero went to United Nations Headquarters to put their
case to the Trusteeship Council. They argued that commonwealth status would best
suit the people of the Marianas, who, in accordance with United Nations resolutions,
should be allowed to constitute separately a "political union" with the United
States.

506. On 13 December 1972, while the negotiations concerninP Micronesia were in
suspense, talks began between Mr. !1illiams, Personal Representative of the President
of the United States, and the "Marianas Political Status Commission", composed of
members of the Congress and of the lerislature, municipalities, parties and
commercial enterprises. Senator Panrelinan, the spokesman for the Commission, was
much less explicit than in the past concerning the future status of the secessionist
distr'A and spoke of a status of 'close association', without indicating any
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preference for the status of a "commonwealth", "unincorporated territory" or
anything else. Where government land and retention land were concerned, he
suggested that such lands should first be returned to the "government of the
Mariana Islands" and might later be the subject of negotiations for the
installation of military bases "socially integrated with the Marianas". He made
no further mention of a uniun of his district with Guam. Mr. Williams, for his
part, expressed his awareness of the importance to the Marianas of talks on how
they would govern themselves within the United States system.

507. The talks are scheduled to resume as this report is being drafted.

508. During its visit to the five other districts, the Mission asked the people it
met 'vhat they thought of separation for the Marianas. There WAS almost unanimous
opposition to it. Some speakers even reproached the Trusteeship Council for not
having condemned the Marianas separatist movement strongly enough. Others, who
favoured free association for Micronesia, considered that the adoption of such a
regime might perhaps induce the Mariana Islanders to remain within the Trust
Territory. Quite a number of others said that if the Mariana Islands were
authorized to follow their own path, every other district should be allowed to do
the same. Speakers at Saipan and Tinian and students from the Marianas in Guam
were in favour of separation. The "Marianas Political Status Commission"
informed the Mission that it had asked experts to examine the economic
consequences for Saipan of the separation of Mariana Islands District (and of the
departure of the High Commissioner and his staff and services). At Rota, the
speakers were more interested in their grievances against Saiphn than in
separation, but the Mayor of Rota later wrote to the Mission informing it that he
supported the separation movement and wished for "close association with the
United States". During the Mission's stay in the Territory, the Congress of
Micronesia adopted resolution. No. 38 according to which it was "the only authority
in the Territory that is legally entitled and able to conduct negotiations, through
its Joint Political Status Committee". The "Marianas Political Status Commission"
retorted by sending the Mission a study by a lawyer which reached exactly the
opposite conclusion. The Mariana Islands District Legislature also rejected the
view of the Congress.

509. Mr. Williams, with whom the Mission had a talk on 14 March, said that the
resolution of the Congress had been adopted by a minority of its members. It
would be given serious consideration but would not affect the position of the
United States because the inhabitants of the Mariana Islands had the right to
self-determination and article 6 of the Trusteeship Agreement recognized the
existence of ethnic differences. He said that in an important sense, the word
"Micronesia" was only a geographical term. Although he expressed the hope that a
common .solution would be found for all the districts, he went on to say that
preliminary steps would be taken to assist Mariana Islands District. to become a
separate entity.



C. Future status for the Territory as a whole

510. Tue talks on the future of the Territory have been going on for more than
three years. That means, first, that a snecial effort should be made to bring them
luickly to a close and, secondly, that wnile the talks are goinr on, the political
advancement of the Territory should be neither interrupted nor slowed down. In

that connexion, the undersigned members of the tise on recall that countries which

were formerly under trusteeship were usually riven self-government progressively

during the years preceding the formal act of self-determination.

511. re7ardin tbe options open to the :icronesians, it is noteworthy that the
members of the Joint Committee on Future Status would like to continue their
talks with a view to establishing and drafting a compact of free association, an
objective which has been accented by the United States and already partly attained.
ie note that if an agreee.ent is reached, it will be submitted for approval in the
usual way to the President and Congress of the United States and to the Congress of

'1.cronesia. done of the negotiators can commit himself in advance to obtaining

that approval.

512. In our opinion, it is implicit in the Charter and in the Trusteeship System

that the eoal is eventual independence unless agreement is reached on some other
status acceptable to the people of the Territories concerned through an act of
self-determination. icronesia is no excertion to this rule. That being so, if

one of the parties concerned wishes to discuss the question of independence as one

nossible option, the other should be prepared to join in such a discussion. What

either party sees as the conditions which should or nicht apply in an independence
situation would naturally emerge from these discussions. There should be no
insistence by one on getting an explanation of how the other party sees those
conditions, before agreeing in princirle to discuss the option.

513. A, are not in a position to make any snecific recommendations as to which
future status might be most suitable for Nicronesia. The Nicronesians must decide

this for themselves. :le are convinced, however, as has been indicated in chapter II

on political advancement, that there is a need for a greater and more concerted

effort of political education so that the iicronesian People will have a much
better unSerstanding of the possibilities open to the and of the choices which

have been made bw other peoples in like circumstances at other times. We believe

also that the ::icroesians must be able to see more clearly the economic prospects
likely to be oren to the :iicronesian State in the future. They must therefore

be informed at an early staee about the level of United States financial support
likely to be available riven different decisions on status. It also means that

they must have some idea of what suprort is likely to be available from the
international community (cf. chanter III on economic advancement).

514. Aatever solution is finally alopted, it is important that the basic issues,

including t}v piestion of w;:ich lands, if any, will be retained by the United States

as military retention lands, should h oettled before the Trusteeship Agreement comes

to an end. It may be legitimate to soy, as the United States representatives did at
Toiht, that "the circuaistances which led to the Trust Territory's desirnation
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as a strategic trast will continue to exist whatever its future status might be". 13/
But this is so only in the sense that, because of its geographical location,
Micronesia may continue to be of substantial interest to the United States and other
Powers. Naturally, when the Trusteeship Agreement comes to an end, the idea of a
strategic zone in the sense used in the Charter vanishes at the same time. The

fact that Micronesia was designated a strategic zone under the Trusteeship Agreement
does not, in our view, in any sense derogate from the basic objectives of the
Trusteeship System. In this context, the Mission regrets that it was not given any
information on plans for the use of land on Palau for military purposes. It

strongly recommends that no land should be ceded, either provisionally or
definitively, without the agreement of the people concerned. Nevertheless, it
considers that the people should remember that public land belongs to the Territory,
that is to say, to the people of Micronesia, and not to the Administering Authority.

D. Question of the Mariana Islands

515. The residents of the Mariana Islands express their determination to follow a
different path from that of the rest of Micronesia with great conviction. There
are undoubtedly many different reasons why they wish to retain a closer
association with the Administering Authority than the other districts of
Micronesia, although we could not but conclude that the principal reason had to do
with the material attractions of the American way or life, particularly as
observed by them in Guam. Also we could not but note that the people of the
Marianas, largely because of the location of the Administration Headquarters,
have been favoured ever since the Trusteeship Agreement was signed and have better
roads, better housing and better schools than the other Micronesians.

516. No purely ethnic argument can be seriuusly advanced in support of separation.
Of course, the Chamorros are not identical with the inhabitants of the Marshall
Islands; nor are the latter the same as the residents of Yap and Ponape. Acceptance
of the Mariana Islands argument would mean acceptance of the fragmentation of the
Territory. Moreover, the United Nations has consistently opposed in principle the
fragmentation of dependent Territories In tribal or regional lines. This is

exemplified by the case of Namibia. In all other Trust Territories it has
recommended that the Administering Authority should emphasize the unity of the

country in order to overcome racial or regional cleavages. In the two instances
when Trust Territories were divided, this was done only after a territorial
referendum had taken place.

517. A feeling of kinship exists between Guam and the other Mariana islands, but
it is _ess talked about now than it used to be. Of course, the Guamanians and the
inhabitants of Saipan are kin; of course, any Mariana Islander who leaves hiF
island must stop at Guam (this will be less so after the direct route from
Saipan to Tokyo is orened); but in Guam there are still some who remember that,

13/ Future Political Status of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands,

Proceedin s of the Sixth Round of Neootiations Oahu Hawaii Se tember 28 -

October 1972, p.
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durine the Japanese nceurntion, lohl to 194h, the behaviour of many of the
inhebitents of eeipan towards the nuarnnians was not exactly one of kinship; and
there seer to 1,e a good ro:gly others who trent their poorer and more backward
northern neieheours condescendinely some are afraid that Sainan will one day be
a rival of Guar, and may even be the winner in competinf, for the tourist trade;
lastly, still others who would like to see Guam become a state of the federation
or a commonwealth in the near future, would view the union of their Territory
with the arinnas as an obstacle. In Saipan, there are some who feel also that
if they Jo not unite with Guam, the northern tJariana Islands will receive more
financial and economic aid from the United States and doubtless from Japan as
w11.

511. Tt is areuable that the sennration of the Tiariana Islands may have certain
advantaeee for the Administerine Authority. Up to 1972, the United States firmly
resist:4 all eressure from the eeparatists. However, when the Congress stood firm
on free association and the eossibility of unilateral termination as a minimal
neeotiatine nosition, the United fltates representative arreed to negotiate with the
earienae Political "tatus Commission" while postponing their talk:. with

renreeentatives of the Congress of ricronesia. The United States also appears to
be envieaeine preliminary rensures to be taken in the near future preparatory to
tee seneration of the "Tariana Tslends, even before the termination of the
Trustee ship Arreement.

519. "e certninl cannot deny that the ereat majority of the Mariana Islanders
nre in favour of separation. It is obvious to anyone observing the situation
there. Rut we wonder whether it is necessary as yet to assume that a form of
avreerent on the futere etatus for eieronesia as a whole cannot be negotiated
which will in the end prove accentable to the t4arianas. We are aware of the fact
that the 'erinna Islnnds District is the most nrivilered district of the Territory
and that its separation from the rest could in some respects prove a disadvantage to
the other eietricto. "e are not aware of any studies which the Administering
Alithnrity hao Anne on this eopect of the question, one which seems to us to be
extremely irrortant. "e do not find in the Trusteeship Arreement anything which
authorizes tee ronulition of a part of the Trust Territory to set up its own
distinctive nolitical orr,ans - and, even less, to enter into separate nerptiations
atout its; future with the Pdministerine Authority. The place where the problem of
the 'ariariP Islands should be discussed is in the Congress of qieronesia and in its
Joint corlritte,- on Future 1-Itatus, where all the districts are represented equally. 14/

571 Ye recn-nizo thr heed to be realistic. The movement in favour of separation
(41e lon, w;,'f. ft, rity th..t the Administerin Authorit did not do

ran thin simirieant to chce: it low'. rwo. Taut, esnecially as the inchoate view
or 'of:Hble relationshi,,s t,etw,on tho "arianas and the United States put forward

th, ly.tdcp er the tarianan herotiatin,- tenn last December, may not after all be

14/ The Coimittee is now eractieelly irdistineuishable from the Senate; 10 out
of th? 17 senntors are me!-Ut,r1; of tare Committee, which includes only two members of
thf, 1!011:;f7. of 101.r ;Pnt:lt



so far removed from the views of the Joint Committee on Future Status about
Micronesia's relationshir with the United States, it seems to us imperative that
the separation of the Marianas should not yet be taken as a foregone conclusion.
We believe that further talks with the Marianas should be held over until the
position between the United States and the Congress of Micronesia has been further
defined. We believe that the Congress should take more account of the views of
the Marianas, and we would hope that with compromise and goodwill it mirht nrove
possible to narrow the gap between the various viewpoints.

521. It may be that a status for Micronesia as a whole will be agreed between the
Congress and the United States which will be generally acceptable to the Marianas,
except in regard to the provision for unilateral termination. (It should be
remembered that the Marianas representativesstill participate in the work of the
Joint Committee on Future Status.) If that should be the case, it would seem to
us more sensible for the Marianas to accept such a status for themselves aq a
continuinr part of Micronesia with the proviso that, if a majority of districts
should at a later stare decide to exercise the right of unilateral termination,
the Marianas (or any dissenting district) should be free not to apply that decision
to itself.

522. Alternatively, if an arrangeroent is nerotiated for Micronesia which is
satisfactory to the Congress (as well as to the United States) but not acceptable
to the Marianas, it would appear likely that, at this stage, the Congress,
recalling its past opinions on the subject, would be ready to accept the
inevitability of a separate status for the Marianas. There would then be
constitutional propriety in the secession.

523. To continue the separate talks further to a definite agreement on separate
status for the Marianas at this stage would destroy the prospect of achieving any
compromise solutions of this kind. Accordingly, we believe that for the time
being they should be stopped.

524. We also recommend that if the outcome of the negotiations makes it clear that
the Mariana Islands can no longer be part of "ficronesia after the formal act of
self-determination, precautionary measures should be taken promptly to ensure that
the rest of the Territory does not suffer from the separation and that, in
particular, the centres of communication, transport networks and the general
administrative amparatus in Saipan should be smoothly transferred elsewhere and,
until so transferred, should continue to Provide the five peripheral districts with
the services that they are entitled to expect.

E. Conclusion

525. In view of the slowness ,rith which the talks are progressing, it is unlikely
that the formalities for endinc, the Trusteeshir Agreement can he completed for
another two or three years. In these circumstances, as stated above, we recommend
that transitional m,?asurer., the Territory 9 r-reater rPn5ure of .pelf'- government

should be taken without delay and that other measures snould be adopted subsequently
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if the negotiations are slow in coming to an end. Although it is for the people
themselves to decide on their future form of government, we believe that, because
of its geography, Micronesia needs a decentralized political structure, with the
district authorities havin, wide powers within the framework of a "mini-federation",
possibly with some prior revision of district boundaries. Although the Mariana
Islanders seem determined to separate whatever happens and they would benefit most
from continued centralization, this change might help to protect the unity of the
Territory.

526. The Mission became aware, as is noted elsewhere in this report, of centrifugal
tendencies in other districts, especially in the Marshall Islands and in Palau.
After it left Micronesia, it learned that a separate future status negotiating
commission had been set up by the District Legislature of the Marshall Islands,
and that the Palau Littrict Legislature was contemplating similar action one year
from now. It is therefore a matter of urgency that the Congress, the

Administration and the Administering Authority give the most serious attention to
the question of the unity of the Territory. They should refuse to allow the course
of events which the inactivity, indecisiveness and failures of the past have set in
train to continue unchecked without the most earnest and serious examination of
whether that course will or will not benefit the people of Micronesia, both
severally and as a whole.



AFNEXES

Annex I

LIST OF WRITTEN COWUNICATIONS RECEIVED BY THE VISITING MISSION
DURING ITS VISIT TO THE TRUST TERRITORY

1. During its visit to the Trust Territory, the Mission received a number of
written communications. Some of these uere also addressed to the Trusteeship
Council and were subsequently circulated to members of the Council in documents

T/COM.10/L.96 to 99 and T/PIT.10/72.

2. Under rule 84, paragraph 2, of the rules of procedure of the Trusteeship
Council, the Mission decided that the other communications which it had received
were intended for its own information. A list of these communications is given

below.

A. Communications referred to in chuter.I of the present report,

Communication from Mr. Ataji Balos, Representative, Marshall Islands District,
Congress of Micronesia (para. 25)

Communication from Mr. Alex Phillip and 40 university students from Kusaie,
Ponape District (para. 50)

Communication from Moen landowners, Truk District (para. 53)

Communication from Mr. Hayashi Naka, Legislator, on behalf of Dublon landowners,

Truk District (para. 64)

Communication from Mr. Hayashi Naka, Legislator, nn behalf of the people of Dublon,

Truk District (para. 64)

Communication from Per. Rinis Hamo, Chief of "wan Villape, Truk District (para. 69)

Communication from Mr. flasaichy Eilat and others, Truk District (para. 69)

Communication from Mr. Alfonso Utto, Assistant Magistrate, Fefan Island, Truk
District (para. 71)

Communication from High Chiefs Reklai K. Lomisang and Ibedul Yano Takeo, Palau

District (para. 78)

Communication from the Student Council and supporting teachers, Palau High School,
Palau District (para. 80)
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Communication from Donald Sakuma, Chairman, 'esources and Development
Cor..nittee, Palau District Legislature (para. 80

Communication from "r. Suranpel tlhinns, "anarer, Palau Fishermen's Coonerative,
Palau District. (para. E18)

Comunication from the Palau Tourist Commission, Palau District (para. 88)

Communication from the people of Peleliu, Palau District (Para. 91)

C(r.munication fror'. the "layor of Tinian consisting of 10 resolutions adopted by
th Tinian runicipal Council, Mariana Islands District (para. 129)

Comrunicatiun from the "qcronesia Leral Services Corporation enclosing House joint
resolution 2( of the Congress of "Ticronesia (para. 133)

Communication from the Senate, Congress of "icronesia, enclosing Senate joint
resolution 7o. 3, F.D. 2 (nara. 133)

Communication fror P!icronesian students at the University of Guam (para. 144)

B. Other communications

Copy of a letter from Linus Ruuamau, President of Yan Nature Life Garden, Inc.,
addressed to the District Administrator of Yan, concerning tourist and sightseeing
operations in Cho'ol and ?Malay villaceq Yap Island

ComnunicaLion from "r. Norman J. Quinn, Peace Corps volunteer serving in Saipan,
concerning the merits of including similar volunteer organizations from other
countries to serve in the Territory

Comnunication from Nr. Dino Jones, former teacher in Mariana Islands District,
concerning education in the Territory

Communication from "1r. Edward DLG. PanPelinan, Chairman, Marianas Political Status
Commission, on the subject of the legal capacity of the Commission to negotiate
with the United States in reference to the future political status of the Marianas

Communication fro^1 ?gr. Antonio Ca. Atalir, Mayor of Rota, supporting separate
political status for "ariana Island3 District and reiterating the desire of the
peor1 of rota to establish a separate Rota district of the Trust Territory of the
Pacific Islands

Communication from the House of Representatives, Congress of Micronesia, enclosing
House joint resolution No. 57, by which the Congress resolved to extend its welcome
to the members and staff of the 1973 !Fission, and further resolved to extend its
welcome to the United Nations Under-SecretaryGeneral for Political Affairs and
Decolonization
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BEST COPY AWAKE

3. As is noted in chapter I, naracyrich lb, of the nresent renort, copies of

these communications are available for irection in the files of the Secretariat

of the United Nations.

4. The 1970 Visitinr, mission to Micronesia printed as annexes to its report the

various communications it received. The 1973 rission considered doing the same.

Members agreed that it would be invidious to print sore and exclude others
(because of lenrth or because of snr_,cificity of subject matter - for example,
communications relating to particular pieces of land). The Mission therefore

considered the alternatives of all or none. In so doinr it had in -ind

that other recent visitinr did not print all the communications they

received.

5. One member of the mission f,l that all communications should be printed.

Had the body of the report bees. .:1.orter he would have felt differently, but in the

circumstances he considered the length which such printing' would create

should not be regarded as a deterrent.

6. Those signing this report were in principle disposed to arree with him.

However, after considering the technical difficulties which printing all

communications would have created and the need for the rerort to be nublished at

the earliest date possible, they decided not to print any of the communications.

7. The Trusteeship Council may wish to decide to circulate some or all of them

as documents of the Council at a later stare.



Date Place

Annex TT

ITINERARY OF THE VI3I'''1;;CI MISSION

24 January Washington, D.C.

29 January Honolulu

30 January Honolulu

31 January Honolulu

1 February Honolulu

2 February Marshall Islands
Majuro

3 February Marshall Idlands
Maluro

4 February Marshall Islands
Majuro

Kwajalein

Remarks

Meeting with representatives of the Departments
of State, Interior, Defense (Civic Action)
and the Peace Corps

Meeting with representatives of tk,e Office for
Micronesian Status Negotiations

Arrived from !;ew York

Call on Governor of the State of Hawaii,
'!r. John A. Burns

Met Chancellor of the East-West Center,
Mr. Everett Kleinjans, and academic staff

Meeting with Micronesian students at East-West
Center

Departed by air for Majuro, Marshall islands.
Crossed International Date Line

Arrived from Honolulu

"eeting with District Administrator and
departmental heads

Mission divided into two groups: one group
visited the radio station and the hospital;
the other group visited the port facilities

Visited public high school and held meeting
with students

uet Representative Ataji Balos, Congress of
Micronesia

Meeting with the Chamber of Commerce

Meeting with the Municipal Council

Departed by air for Kwajalein

Arrived from majuro L3 February in Kwajalein
where the Hawaiian date is used?

Departed by ship for Rongelap
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Date

5 February

6 February

Place

Marshall Islands
Ron7elan

Marshall Islands
Bikini

Kwajalein

7 February Marshall Islands
Kwajalein

(6 February in Kwajalein)

8 February

(7 February

8 February

9 February

Ebeyc

Kwajalein

'!arshall Islands

Kwajalein
in ::wajalein)

Ponape

Kolonia Town

Ponape
Kolonia Town

Sokehs

Vet

Remarks

Arrived from Kvajalein

Public meeting

Departed by ship for Bikini Atoll

Arrived from Ronerelap

Toured Bikini Island

Departed by air for Kwajalein

Arrived from Bikini February in Kwajalein?

Departed by boat for Ebeye Island

Visited public works, hospital, nursery school,
public elementary school and mission
elementary school

Public meeting at Ebcye Community Center

Meetim.: with a traditional leader and members
of the NALiela (District Legislature)

Departed by air for Ponape

Arrived from Kwajalein

:leeting with District Administrator and heads
of departments

Meetinp pith Speaker, Vice-Speaker and Interim
Committee of the District Legislature

;.eeting with the Hahmwarkis (traditional leaders)

"ission divided into two groups: one group
departed by car for Sokehs, Net and Uh
municipalities the other group departed by
boat for Kitti Minicinality

Meeting with Vunicipal Council

Meeting with !lunicipal Council and general public
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Dste Place

9 February Ponape
Uh

Kitti

10 February Ponape
Kolonia Town

Remarks

reetinp with runicipal Council and general public

Returned to Kolonia Town

"eetinr with community leaders, councilmen and
the general public of Kitti Municipality

Returned to Kolonia Town

Visited radio station, agricultural station and
Micronesia Community College

meeting with Chief Magistrates of Ponape District

Meeting with members of the Chamber of Commerce
and businessmen

Meeting with student representatives from
Community College of 'Aicronesia, Ponape
Agricultural and Trade School, Ponape Islands
Central School and Ponape Teachers rducation
Center

Meeting with mayor and members of the Council of
Kolonia Town

11 February Ponape Departed by boat for Madolenihmw
Kolonia Town

radolenihmw

Kolonia Town

Meeting at Ponape Agricultural and Trade School
with members of Municipal Council and people
of the nunicirality

Visited Nan Madol ruins

Returned to Kolonia Town

Meeting with District Administrator and heads
of departments

Meeting with Chief Magistrate of Kusaie and
Kusaians on Ponape

Departure by air for Truk

Truk Arrived from Ponape
Island

12 February Truk meetinr with District Administrator, heads of
Moen Island derartments and senior staff
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Date Place Remarks

12 February Truk
Moen Island

13 February Truk

Moen Island

14 February Truk
Moen Island

Meeting with Representative Sasauo Haruo,
Congress of Micronesia,and others

Meeting with Moen Municipal Council and
traditional leaders

Meeting with Truk District Legislature and
Magistrates Council

Visited public affairs, land management,
fisheries and community action offices;
Truk High School, Xavier High School, housing
authority, radio station, agricultural station,
co-operative and the farmers' market

Meeting with students at Xavier High School

Mission divided into two groups: one group
departed by boat to Dublon Island; the other
group departed by boat to Tol Island

Tol Meeting of community leaders and general public

Visited elementary school, fish drying plant and
junior high school

Dublon

15 February Truk
Moen Island

16 February Truk
Moen Island

Returned to Moen

meeting with members of Dublon Municipal Council,
community leaders and general public

Visited the recently completed junior high school

Returned to Moen

Public meeting

Visited Truk Hospital

meeting with students' representatives of
Xavier, Truk and Moen high schools

Meeting with Peace Corps volunteers

Meetirg with the District Administrator and
heads of departments

Meeting with petitioners

Departed by air for Saipan

Mariana Islands
Saipan Arrived from Truk
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Date Place

17 February Mariana Islands
Saipan

18 February

19 February

Mariana Islands
Saipan

Mariana Islands
Saipan

Palau

Koror

20 February Palau
Koror

21 February Palau

Koror

Eastern
Babelthuap
Ngarard

Ngiwal

Melekeok

Remarks

Attended session of House of Representatives,
Congress of Micronesia

Attended session of Senate, Congress of
Micronesia

Meeting with Joint Committee on Future Status
of the Congress of Micronesia

Meeting with Chairmen of standing committees
of the Congress of Micronesia

Departed by air for Koror

Arrived at Airai airport, Babelthuap from Saipan

Meeting with Deputy District Administrator,
departmental heads and senior staff

Meeting with the two High Chiefs, other municipal
chiefs, Mayor and Magistrates, members of
Koror Municipal Council and leaders of Airai
Municipality

Meeting with members of judiciary

Visited Micronesian Occupational Center

Meeting with student representatives from I.igh
schools and Micronesian Occupational Center

Meeting with members of Executive Committee of
Palau. Legislature

Mission divided into two groups: one group
departed by boat for Eastern Babelthuap;
the other departed by boat for Western
Babelthuap

Meeting with local and elected leaders and
general public

Visited elementary school and Mission High School

Visited elementary school

Meeting with local and elected leaders

Visited elementary school
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Date Place Remarks

21 February Palau l!eeting with local and elected leaders
Eastern Babelthuap

Visited elementary school
N6chesar

returned to Koror

Western Babelthuap Meeting with local and elected leaders
Ngarchelonl

Fgardmau meeting with local and elected leaders

Ngaremlengui meetine, with local and elected leaders

Ngatpang Meeting with local and elected leaders

Aimeliik Meeting with local and elected 1Paders

Returned to Koror

Koror Meeting with members of the Palau Chamber of
Commerce

22 February Palau Departed by boat for Peleliu Island
Koror

Peleliu Visited the in-Territory ship repair and crew
rotation facility

Meeting with the Magistrate, councillors and
public

Returned to Koror

Koror Meetings with students of mindszenty High School

23 February Palau
Koror

Visited museum, the Van Camp fisheries
installations and jail facilities

"ission divided into two grout's: one group
visited radio station, hospital, high school,
Palau Community Action Agency, juvenile
court; the other group visited Fishermen's
Cooperative Association, port facilities,
Boat Building and Drydocking Association,
forestry station, Marine Biology Research
Laboratory and Entomology Laboratory

Meeting with Chief and people of Angaur, then
on Koror

Meeting with teachers of Koror

Meeting with Deputy District Administrator
and heads of departments
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Date Place Remarks

24 February Palau Departed by air for Yap
Koror

Yap Arrived from Palau

meeting with District Administrator and heads
and senior staff of departments

25 February Yap Departed by air for Ulithi

Ulithi Atoll

Yar

26 February Yap

27 February Yap

Arrived from Yap Islands

meeting with Outer Islands Chiefs

Visited Outer Islands Nigh School

Meeting with students of Outer Islands High
School

Departed for Yap Islands

Arrived from Ulithi

Tour of Gagil-Tomil Vunicipality

Visited Gagil-Tomil Elementary School

Visited poultry farm

Attended traditional Yapese Dance at Balebat,
Rull municipality, in honour of the tlission

Meeting with Yap District Legislature and
magistrates

Visited Yap High School

qeetinl with students of Yap High School

ilission divided into two groups: one group
visited radio station, Madrich (Outer Islands
Community), hospital, Community Development
Office, prison facilities; the other group
visited the Agriculture Station, Yan
Co-- operative Association, Port facilities,
Transportption Authority, War Claims
Commission Office and Land lanagement Office

Tour of Yap

Visited elementary school

leetinr with Chamber of Commerce
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Date Place

27 February Yap

28 February Yap

Guam

1 'Tarch Guam

Mariana Islands
Saipan

2 March

3 March

Mariana Islands
Saipan

mariana Islands
Saipan

Tinian

Remarks

Meeting with chiefs, Magistrate and councilmen
of Gilman Municipality

Meeting with chiefs, Magistrate and councilmen,
Kanifay Municipality

Visited Kanifay Elementary School

Meeting with chiefs, Magistrate and councillors,
Southern Rull

In Colonia, attended traditional Bamboo Dance
in honour of Mission

meeting with District Administrator and heads
of departments

Departed by air for Guam

Arrived from Yap

Pfeeting with Micronesian students at the
University of Guam

Met Governor of Guam, Mr. Carlos G. Camacho

Departed by air for Saipan

Arrived from Guam

Meeting with District Administrator and heads
and senior staff of departments

Meeting with Marianas Political Status
Commission

Meeting with "ariana Islands District
Legislature

Meeting with Saipan Chamber of Commerce

Meeting with Saipan Municipal Council

Meeting Irith general public

Departed by air for Tinian

Meeting with Mayor, Municipal Council and people
of Tinian

Departed by air for Rota
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Date Place

3 March Mariana Islands
Rota

5 March

6 March

7 March

Mariana Islands
Saipan

Mariana Islands
Saipan

Mariana Islands
Saipan

14 March New York

Remarks

meetinr with Mayor, Municipal Council and
people of Rota

Derarted for Saipan

meetinp with High Commissioner and his staff

Meeting with Chief Justice

Meeting with Public Defender

Meeting with departmental heads and senior
officials

Meeting with departmental heads and senior
officials

Mission concluded visit to Trust Territory and
returned to United Nations Headquarters

Meeting with the personal representative of the
President of the United States for " icronesian
Status Negotiations, Mr. Franklin H: Williams,
the Deputy Representative for micronesian
Status Megotiations, and senior officials of
the Department of State and the Department
of the Interior
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:alnex IV

RFOOLUTIOIT ADOrTIM BY TIT TRUSTEMTUr COUTTIL

2159 (XL). Report of the United :lations Visiting Mission to the
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, 1973

The 'rusteeshin Council,

!'.w in'- examined at its fortieth session the observations of the United Nations
Visitin :fission to the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, 1973,

Ravin- heard the oral observations made by the representatives of the United
ftates of !aeries.,

1. Takes note of the views of the members of the Visiting Mission, set forth
in docurrent a/ and in the course of the session of the Trusteeship Council,
anci of the observations of the kdministering 1uthority thereon;

2. 7xnresses its appreciation of the work accomplished by the Visiting
'fission on its behalf'

3. Draws attention to the fact that at its fortieth session, the Trusteeship
Council took into account the recommendations and observations of the Visiting
'!ission and the observations of the Administering Ituthority thereon;

4. Decides that it will continue to take these recommendations, conclusions
and observations into account in future examination of matters relatinr to the
:'rust Territory concerned;

5. Invites the Administerin, .uthority to take into account the
recomrtndatiwis and conclusions of the members of the Visiting Mission as well as
the corr.ments made thereon by the members of the Trusteeship Council;

(. Decides, in accordance with rule 9r) of its rules of procedure, that the
observations of the Visitin- *lission and the text of the present resolution shall
be distributed in an apnronriate form.

1420th meetin-
22 June 1973

a/ Official Records of the Trusteeship Council, rorti,,th Session,
Dinnlement
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